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ABSTRACT
This

project

has

developed

a

microcomputer-based

interactive Graphics Software System for the production of
engineering drawings.
format,
using

can

be

The

recalled

conventional

drawings,

and

drawing

stored in a

updated much
methods.

digital

faster than by

This

allows

for

increased production and a standardized drawing format.
The system was designed to be easy to use so that with
little training,

a

user can create,

drawings for later retrieval.

edit,

plot,

and save

In addition, an open archi-

tecture was used in the design of the drawing database and
program command structure so that the system can be easily
expanded upon as the need arises.

The software,

developed for the IBM Personal Computer

using the TURBO PASCAL Compiler,

has been implemented and

hard copy results are presented in order to demonstrate the
system's capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION
.Ba.ckgr._QJ,in.d

The computer has had an important role in engineering
for well over twenty years.

Its role however, has not been

directed toward the center of the business, the engineering
and

design

directed

process.

toward

processing,

the

service,

in

usage
areas

project management and

management.
use

Computer

instead
such

control,

as

has

been

numerical

and financial

Even in engineering areas that traditionally
computer,

i.e.,

structural

mechanics,

and

electrical system calculations, the program input is often
copied manually

from a

drawing to

the

computer,

and the

results are manually incorporated into the design.
Recent

advances

in

computer

graphics,

however,

will

move computer use from the perimeter to the center of the
engineering and design process.

With a properly integrated

system,

be

the

computer

will

controlling data

performing design functions,
and

handling

displaying

communications,

as

well

as

all

graphics,
management,
numerical

computations.
Perhaps the most significant computer applications for
the engineer are those which revolve around computer-aided
design

(CAD).

One

such

application

of

computer-aided

2

design lies within the production of

engineering drawings

through the use of microcomputer graphics.

The origins of

computer-aided drafting can be traced through the history
of

interactive

computer

graphics.

Computer

graphics

started with the early teletype and line printer hard copy
devices of
tubes)

the

1940s.

Computer driven CRTs

began to display output

in the

(cathode-ray

1950s.

Graphics,

however, made little progress until 1962, when Dr.

Ivan E.

Sutherland published a paper describing a

computer system

that

proved

enabled

users

to

draw.

His

paper

to

many

readers that interactive computer graphics was feasible.
By

the

projects

mid-1960s

were

large

underway

at

computer
MIT,

graphic

General

research

Motors,

Telephone Laboratories, and Lockheed Aircraft.

Bell

This early

research and the systems that were produced were mainframe
or minicomputer based.
this

technology was

include

the

systems

hidden

database,

greater than $200, 000.
costs

of

operating

manager,

preparation,

The threshold cost for the use of

the

This did not

implementation,
personnel,
of

development

a

including

training,

symbol

a

site

library,

a

An investment of $500,000

and custom software.

was not unrealistic.
The

advent

encouraged

of

system

the

8-bi t

microprocessor

manufacturers

to

develop

enabled
lower

and

priced

3

single user systems.
device

technology

In addition,

and

software

developments in output-

in

the

microcomputer-aided drafting feasible.
a

dozen

software

developers

are

1970s

have

made

Currently more than

marketing

significant

design and drafting systems for desktop computers.

These

are not expensive dedicated systems or bundled hardware and
software configurations that are device dependent; they run
on

standard

off-the-shelf

microcomputers

and

peripherals.

Because of this new microcomputer-based software, computeraided drafting is now economically feasible for thousands
of

smaller engineering firms.

market

will

greatly

The

accelerate

demands from this new
the

applications

of

microcomputer graphics and computer-aided design.
The purpose of this
document

the

development

thesis then,
and

is to

implementation

computer-aided drafting software system.

describe and
of

This

a

simple

system has

not been designed to compete with the increasing number of
commercially available software packages.

It is presented

with

may

the

hope

expanded upon

that
for

the

the

techniques

used

be

continued development of

aided design tools for the engineer.

further

computer-

4

This
objectives

drawing
in

system

mind.

was

developed

objectives

These

with

can be

several

defined by

answering the following questions:
What will the system do?
What functions will it serve?
Who will use the system?
What are the benefits of its use?
What are the drawbacks of its use?
This section presents answers to these questions in order
to define the scope of this project, and to demonstrate the
possible applications for this system.
The drawing system is a

software application program

which allows the user to manipulate two-dimensional graphic
elements in a database.
consist of
text.

lines,

These graphic elements or objects

circles,

The user adds,

arcs,

deletes,

rectangles,

symbols,

and

and moves these objects in

the database through a menu-driven user interface.
To

interactively see the

changes in the

database as

they occur, the user has a drawing window through which the
objects can be seen..

Control of the window is also avail-

able on the menu to enlarge a portion of these objects,

so

5

that finer details can be seen;

or reduce the size of the

objects so that they can be seen in relation to each other.
For

continued

work

over

a

long

period

of

time,

functions have been added to save this database into a disk
file

so

that

necessary.
a

it

may

be

recalled

and

modified

whenever

The program will also translate this data into

suitable command language for

produce a

hard copy

drawing.

Finally,

output of

this

database as

scaled

retrieval, and output must be bundled together in

a simple

that

graphics,

someone

with

no

for

a

storage,

so

functions

pen plotter to

editing,

format

these

driving a

knowledge

of

computers,

or programming can use the system to its fullest

extent.
The obvious function of a system such as this would be
for the replacement of the manual techniques currently used
for

the

production

drawing

speed

admittedly

of

for

slower

advantage.

the

than

conventional methods,
necessary for

drawings.

Al though

man-computer

that

of

a

the

physical

combination

skilled

drafter

is

using

if you account for the training time

production,

the

drawing system has

A skilled draftsperson producing a

a

clear

finished

production quality drawing in one hour might have had two
to

three

This

years

involves a

of

experience

in

drawing and

lettering.

considerable investment of time and money

6

for

training.

that

same

however

original

they

training

With the

may

to

considering
demand for

the

drawing

only

reach

computer,

a

in

require

a

to

twice

two

to

three

quality

including

skilled drafters,

may

up

production

economics

person

produce

that

time,

months

level.

the

supply

the advantages of a

of

When
of

and

computer

drawing system can be seen.
Furthermore,
time

gap

is

already exists
involve
very

the

further

time-consuming

when

computer.

existing
task.

the main

new drawing.

argument for

the

part

details

onto

Using

the

This
use

of

a

drawing
drawing

Many drafting functions

however, a portion of an existing
copied into a

computerized

vs.

decreased

in the

redrawing

manual

of

dra~ing

new

drawings,

drawing

a

system,

can be instantly

reproductive ability is
a

computerized drawing

system.
The software is designed to be used by anyone who has
a

need

drawings.

for

producing

small-sized,

accurately

scaled

Although the software can be easily modified for

larger drawings the current maximum allowable drawing size
is 11" x 1 7".

Some of the applicable engineering related

industries which would have use for a system such as this
include:

7

Land Surveyors:

For property boundary sketches

Civil Engineers:

For site plans

Architects:

For floor plan diagrams

Land Planners:

For building layouts

Landscape Architects: For landscape design
Although the system is tailored for civil engineering
related

applications,

it

could

be

used

for

any

type

of

engineering drawings,

from

machinery detailing.

The only modifications that would be

necessary would be to

electrical circuit diagrams to

change the

standard symbol

library

that is built into the software.
One of the benefits from using a system such as this
one

include

Using

the

way

conventional

that

you

methods,

a

may

store

your

drawing must

be

drawings.
stored

in

some sort of bulky filing cabinet where it is subjected to
the wear
added

and

and tear of

everyday use

replaced.

With

as

other drawings are

a · computerized

system,

the

drawings are stored in a digital format and can be saved on
floppy

diskettes

or on

an

internal

drive

which can hold

hundreds of drawings.
Another advantage is that each drawing produced is an
original that can be reproduced into several other original
drawings.

Each of these copies can be modified slightly to

8

produce

five

methods,

original

however,

drawings.

unless

reproduction produces a

the

Using

drawing

is

conventional
redrawn,

each

degradation in the quality of the

new drawing produced.
A final benefit from a
the

consistent

quality of

manual methods,
stopped

and

system such as this would be
the

drawings

produced.

Using

it is often obvious where one draftsperson

another

one

continued

on

the

same

drawing.

Lettering and line quality vary between draftspersons with
differing experience.
final

drawing

is

With a software system, however, the

produced

by

a

single

plotter

using

a

consistent format with no distinction between the abilities
of the operators.
As

with

any

new

system,

however,

there

drawbacks which must also be recognized.

are

al ways

One of the major

drawbacks of computer drawing systems is that a user must
convert their thoughts and

ideas about what must be done

into

be

a

command

Retraining
user is

of

which

can

personnel

is

sometimes forced

screen is being redrawn,
for a selected object.
interrupt

the

user's

slower production time.

recognized

necessary.

to wait on the
or as the

by
In

a

computer.

addition,

the

computer as the

software is

searching

This hardware performance lapse can
train

of

thought

and

result

in

a

9

Another problem that must be dealt with results from
the storage of the

drawings as data files.

Al though the

files are easy to store and require much less space, they
can also be
erase

an

lost

quite easily.

entire

drawing

While it

on

paper,

a

is not easy to
few

accidental

keystrokes can destroy hours of work instantaneously.
must

be

taken

in

the

storage

of

drawings

to

Care

safeguard

against accidental data loss.
Finally,

as

production

of

production

can

failure.
have

with

drawings
be

all
is

automation,
now

stopped

machine

at

any

the

computerized

dependent

time

by

a

and

the

hardware

Care must be taken on the part of the user to

backup

systems

to

continue

production

while

the

inoperative hardware is repaired.

The software developed for this project can be divided
into

three

graphics

separate

utility

modules;

module,

and

the
the

drawing
plotter

module,
driver.

the
The

drawing module interacts with the user and the drawing data
stored in memory.

This data in memory can also be saved as

a disk file.
The

graphics

utility

module

acts

as

between the drawing module and the computer.

an

interpreter

This software
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performs

many

of

the

graphic display.

low

level

functions

necessary

for

For a more detailed explanation of this

software refer to Appendix A.
The
that

plotter

accesses

driver

the

consists of

drawing data and

a

software procedure

translates

it

into

a

command which can be understood by a specific pen plotter.
This

command

is

sent

to

the

plotter

as

an

ASCII

text

string.
For this

project,

plotter drivers were developed for

two different pen plotters; the Hewlett Packard 7475A, and
the Houston
all

the

Instruments DMP-29.

software

are

Source code

provided

in

listings of

Appendix

C.

The

interaction between the software and hardware can be seen
in Figure 1.
The hardware for the drawing system consists of a computer

containing

6ontroller,
pen

plotter

an

appropriate

graphics monitor,
is

cabled

communications port.

to

keyboard,

the

It

is

pointing,

processed by

sent to the monitor.

display

and disk drive.
through

a

A

serial

All input from the user to the system

is received from the keyboard.
selection and

computer

graphics

the

object

This input includes command
selection and data

drawing module and

input.

responses are

11

I
I
I

l

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

I
I
I

PEN

I
I
I
I

PLOTTER

I
I

.,

PLOTTER
DRIVER

' '·

J

DRAWINb
DATA

---~DRAWING

MODULE

GRRPH I CS
UTILITY
HODULE

~---*

COMPUTER
SYSTEH - -

DISPLAY
MONITOR

KEYBOARD

I

I
I
I

I.
I
I

I

1

Figura 1.

Systam Dlogro•.

DISK
FILES
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The hardware

for

the

implementation of

this

project

consisted of an IBM Personal Computer with 640 K RAM and an
8087 numerical co-processor.
fixed disk,
drive.

Mass storage included a 10 MB

and one double-sided,

The

monitor

was

a

double density diskette

standard

IBM

Color

monitor driven by an IBM Color Graphics Card.
Instrument

DMP-29

Pen

Plotter

results reproduced in Appendix D.

was

used

to

Graphics
A Houston

output

the

For further information

regarding the hardware configuration, refer to Appendix A.

CHAPTER I
DATABASE MANAGEMENT

An

engineering

distinct

graphic

drawing

objects.

is

a

Once

collection

it has been

object on a drawing can be positioned,
Each time

a

change is made

drawing database must be

of

to objects

updated to

defined,

moved,
in a

several
an

and erased.
drawing,

reflect this

the

change.

This can be referred to as the data management.
The drawing data is stored on a disk, and is read into
the system's random access memory (RAM) when a
loaded

by

contained

the

The

within that

that time.
disk

user.

file

The
for

entire

drawing are

software,

then,

additional

drawing is

collection
placed

into

contains no

drawing

of

data.

objects

memory

at

paging to

The ref ore

maximum allowable number of drawing objects is

a

the

limited by

the system's RAM capacity.
To create a

drawing,

the

objects must be

positioned
Using a

within some sort of rectangular coordinate system.
coordinate

system,

particular

location

moved,

the

system

each
on

object

the

must
13

can

drawing.
simply

be
When

update

mapped
an
the

to

a

object

is

object's

14

coordinates.

The

limits

of

this

coordinate

system

are

defined by size of the drawing that the user is currently
working on.
8. 5"

x

14"

defined

For example,
drawing,

from

the

(0,0) to

the drawing world,

when the user is working on an
coordinate

(8.5,14).

limits

limits

are

These boundaries define

so they are referred to as the minimum

and maximum world limits.
world

system's

range from

For

( 0, 0)

an 11"

to

x

1 7"

( 17, 11).

drawing the

These limits,

can be seen in Figure 2.

and their orientation,

Since it would be too difficult to achieve any sort of
detail

when

mapping

an

entire

drawing

to

the

computer

screen, the user is allowed to zoom in on a smaller portion
of the

entire world.

world is

called the

This

subset of · the maximum drawing

current world.

The current world is

then mapped to the drawing window on the computer screen.
The relationship between the maximum world,

current world,

and drawing window can be viewed in Figure 3.

When a new

current world is to be displayed within the drawing window,
the existing window is eased and the current world limits
are scaled to the new drawing window.
the

drawing

is

redrawn

with

this

new

clipped to fit within the drawing window.

Each object within
magnification . and

15

CQ,Ql

MCNCMUM
WORLD LIMITS
-.

.,

X DIRECllON

'

,

y

DIREClION

(8.5,14)

LIMITS OF
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e.s·

x

i~·
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WORLD
DRAWING
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X DlRECTION

y
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WORLD
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Figure 2.

Drawing World

Ll•l~s

Coordlna~e Sys~e• Orlen~o~lon

and
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Current World Limits
Objects 1n World CoordlnatQs

' '
'

' '\.

+Y 0JrQc1"1on

' '
'

'

'

' '
'

' '

Maximum World Coordtnote Limits
Objects In World Coordlno~es
ObJQc~s

Figura 3.

Orowlng Window on Screen
Mopp&d ~o Scr&Qn Coordtno~es

World To Screen Happing

Raln~lon~hlp
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The

objects

distinct

graphic

rectangles,
different

and

types

in

two

drawing are

entities;
symbols.
of

object types have
For example,

a

lines,

broken

down

circles,

into

arcs,

text,

These entities make up the

objects
different

in a

drawing.

Each of

requirements for

six

six

these

description.

a line is described by the coordinates of its

endpoints,

while a

circle is

described by its

point coordinates and its radius distance.

radius

Given below is

a list of the information necessary to completely describe
each of the object types.
Line -

an integer to describe the type of line
desired (dashed, bold, etc.)
the X coordinate of the first endpoint
the Y coordinate of the first endpoint
the X coordinate of the second endpoint
the Y coordinate of the second endpoint

Text -

a flag indicating whether the text is normal
or bold
a character string containing the text
the X coordinate of the text starting point
the Y coordinate of the text starting point
the height of the text (we have assumed a
standard height to width ratio)
the angle of the text (measured from
horizontal)

18

Circle -

the X coordinate of the radius point
the Y coordinate of the radius point
the radius distance

Arc -

the

x coordinate of the starting point

the y coordinate of the starting point
the

x coordinate of the radius point

the y coordinate of the radius point
the angle subtended by the arc

Re ct

Symbol -

(sides are assumed to be horizontal and
vertical)

x

coordinate at the upper left hand corner

y

coordinate of the upper left hand corner

x

coordinate of the lower right hand corner

y

coordinate of the lower right hand corner

A symbol is a specialized element which
is
defined by
the system.
The symbols
currently defined consist of a north arrow,
a leader arrow, a small circle, a small box,
and a small cross.
Each of these objects
require the following data to be described.
North Arrow - its
direction angle

starting coordinates and

Leader Arrow - three coordinate points
Circle, Box
coordinates

and

Cross

center

point

19

A data structure had to be defined so that each of the
The object data

drawing objects are contained in an array.
was

described

integers,

and

as

a

record in

six real

Pascal

numbers.

consisting of

Figure 4

shows

a

two

table

explaining how each of the object types is mapped to fit
within the record.
You

may

structure

notice

there

in

is no

Figure

4

that

provision for

the

with

this

character

containing the text that is to be displayed.

data
string

To solve this

problem the first real number in the text data structure is
used as an index pointer to locate the text in a
array

of

character

strings.

The

drawing, consists of two arrays,
array

of

array

text

contains

strings.
the

The

overall

an

and manipulates

as

ar~ay

first

an

data

for

a

of objects and an

record in the

drawing

drawing size and the drawing scale.
the drawing module acts

complete

separate

data

object

including

the

In its simplest form,

editor that

loads,

stores,

these arrays and graphically displays the

result.

To

conclude

this

section

on

data

management,

some

techniques are suggested for the expansion of this data set
at a later date in time.

Possible enhancements of the data

20

-

OfUECT TYPE INT I
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could

include

additional

data

types,

additional

symbol

types, larger object arrays, and larger text arrays.
the data type is described using an integer,
objects may be added to

the data

list

modify any existing data structures.
would

just have

integer value
be

applied

an

(i.e.,

to

the

unused type
7,8,9,
symbol

type

new types of

without having to

The new object type

descriptor for

etc.).

Since

the

first

The same method could

descriptor

for

additional

symbols.
Finally,

since both the

drawing objects

and

drawing

text are defined as arrays, they can be enlarged by simply
changing dimensions of their declarations in the variable
section

of

the

source

code.

The

constants

maxobj

and

maxtext have been provided in the code to facilitate this
expansion.

CHAPTER II
DRAWING FUNCTIONS

l.n.tx.:o..d.u...c.:t_i. Q.n

When

the

procedures
select

a

program

must

be

is

started,

invoked

drawing command.

several

before
The

the

first

initialization

user

is

able

to

procedure clears a

section of memory for use by the drawing data.

After this

memory

called

has

been

cleared,

a

procedure

is

to

initialize the routines within the graphics utility module.
This includes the reading,

from disk,

of the custom fonts

used to display characters on the screen.
When

the

initialized,
within
size,

the
and

graphics

the

utilities

program

sets

drawing

module

drawing

scale.

initialization,

the

values

including
After

program

that

allows the

enters

drawing commands.

user

to

for

its

has

the

world
the

state within a procedure called menu.
procedure

module

been

variables

size,

window

drawing

module

normal

operating

Menu is the control

branch to

Program control will

the

various

remain within the

menu procedure until the QUIT command is specified by the
user.

When

the

QUIT

command

22

is

received,

the

menu

23

procedure is termina ted and a text initialization procedure
is

called to

mode.

return the

computer's display to

its

normal

A block diagram displaying this flow can be seen in

Figure 5.
This

section will

present

a

descriptive

explanation

and overview of each of the drawing commands available to
the user.

The information provided includes a description

of the command's operation,

an explanation of the source

code routine that invokes the function,
of the

command' s

result.

The

and a description

functions

are

presented in

the same order as they appear in the drawing command menu;
the primary

menu functions are explained first,

then the

secondary menu functions, followed by an explanation of the
individual function keys used by the software .

.C.Q_MMAND._DE.S.CR.I.F_I_IQ_tfS.
DWG COMMAND
PESCRIJ?T_I_ON:

The DWG

command is

a

mnemonic

representing

the functions that involve the physical manipulation of the
drawing

files

contained on a

within
disk.

the

system's

These functions

reads a file from a disk into memory,
file in memory onto a

disk,

memory

and .

those

include LOAD which
STORE for

saving the

and RENAME which will

the filename of the current drawing in memory.

change

24
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The procedure which is
command is called getdwg.

called to execute the DWG

The following data is passed to

procedure getdwg:
dwgname:

the name of the current file in memory

object:

the array of drawing objects in memory

onscreen:
an index containing the objects currently
displayed on the screen
textline:
minx,

the array of text strings in the drawing

maxx,

maximum
crossx,

miny, and

maxy:

the current minimum and

X and Y limits of the world being displayed
crossy:

the world coordinate position of the

drawing crosshair
The Getdwg procedure has
uses;

loadwg,

storedwg, and rename.

its respective function as
The

loadwg

consisting of

subprocedure

the

memory

to

be

every object and

two files,

loads

object array q.nd

loaded,

Each of these performs

described below.

diskette and into memory.
filename

three subprocedures that it

the

text line

After asking the
it

will

every text

drawing

data

array from
user for

sequentially

read

a

the
into

line

contained in the

filename.DWG and filename.DTX.

The routine will

then set new current world

limits to

accommodate the

new

drawing, update the text information on the screen and then
display the new drawing within the viewing window.
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The

storedwg

sub-procedure writes the

current

object

and textline data in memory to the disk files;

filename.DWG

and

the

one

program's memory.

If

filename.DTX.

The

filename

currently stored within the
is

currently

stored,

then

the

used

user

is

is

prompted

that

is

no name
for

one.

Storedwg has no affect on the drawing data in memory or the
viewing window.
The rename subprocedure simply changes the name of the
filename

variable stored within the

program's memory.

It

prompts the user for the new filename desired and the old
filename is overwritten.
BORDER COMMAND
DESCRL~T.l..QN~

the

size

current
are

The BORDER command allows

of

the

drawing

8.5"

x

14"

drawing

that

is

th~

being

user to select

worked

sizes that may be

selected at

and

A

11"

x

17".

drawing

on.

The

this

point

size

may

be

selected before any object is drawn or i t may be selected
after

several

objects

are

already

on

the

drawing,

thus

changing its size .
.CODI.NG;_

Procedure

BORDER command.
getborder:

get border

is

called

to

execute

the

The following data is passed to procedure

27

object:

the array of drawing objects in memory

onscreen:
the index containing the objects currently
displayed on the screen
minx, maxx, miny, maxy:
maximum

the current minimum and

X and Y limits of the world being displayed
crossx,

crossy:

the world coordinate position of the

drawing crosshair
After the user selects the drawing size,

the maximum

world coordinate limits are calculated so that the entire
drawing can
aspect ratio.

be

displayed on the

screen with the

These maximum limit values

the variables minx, maxx, miny, and maxy.
used to

rescale the

drawing window.

are assigned to
These limits are

The crosshair world

coordinates are also updated so that they are
in the center of the screen.

correct

positioned

Finally, the object array is

redrawn so that the entire drawing, with its new border, is
displayed on the screen.
SCALE COMMAND
The SCALE command allows the user to change
the

current

scale for

the

drawing that

Since the world coordinates are

is

defined in

being edited.
inches,

it

is

often useful to have some sort of scale factor which will
convert the user units to

world units.

All numeric input

28

from the
factor.

user to the

system is

multiplied by this

scale

The SCALE command can also be used to rescale the

current

objects

increasing

or

that

are

decreasing

displayed
the

scale

on

the

screen.

factor,

the

By

objects

displayed can be enlarged or reduced in a drawing.
Procedure
SCALE

function.

The

changescale is

called to

following data is

execute the

sent to procedure

changescale:
scale:
the scale factor variable to convert user
units to inches
object:

the array of drawing objects in memory

onscreen:

the index containing the objects currently

displayed on the screen
minx, maxx, miny, maxy:
maximum

the current minimum and

X and Y limits of the world being displayed
crossx, crossy:
the world coordinate position of the
drawing crosshair
After the user
the

screen

is

enters the new scale that

updated to

display

this

new

is

desired

scale

factor.

The user

is then asked if the entire drawing needs to be

rescaled.

If a total rescale is desired, the subprocedure

rescale is called.

The rescale subprocedure calculates a

scale adjustment factor

(oldscale/newscale)

and multiplies

this factor by all of the X and Y coordinate values for the
objects in the drawing.
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Once

every

object

has

been

rescaled,

the

procedure

will update the world limits and display the entire drawing
on the screen.
If a drawing is currently at 1" = 30 feet and the

RE.S..PLT..S_;__
scale
that

is

=

changed to 1"

the

drawing

would

50

feet

get

smaller

rescaled closer to the origin.
6.

=

Conversely,
50

ft.

to

screen would

the net

effect would be

as

each

object

This can be seen in Figure

if the scale factor were reduced (i.e. ,

=

1"

30

ft. ) ,

appear to

get

is

the

rescaled

objects

larger and move

away

1"

on

the

from

the

origin.
COGO COMMAND
The
previously
data

defined

files.

The

COGO

figures,
files

called Geodesy COGO,
points

that

command

the

are

command

allows

stored

created

in

using

user

is
into

able

to

to

coordinate
a

figures.

directly

objects which are

Using this

convert

figures

drawing.

This command acts as an interface then,

program.

system

individual

geometric

the data between the Geodesy COGO

access

geometry

software

contain the coordinates of

grouped together as

user

the

these

displayed in the

program and the

to share
drawing

30

Old Scole

1
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Resul~s
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=
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of Scaling

Opera~lon.
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.G.Q.Q..J.JiG.._:_.

Since

the

proprietary

program

Services,

detailed

data
For

a

COGO

Geodesy
belonging

software

to

system

Geodesy

explanation of

is

a

Professional

Geodesy COGO

or

its

base structure will not be included in this thesis.
further

information

on

this

system,

refer

to

the

Geodesy COGO user's Manual referenced in the bibliography.

RE_SJJ.1.1..S . :..
a

After a figure · is copied from the COGO files into

drawing,

its

elements can be manipulated

just 1 ike any

other drawing object.
TEXT COMMAND
The

alphanumeric data within a
specify

the

orientation,
character

starting
the

command

TEXT

text

string to be

drawing.

point

of

height,
displayed.

is

used

to

place

The user is asked to
the
and
The

text,
the

the

text

alphanumeric

text

location is

pointed to on the screen by the movement of the crosshairs.
This

location is the

lower left-hand corner of the

first

character of the text string.
The text orientation may either be pointed to on the
screen so that the text will be displayed along a line from
the starting location to the pointed location, or the text
orientation may be entered as an angle in degrees above or
below

the

horizontal.

For

angles

above

horizontal

the

32

angle

entered

horizontal the
can

be

would

be

positive,

and

for

angle would be negative.

selected

from

one

of

five

angles

below

The text height

predetermined

sizes

ranging from 0.11 inches to 0.42 inches.
After its information has been entered, the text will
be

displayed

on

the

screen

the

drawing.

reference

to

option of

keeping this text,

showing
The

user

its
is

true
then

size
given

in
the

or removing it and entering

new text.
~Q.QING~

The

procedure

addtext.

subprocedures.
all

of

the

location,

TEXT

command

implemented

Procedure

addtext

by

calling

contains

three

The first subprocedure getextinfo performs
input/output

operations

angle and height of the

second subprocedure,

displays a

indicating the location,
final

is

subprocedure,

to

text.

determine

the

Showprompt,

the

prompt symbol to the user

angle and size of the text.

addtotext takes the

The

alphanumeric text

string and places it in the data base.
The
functions.
the text

addtext

procedure

performs

the

following

After calling procedure Getextinfo to determine
position,

orientation,

and size,

it prompts the

user to enter the text string and displays the text prompt
on the screen using the global procedure displaytext.

If

33

the

user

wishes

to

keep

the

text,

then

the

procedure

prompts the user for another line of text immediately below
the first line.

If the first line is unsatisfactory, then

the user may re-enter the text or end the procedure.
B.E.~JJ..LT.S._::..

Since

alphanumeric

the

program

characters

orientation,

the text

on

is

is

not

the

designed

screen

at

displayed as a

to

any

display
size

rectangle.

and
This

display rectangle defines the perimeter of the text string.
Al though

this

standpoint,
image.

is

it

an

inconvenience

greatly

enhances

from

the

human

a

display

factors

speed of

an

To view the text string represented by the display

rectangle the user must use the VIEW command.
VIEW COMMAND
DE.S.Q.KL~_T...I.ON~_

The

VIEW

command

is

used

to

display the

alphanumeric text string that is represented by a

display

rectangle on the screen.

Since the program is not designed

to

characters

display

size

and

alphanumeric
orientation,

indicate the
Since it

a

presence of

display

on

the

rectangle

alphanumeric text

is often desirable to

screen at

read this

is
in a

text,

used

any
to

drawing.
the VIEW

command is quite useful.
After choosing the VIEW command, the user is asked to
select the text to be viewed.

This is done by moving the

34

crosshairs
pressing

to

a

the

point

ENTER

along

key.

searches for the text

the

After

display
doing

rectangle

so,

the

and

program

string and displays it to the user

along with the text height and other characteristics.
_g_QIU.NG_:..

The VIEW command is executed by calling procedure

Viewtext.
for

the

After being called,
text

to

be

displayed

selectpoint and selectobject.
for a

point on the

Viewtext
by

calling

the

procedures

Selectpoint prompts the user

screen and

passes

which searches for an object in the
that point.

prompts the user

it to

selectobject

database adjacent to

Once an adjacent object has been found,

if it

is text, its contents and characteristics will be displayed
to the user on. the screen.

If the object is not text then

the message "No Text Selected" is displayed and the command
ends.
If the item selected on the screen is
display · box

representing

a

text . string

in

the

indeed a
drawing

database, its contents will be displayed on the bottom line
of

the

screen.

For

example,

if

the

box

selected

represented a text string for a dimension of 45.32 feet and
that

text

was

O. 14

inches

tall,

the

bottom

screen would read
[0.14] 45.32 feet

line

of

the

35

This information will remain
presses any key.

on the screen until the user

At this point the VIEW command ends and

normal program operation will continue.

LINE COMMAND
The
segments

in the

LINE

command

drawing.

The

is

used

to

place

program has nine

line

different

line types available to the user.

~

)(

)(

J(

>(

;(

)(

•(

)(

~

e

B

B

B

B

a

a

B

e

After selecting the LINE
the user for the

Normal
Bold
Dashed
Right-of-Way
Centerline
Broken
Chain Link Fence
Wood Fence
Wall

command the

desired line

type.

program prompts

After the line type

has been selected, the user is asked to select the starting
point of the new line segment with the
the

starting

point to

point has

the desired

been

chosen,

location of

the

crosshairs.

the
end

user may

When
either

point with the

crosshairs, or he may enter a numerical angle and distance
to

that

end

point.

The

following reference frame.

angle

entered

would

have

the

36

The

distance

would be

measured

along

the

line

from

starting point to the ending point, in scaled units.

the

After

the information has been entered, the line is displayed in
the

drawing and the

continue this line.

program asks for

additional

input to

The starting point of the new line is

assumed to be the ending point of the previous line.

In

this

be

manner,

created.

chains

If no

of

further

continuous

line

segments

can

lines are

desired then the user

simply presses the ENTER key to exit from the command and
return to the drawing menu.

CO...DIN(i;_

The LINE command is executed by procedure Addline.

The Addline procedure has two distinct sections.

The first

section determines the line type and starting point of the
line,

and

the

second

section

consists

of

a

loop

which

prompts the user for the end point, either by selection or
angle

and

distance

information,

line.

After the line is displayed its ending point becomes

the starting point of
itself.
procedures

Procedure

the

new

Addline

Addtobuffer

and

and

then

line and

also

displays

the

calls

Displayline.

the

that

loop

repeats

two

global

Addtobuffer

is

used throughout the drawing program to add a newly created
object into the drawing database.
is also used to

display a

Procedure Displayline

line on the

screen when it is

given the line type and the line endpoints.
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The LINE

command can be used to

place a

single

line segment,

or a

series of line segments,

lines

created

These line

will

be

onto a drawing.

displayed with

types may also be

a

Each of the

given

changed at a

line

type.

later point in

time with the Change Line command.
CIRCLE COMMAND
D.ES..C.F.I_~T_ION_:_

in

the

The CIRCLE command is used to

drawing.

After

selecting

the

place circles

CIRCLE

command the

program prompts the user for the center or radius point of
the circle.

This

is done by moving the crosshairs around

the drawing to select a desired location.
point

has

been

chosen,

the

user

location which is on the circle,
distance

for

the

measured from

circle.

the

The

center of the

may

After the radius

either

point

or he may enter a
radius

distance

circle to

a

to

a

radius

would

be

point on the

circle in scaled units.
After

the

radius

point

and

radius

are

known,

the

circle is displayed in the drawing,

and the function ends.

CODl..NG:

executed

The

CIRCLE

Addcircle.

The

parts.

first

The

command

Addcircle
part

is

procedure

prompts

the

has
user

by

procedure

three
for

separate

the

center

38

point of the circle and then branches to either one of the
two remaining sections depending upon the user input.

When

asked to select a point on the circle or enter a radius, if
the

user

presses

a

key

to

move

the

crosshairs

then

the

program assumes that a point on the circle will be selected
and control branches to the
any

input

is

received

second section.

from

the

keyboard

If however,
other

than

a

crosshair control signal, then the program assumes that the
circle's

radius

will

be

entered

numerically

and

control

passes to the third section.
The second section of code is used when a point on the
circle is
will

being pointed to

on the

screen.

This

section

calculate the distance between the ·center point and

the point on the circle.

This is the radius distance.

A

circle is then displayed on the screen at proper location
with the desired radius.
The third section of code is used when the radius is
to be entered from the keyboard.
the radius in from the keyboard,

This

read

analyze it to make sure

that it is in a proper numerical format,
scaled distance to a

section will

convert it from a

distance in drawing uni ts,

and then

finally display the circle at the desired location with the
entered radius.
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RE~_ll.~_T._g_·~···

ways.

A circle may be added to a drawing in one of two

You may either select a center point and a point on

the circle as shown below on the left, or you may select a
center point and enter a radius distance as shown below on
the right.
POINT ON
CIRCLE

ARC COMMAND
The ARC
arcs

in

the

drawing.

section of a circle.

command is
A

used to

place

circular arc ·is

circular

defined

as

a

After selecting the ARC command the

program prompts the user for the starting point and ending
point of the arc.
start

and

When the user has pointed to the arc's

endpoints,

the

program

will

ask

the

either select the radius point, or enter a radius.
radius

point

is

selected then

an

arc

is

user

to

If the

drawn from

the

start point to the endpoint around the given radius point.
If

a

radius

distance

is

entered,

then

the

program will

calculate an appropriate radius point and then draw the arc
from the start point to the endpoint,
radius point.

about the calculated

40
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Procedure

drawing.

The procedure is divided up into three separate

Addarc

is

used

to

create

arcs

in

a

parts, an initial data-gathering section with a conditional
branch,

and

two

additional

parts

that

represent

the

possible results of the branch.
The first section prompts for the arc's starting point
and

ending

these

points

either
user

point using the

one

have

of

input.

the
When

been
two

selectpoint

input,

the

remaining

the

procedure.

program

sections

program asks

to

After

branches

depending

select the

to

upon

center

point or enter the arc's radius,

if the user presses a key

to move the

program assumes that the

user is
with

crosshairs then the

going to

the

select the

crosshairs,

and

location of

control

the

branches

center point

to

the

second

section.
If any input from the keyboard is received other than
a

crosshair control signal,

the

arc's

radius will

be

then the program assumes that

entered

numerically and

control

passes to the third section.
The
center
section
point,

second

point
will
the

is

section
being

of

code

pointed

calculate

center point,

the
and

is
to

angle
the

used
on

when

the

between
radius

the

screen.
the

point.

arc's
This

starting
This

is

41

referred to as the angle subtended by the arc.

Once this

angle has been calculated the arc can be displayed on the
drawing by

passing the

starting point,

the ending point,

and the angle subtended to the displayarc procedure.
The final

section of code is used when the radius is

to be entered from the keyboard.
the radius in from the keyboard,

This

section will

read

analyze it to make sure

that it is in the proper numerical format,

convert it from

a scaled distance to a distance in drawing units and then
calculate the location of the arc's radius point,
angle

subtended by the arc.

The arc

is

then

and the

displayed,

using the displayarc procedure described above.
RE..S.Q.L.TS :_

An arc may be described on a drawing by one of

two ways.

Both of the ways require a

ending point of the arc.

starting point and

The first method allows the user

to select an arc center point as shown in Figure 7a.

The

second method allows the user to enter a desired radius to
be fit

between the

radius,

however,

start and

two

endpoints.

curves can be fit

Given only the
between the

start

and endpoints so we must also specify a curve direction.
positive
shown

in

radius
Figure

(R>O)
7b,

will
and

describe
a

negative

a

clockwise
radius

arc

(R<O)

describe a counterclockwise arc as shown in Figure 7c.

A
as

will
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END

~p
STRRT
1
1
I

I

CENTER

Cal

Rrcs spgclftad by a starting point, an ending point,
and a CQntar point.

R > 0

STRRT

Cbl

END

Rrc specified by a starting point, an anding point,
and a posttlva radius dlstancQ dascrtbtng a
clock\Jlsa arc.

STRRT

Ccl

·~

R < 0

END

Rrc spaclflad by a starting point, an anding point,
and a nggatlvg radius distance dQscrlblng a
countar-clock\JISQ arc.

Figure 7.

He~hods

of Describing Circular Rrcs

In a Drawing
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RECT COMMAND
D.E...S..CR_I~TIO~~-

in a

The RECT command is used to place rectangles

drawing.

The program prompts the user for the upper

left-hand corner of the rectangle, and the lower right-hand
corner of the rectangle.
it draws a

After these points are entered,

rectangle between these points with horizontal

and vertical lines.
~..QD_l..NG.:..

The RECT command is executed by called procedure

Addrect.

This

procedure

prompts

the

user

for

the

two

diagonal corner points using the selectpoint procedure, and
then

displays

procedure.

The

the

rectangle

rectangle

is

using

added as

the
an

displayrect

object

in

the

drawing database using the addtobuffer procedure.
R~_S.J,JLT...S. . :..

When the diagonal end points (Xl, Yl) and (X2, Y2)

are given to the rectangle command the following rectangle
will be displayed on the screen.

The RECT command is quite useful for placing borders
around text or diagrams in a drawing.
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SYMBOL COMMAND
D.KS.C.R.l.P.T..J..9N~-

defined
coded

The SYMBOL command is used to place system

symbols

into

recoding.

the

in

a

drawing.

software

These

and

cannot

symbols
be

have

changed

been

without

The predefined symbols consist of the following:

--?L-CF====~

North Arrow

0

Small Circle

D

Small Box

+

Cross
Leader Arrow

Each

symbol

is

located

on

the

drawing

the

user

or 3 points.

For

specifying the location of either 1,

2,

example,

symbols

one

the

point

centered

Circle,

to

at

be

that

Box,

and Cross

completely
point.

located

The

and

by

require only

the

North Arrow

symbol

requires

is
two

points to be located on a drawing, a location point for the
base of the arrow,

and a

direction point to

direction that the arrow should point.

indicate the

The Leader Arrow is

located by 3 points, a location point for the start of the
arrow,

a

break point to

arrow point for the tip.

the

middle of

the

arrow and

an
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The SYMBOL

.CQ.P..J..N~..:.

procedure.

command is executed by the Addsymbol

This

acquisition of the

procedure

is

responsible

location data for the

for

symbols.

the
After

the point information for the desired symbol is known, the
procedure

calls

displaysymbol

another

which

is

particular symbol on the
added

to

the

drawing's

global

procedure

responsible
screen.
database

for

called

drawing

each

The new symbol is also
by

using

the

procedure

addtobuffer.
RE.&Q1-T~~

When a point location is specified for a circle,

box or cross it will be displayed on the drawing centered
on that location.
circle,

box,

For example, in the pictures below, the

and cross symbols are

shown along with that

specifier point.

+
The

North

Arrow,

specified

by

two

points

can

placed on a drawing in the following ways.

-/7-~
LL:_ . I
~

•

be
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The

Leader

Arrow can be

described with

3

points as

follows:

FILLET COMMAND
PES_G.Rl..:EI. I.Q.N...:...

The FILLET

command is used to place circular

fillets between skew lines on a drawing.

The user is asked

to select each of the lines to be used,

and the radius of

the fillet to be placed between the lines.
zero

is

entered,

intersection

then

point,

the
and

lines
any

are

If a radius of

connected

excess

line

at
past

their
the

intersection is removed.
The
Fillet.

This

Calcintersect,

FILLET

command

procedure

is

executed

contains

Ptinsegment

three

and

Calcintersect is used to calculate the
of the two lines selected by the user.

by

procedure

sub-procedures
Calctangentpts.

intersection point
Ptinsegrnent is used

to determine which part of the line to keep and which to
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throw away.

Procedure Calctangentpts is used to calculate

the beginning and endpoints of the circular fill et to be
placed between the two lines.
The main Fillet procedure prompts the user for the two
lines that are used.
their

intersection

Once the lines have been selected,

point is

calculated and the

procedure

decides which line segments are needed and ·which are not.
After this has been done the original lines are erased from
the

screen

and

calculated.

the

new

endpoints

of

the

line

are

The modified lines are then redrawn and the

arc between them is displayed.
RESQ~TS~

1 ine
lines.

The FILLET command is used to connect unrelated

segments

or

it

may

be

used

to

fit

curves

between

For example, the lines shown below can be connected

by using the FILLET

command.
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In addition,

circular curves may be placed between the

lines, as shown below:

\
OFFSET COMMAND
DESCRI.P TIQN:

The OFFSET command is used to add additional

objects to the drawing parallel to existing objects.
example, lines can be offset with additional
parallel to the original,

For

line segments

circles can be offset with other

circles so that they are concentric,. arcs can be offset so
each additional arc has the same center point, and finally
rectangles can be offset so that each new rectangle either
contains, or is contained, by the previous rectangle.
OFFSET command asks the user to
off set,

as

distance.

well

as

The

select the object to be

indicating the

off set

direction

and

The new object is then displayed on the screen

and added to the drawing database.
The OFFSET
Off set.

This

Offsetline,

command is

implemented by procedure

procedure contains four

Offsetcircle,

Offsetarc,

( 4)

subprocedures,

and Offsetrect.

The

Off setline procedure is used to calculate the endpoints of
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a new line, parallel to a given line, at a specific offset
distance.

The Offsetcircle routine is used to calculate a

new circle

concentric to

a

given circle.

Likewise,

the

Off setarc and Offsetrect procedures are used to calculate
parallel offset arcs and rectangles.
Offset,

The main procedure,

consists of prompts to determine the object to be

offset, the offset direction, and the offset distance.
After

this

information

has

control branches to one of the

been

four

determined,

the

sub-procedures which

calculates and displays the newly offset object.
;RESULTS:
arc,

and

Figure 8,

An offset can be calculated for a line,
rectangle.

For

each

of

the

objects

the original object is shown dashed.

shows typical line offsets.
offsets.

Finally,

circle,
shown

in

Figure 8a

Figure 8b shows typical circle

Figures

8c

and

8d

give

examples

of

typical arc and rectangle offsets.
EXTEND COMMAND
The
shorten any

EXTEND

type of

line.

command

is

The new

along the line selected by the user.

used

to

extend

endpoint is
For example,

a

or

point
if you

want to lengthen a line on the drawing, or shorten a line
on the drawing then

you would use the EXTEND command.

The

command prompts the user to select the line to be extended

so
/

/

I

/

/

/

/

/

/

./

Cal

Typical

Cb l

LINE OffsQts

Typical

CIRCLE

~

-----------

-----

'//"
/

Typical

( c)

I
I
I
I

---------'
Typlcol

FI gura 8.

I
I
I

------·I

11

Cdl

ARC OffsQts

·-----1
I

1--------11

OffsQ~s

RECTANGLE OffsQts

Off sa-t

C~ond Exa.p 1 as.

/

/

/

/

/

/
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and then to select the extended endpoint location.
length for

the line

is

then

calculated,

The new

the old line

is

erased, and the new line is displayed.
~ODJ~q~

EXTEND

The procedure Extendline is called to execute the
command.

After prompting the user for the line and

the new endpoint,

the line endpoints are ordered and the

new line length is calculated.
the new line is drawn.

After erasing the old line,

The database is then modified with

the new line endpoints and the command ends.
RE~VLrs~

Figure 9a shows how a line can be lengthened or

shortened by specifying a new endpoint with this command.
The

selected

new

endpoint

directly along the line,

does

not

have

to

be

located

since its perpendicular projector

is calculated for the new length.
MODIFY COMMAND
D.ESQF.IPTI..Q.N..:...

The

MODIFY

command

change the endpoint of a line.

is. used

to

physically

While the EXTEND command is

used to extend a line along its existing direction to a new
point, the MODIFY command actually changes the direction of
a

line

endpoint.

by

replacing

current

endpoint

with

a

new

The program prompts the user to select the line

to be modified,
Since a

its

and to

select the new endpoint location.

selected line has two existing endpoints,

the one

that is closest to the newly selected endpoint is replaced.
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NEW
EXTENDED
LINE

SELECTED
ENDPOINT
SELECTED
"'"'"'ENDPOINT
"u

NEW
SHORTENED
LINE

Cal

ExamplGs of EXTEND Command usG.

SELECTED
ENDPOINT
OLD
LINE

Cbl

Examples of MODIFY Command use.

Figura 9.

Ex~and

and Modify Co••and Exampla$
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CODJNQ..:_

The Modifyline procedure is used to

execute the

MODIFY command.

After prompting the user for the line to

be

the

modified

and

new

desired

endpoint,

the

line

is

erased and the distance between each existing endpoint and
the desired endpoint is calculated.

The existing endpoint

that is closest to the new endpoint is
new endpoint and the line is redrawn.

replaced with the
Finally the drawing

database is updated with the line's new endpoints and the
command terminates.

RESULTS. !..

Figure

9b

shows

how

a

changed using the MODIFY command.
to the

line

endpoint

can

This can be contrasted

results of the EXTEND command in Figure 9a.

difference

between

these

two

be

commands

is

The

significant.

While the EXTEND command preserves the existing direction
of the line, the MODIFY command does not.
BREAK COMMAND
llE..S.Q.Rl;ET.JON_;___

The BREAK command is used to break an object

into smaller objects for partial deletion or removal.
using the
arc,

BREAK command,

a

circle can be broken into an

an arc can be broken into two arcs,

can be broken into four lines.
can be broken twice

into

By

three

middle section can be deleted.

and a

rectangle

For example, the line below
separate lines so that

a
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original line
after first break
after second break
after element deletion
After selecting the BREAK command the program prompts
the user to select the object to be broken.

The selected

object is then broken at its selection point .

.C..O_:P.lN_G...~..

The

Break.

This

BREAK

command

procedure

is

implemented

contains

Breakline,

Breakcircle,

Breakarc,

procedures

are

break

rectangles,
given

used

to

respectively.

the

object

coordinates

of

that

the

four

and

lines,

Each

of

is

to

be

point

at

which

by

procedure

subprocedures:

Breakrect.
circles,

these

broken
it

arcs,

and

procedures

and
is

These

the

to

is

X and

be

Y.

broken.

Smaller objects are then calculated in place of the larger
object

and

these

database.

The

new

obje.c ts

original

are

object

is

placed
also

in

the

erased

drawing
from

the

screen and the two new objects are redrawn in its place.
The
Figure 10.

results

of

the

BREAK command are

shown

in

Individual lines are broken into two new lines

in Figure

lOa.

circles.

Arcs

lOc and lOd.

Figure lOb
and

shows the effect of

rectangles

are

also

breaks on

broken in Figures
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/

LINE l

lrNE 1

/cINE 2
(el

Breoklng

LINES

ARC

fbl

Braoklng

ARC 1

CIRCLES

ARC

(cl

Breoklng

l

ARC 2

ARCS

LINE

1

LINE 4

RECTANGLE

LINE 3
ldl

FI gure 10.

BrQoklng

RECTANGLES

Resu 1-ts of BREAK Co••ond . .

LINE 2
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WINDOW COMMAND
The

WINDOW

command

is

viewing window around on the drawing.

used

to

move

the

When the user zooms

in on a particular section of a drawing, the entire drawing
is no longer visible in the viewing window on the screen.
The

viewing window

can be

moved

around on the

drawing

while the user remains at a particular zoom magnification,
using the WINDOW command.

The WINDOW command allows the

user to move the viewing window left, right, up, down or in
any diagonal direction,
similar to

using the arrow keys in a manner

the movement of the

drawing crosshair on the

screen.
The
Panwindow.

WINDOW

command

is

coded

as

procedure

After the Panwindow procedure has been called,

the program calculates a distance that the window is to be
moved.

This distance is designed to be one-third of the
For example, if the window is moved

current viewing area.
to the

left it would move over a

distance equal to one-

third of its width as shown below.

NEW
WINDO w ~

rI

Il

"""'---.........-.,__.,~

2/3

"'t
-

I 1/3

______,_ _.....__ __..

CURRENT
WINDOW
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The

procedure

consists

of

a

loop

which

reads

the

keyboard input buff er for codes representing the arrow and
diagonal keys.

If a proper key is depressed then the view

screen boundaries are updated and the window is

redrawn.

There is also a procedure to check the window boundaries to
insure that the user has not moved off the drawing.

The

loop continues to ask the user to move the window until the
ENTER key is pressed and the command
BESU4TS:.

terminates.

The results of the WINDOW command can be seen in

Figure 11.

This

figure

illustrates what would happen if

the window was moved diagonally up and to the left several
times before ending the command.

A similar result would be

expected for each of the other diagonal window movements as
well as the horizontal

and vertical window movements.

ZOOM COMMAND
DE.SC.R.I.PTl...QN..;...

The ZOOM command is used to magnify a portion

of the drawing to be viewed.
in from a file,

When a drawing is first read

it is displayed in the viewing window so

that the entire drawing can be seen.
allow the user

Since this does not

to see finer details in the drawing,

the

ZOOM facility has been added to enlarge a small area of the
drawing so that much more detail can be achieved.
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Via"" lJtndo""
Af-tQr ls-t
MovemQn-t

Orlglnel
Viewing

\Jlndow

Figura 11.

Vlndov

Haveman~

on

D

Zoo•ad Dravlng.
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After selecting the ZOOM command, the program prompts
the

user

Twice.

to

select an

Upper left

corner,

All,

Half,

This is referring to the ZOOM modes available.

or
The

user may either specify a viewing rectangle to be enlarged
to fill

the screen by selecting the upper left and lower

right corners of the

section to be enlarged,

or the user

may zoom out to see the drawing by pressing the "A" key for
all.

In addition, the user may zoom out to see all of the

drawing at one half of its current size by pressing the "H"
key for half,

or the drawing may be enlarged to twice its

current size by pressing the "T" key for twice .
The ZOOM command is executed by procedure Zoom.

.Q.QDJ_Nq__;_

After displaying the prompt to the .user, the program reads
in input characters from the keyboard and branches to one
of

four

different

sections with an extended

if-then-else

statement.
If an arrow key has been pressed the program assumes
that a

rectangle will be indicated to set the new viewing

limits. The user is then prompted

for the upper left, and

lower right corners of this rectangle and the new viewing
window is calculated from these values.

If an A key is

pressed then the current viewing window limits are set to
the maximum drawing limits so that the entire drawing is
displayed on the screen.
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If an H key is pressed then the objects in the viewing
window should be half as large as the current display.

The

viewing window limits are enlarged then so that the window
size is twice as large as its previous size.

Finally, if a

T key is pressed, the viewing window is reduced so that the
objects are displayed at twice their current size.
After

the

new

viewing

window

limits

have

been

calculated the screen is redrawn and the drawing crosshairs
are positioned at the center of the screen.
By
displayed

using the

either

zooming out.
selecting a

ZOOM

larger

or

command the
smaller

by

objects can be
zooming

in

and

Of the four zoom modes available to the user,
Viewing Rectangle and Zoom Twice are used for

zooming in or enlarging the objects in the viewing window .
The Zoom All and Zoom Half modes are used for zooming out
or

reducing

the

size

of

the

objects

displayed

in

the

viewing window.

MOVE COMMAND
DE.SCRJ~T..lOt:L;_
on a drawing.

The MOVE command is used to translate objects
There are three possible ways that MOVE can

be used: the user may move all of the objects in a drawing;
the user may move an individual object in a drawing; or the
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user may move

several

selected objects in a

drawing.

The

maximum number of objects that can be selected and moved is

100.
The program prompts the user to
objects
then

to

the

be

moved,

entire

drawing's

specified amount.
pressed

then

or All.

program

the

contents

However,

the

If

select the object or

are

prompt the user

assumes

that

"From"

indicate

the

display

objects

"To"

direction

translation.

After the
is

again,

pressed

translated

by

arrow keys

the

objects

to

a

are
be

The program continues

and then the user is asked to select

point and the
the

is

for new objects to be moved until the

ENTER key is pressed,
the

key

if any of the

moved will be selected by the user.
to

"A"

point for the move.

and

the

distance

objects have

updated,

the

and

process

the

user

been

is
is

These

for

the

translated

asked

to

repeated

and

move

the

until

the

objects are in their desired location on the drawing .

.C._Q.tU_ij_g_;__

The MOVE command is coded as procedure Moveobject.

This

procedure

Translateobject,·
Translateobject
objects

in the

contains
Getdelta,

is

used

to

three

subprocedures:

and
update

drawing database.

Addtomovebuffer.

the

locations

It is

given the

of

the

object

number and the X and Y displacement and i t will find the
object

in

Subprocedure

the

database

Getdelta

is

and
used

update
to

find

its
the

location.
X

and

Y
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displacement of the objects.

This procedure asks the user

for the

"To"

"From"

point and the

point for the move and

the distance between these points is the displacement.
Since more than one object can be moved at one time
there must be some way that the program can remember the
objects that

need to be moved.

subprocedure Addtomovebuffer.

That

is the

function of

As each object is selected,

it is added to a move buffer with this procedure.
buffer is a
each

new

first

object

The move

in-first out stack that is enlarged as
to

be

moved

is

selected.

This

stack

contains the numbers of all the objects to be moved.
The actual moveobject procedure prompts the user for
the move mode,

either selecting objects or moving all.

If

the move all is desired, then the displacement is obtained
using getdelta, and then the entire drawing is updated.
If the
begins

a

adds the

objects are to be selected,

selection loop · which prompts

the user and then

selected object to the move buffer until all of

the desired objects are selected.
are then

then the program

The objects to be moved

erased from the screen, the drawing database is

updated and then the objects are redrawn.
RE.S.QL.TS.!..

The MOVE command relocates an object or series of

objects on the drawing along a given X and Y displacement.
The user may continue to respecify this displacement until
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the object or objects are located at a desired point on the
drawing.

An effective use of the MOVE command would

for the

p~sitioning

place a

of notes on a drawing.

be

The user could

series of text notes on a drawing using the TEXT

command and then at a later point place them at a specific
point in the drawing using the MOVE command.
ERASE COMMAND
D.ESCRL:E:.TIQN~

an

object

The ERASE command is used to delete or remove

from

command the

user is

An

erased.

the

object

After

drawing.

prompted to
may

be

selecting the

select the

selected by

ERASE

object to be

positioning

the

drawing crosshairs over the objects using the arrow keys,
and then pressing the ENTER key.
then erased from the screen.
wishes

to

restore

requested,

the

the object is

the

selected object is

The user is then asked if he
If

object.

object is

The

a

restoration

redrawn on the screen.

removed from the drawing database,

is

If not,
and the

command ends.
The ERASE

command is

coded as

procedure Erase.

This procedure prompts the user to select the object to be
erased

and

database

that

using

is

object
procedure

selected exists in memory,
If

the

user

wishes

to

searched

for

Selectobject.

in
If

the
the

it is erased from the

restore the

erased

object,

drawing
object
screen.
it

is
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redrawn on the screen using procedure Redrawobject.

If a

restoration is not desired, then the object data is removed
from the drawing database using procedure Removefrombuffer.
RE.$0.~]S:

Any object placed in the drawing can be erased.

When the program asks the user to restore the object after
it has been erased,

it is

important to note that this is

the last chance that the user will have to retrieve this
object.

After the ERASE command ends, the object will be

lost forever.

Care must be

~xercised

when using the ERASE

command.
DISTANCE COMMAND
:OE..S. C..R.I.l?...TI.QN..L

the

The DISTANCE command is used to interact with

drawing to

obtain distance measurements.

It

is the

software equivalent of placing a ruler against a drawing to
After selecting the DISTANCE command,

measure distances.

the user will be prompted to select a
screen

with

requested to

the

drawing · crosshairs.

select a

the point to which

"To"

"From" point on the
The

user

point on the screen.

is

then

This is

you wish the distance to be measured.

After locating the "To" point, the scaled distance between
two points is displayed on the bottom line of the screen.
The distance will continue to be displayed until any key is
pressed to end the command.
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Getdist.
point

and

between

The

DISTANCE

This

procedure prompts the user for the

"To"

those

point
points

command

and
in

is

then

coded

calculates

drawing

units

as

procedure

the

"From"

distance

(inches).

This

distance is then multiplied by the drawing scale to obtain
scaled units.

These scaled units are then displayed to the

user.
The

DISTANCE

command

displays

the

distance

between any two selected points on the screen to the user.
This displayed distance will remain on the screen until any
key

is

pressed.

The

distance

is

then

removed from

the

screen and the command ends.
AREA COMMAND
P.E.S...CJiI.PTJ;_Qtf..:_.

The AREA command is used to interact with the

drawing to obtain the area of any closed polygon created by
selected points on the drawing.

After selecting the AREA

command, the user is promp·t ed to select Area points.

These

are points on the drawing that will form the perimeter of
the polygon whose area is to be measured.
may be selected.
the

polygon's

area

Up to 50 points

After the perimeter has been selected,
is

displayed to the user.

calculated

in

square

uni ts

and

The displayed area will remain on

the screen until any key is pressed.
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The AREA command is coded as

procedure Getarea.

This procedure contains two sub-procedures: Getareapolygon
and Calcarea.

Gatareaploygon is used to prompt the user

for the area points and then places them in an array which
is passed to procedure Calcarea.

This procedure calculates

the area enclosed by the area polygon in drawing units, and
then

converts

this

into

scaled

uni ts by

area by the drawing scale squared.

multi plying the

It is this scaled area

that is displayed to the user.
Figure 12

illustrates an

example of

using the

AREA command to calculate the area enclosed by an irregular
set

of

It

objects.

calculation will

must

only be

be

noted

appro~imate,

that

this

area

depending upon the

location of the area polygon endpoints.

PLOT COMMAND
D..KSCRIPTION:
-----··· -·· ·copy

output

of

essentially a
drawing

The PLOT
the

command is used to

drawing with

translator that

database,

translates

a

pen

create a hard

plotter.

It

is

reads each object from the
it

into

a

proper

plotter

command, and sends that command to the pen plotter.
After selecting the Plot command the program will ask
the user to choose a
objects

that

multicolor

can

plots

1

be
or

plotter pen number for each of the
in

a

plots

drawing.
with

This

differing

allows

line

for

weights.
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When the pens have been selected,

the program proceeds to

plot the drawing .

.COD_lNG..:..
Since

The

each

separate

were

stored

in

two

for

and

plotter.

has

coded

needed

plotter

drivers

Hewlett

Houston

The

procedures

the

files

as

different
is

the

the

is

a

procedure

The

plotter,

command

plotter

plot

plotter.
project

PLOT

command
for

each

Instrument
these

HP

PLOTHP.PAS and

a

different
for

7475A

DMP-29

plotter

Plot.

language

developed

Packard

for

procedure

this

six-pen

eight-pen

drivers

PLOTHI.PAS.

are

One

of

these two plot procedures is read into the - program as an
included

file

when

the

program

is

compiled.

For

more

information on compile procedures, please refer to Appendix
A.

The Plot procedure contains eight

responsible

for

Plotborder,

the

plotting

Plotline,

of

Plotext,

a

main subprocedures
drawing,

Getpendata,

Plotcircle,

Plotarc,

Plotrect, and Plotsymbol.
After
prompted

selecting
for

Getpendata.
is

all

the
of

Plot

the

pen

procedure,
choices

the
by

user

is

procedure

Once the pens have been selected, the plotter

initialized

with

paper

size,

and

velocity

data,

and

procedure Plotborder is called to plot the drawing border
and

titleblock

information,

begins its object plot loop.

finally,

the

plot

procedure
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This

loop

database and

reads

sends that

depending

upon

procedure

Plotline,

etc.

in

the

Each of these

each

object to

object's
text

object
a

sent

the

drawing

particular procedure

type.

is

from

Lines
to

are

procedure

sent

to

Plot text,

subprocedures further breaks down the

object into components which can be drawn by the plotter.
This

loop

repeats

until

all

of

the

objects

have

been

plotted and the command ends.
~J;SOL_T.Q..:..

The PLOT command will produce a hard copy output

of a drawing.

Detailed examples of drawing plots are given

in Appendix D.

In addition,

all figures

included in this

document were drawn with this software and plotted.
plotting has begun,
stop the

plotting.

Once

there is no . provision for the user to
It

is,

therefore,

important to make

sure that the pens and paper have been properly loaded and
the plotter is turned on before beginning the PLOT command.

CHANGE LINE COMMAND
PESC..RL~rIQN~.

current
Knowing
drawing,
Broken,

The CHANGE LINE command is used to change the

typesetting of
the

eight

(Normal,

a

line

different
Bold,

Chainlink fence,

line

Dashed,
Wood

that

is

types

in the
allowed

Right-of-Way,

fence,

drawing·
in

the

Centerline,

and Wall),

the user
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may elect to change a selected line of one type to another
type.

For example, a Bold line may be changed to a Dashed

line.
After selecting the CHANGE LINE command,

the user is

Once it has been

asked to select the line to be changed.

chosen, the program prompts the user to select the new line
The current line is erased

type from the list displayed.

and then redrawn with the new type.
The
Chline.

CHANGE

LINE

command

is

coded

as

procedure

This procedure prompts the user for the line to be

changed with the Selectpoint and Selectobject procedures it
then assigns an integer number to the new line type that is
desired.

The selected object is erased,

the line in the

drawing database is given the new line type number, and it
is redrawn using procedure Redrawobject.
A line
another with this
only

change

selected.
lines in a

the

type

can

command.
type

of

be

changed

from

one

type

to

The CHANGE LINE command will
the

particular

line

that

is

It will not, for example, change all of the Bold
drawing to dashed lines.

done individually.

Each change must be
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CHANGE TEXT COMMAND

D.E. S..g_R_l..;e.T...IQlt;...

The CHANGE TEXT command is used to change the

size or weight of an alphanumeric text string in a drawing.
Since five
(0.11",

different text · sizes are

0.14",

0.28"

0.21",

text weights are allowed
change the
command.
normal

and 0.42"),

example,

weight,

a

changed

different

the user may

piece of text using this

text that

may be

and two

(normal and bold),

size and weight of
For

available to the user

is 0. 14" tall and has a

to

0.11"

tall

and

given a

bold weight.
After
asked

to

displays

selecting the
select
the

the

size

CHANGE TEXT command,

text
and

to

the

The

program

characteristics

on

the

The user is then asked to choose

the new text size and weight.
erases

changed.

weight

screen's prompt line.

program

be

the user is

old

text

Once this is complete,
and

redraws

it

with

its

th~

new

characteristics.
The
Chtext.

CHANGE

Selectpoint and

assigns a

new

is

coded

as

procedure

size

and

Selectobject procedures,

set of numbers for the text's size and

weight characteristics.
the

command

This procedure prompts the user for the text to be

changed with the
and then

TEXT

w_e ight

The selected text is updated with
characteristics

redrawn using procedure Redrawobject.

and

then

it

is
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BE..e..9:1.T.§_.:_

After the

text has

been

selected,

its

current

characteristics are displayed to the user as shown in the
examples below.
[0.14]

[0.28BJ

The example on the left is the message for normal text
0. 14" tall

and the

0. 28'' tall.

example on the right is for bold text

These characteristics remain displayed on the

prompt line until any key has been pressed on the keyboard.
After

the

user

selects

the

new

height

and

weight

characteristics, the text is redrawn on the screen, and the
command terminates.
QUIT COMMAND
DEP~BI~TIQN:_

The QUIT command is used to exit the drawing

program and return to the operating system.
to QUIT,

the user is asked,

drawing?"
save the
Once

ends,

is

the

last

drawing in the

the

forever

This

program

unless

it

has
is

After electing

"Do you wish to save current
chance that the user has to

system's memory to a

ended,
saved.

the

drawing

After

the

disk file.

will

drawing

be

lost

program

the operating system prompt is visible in the upper

left-hand corner of the screen.
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J~Q_D.lNG..~..

loop

The main body of the drawing program consists of a

that

branches

out

to

all

of

the

available

drawing

commands.

That loop is controlled by a boolean flag called

Finished.

Finished is set to be false at the beginning of

the program,
command.

and is set at true only by selecting the QUIT

Once

Finished has

been

set

to

true,

the

loop

terminates, and the program execution ends.

ltES.JLL.T.S. :..

QUIT

The

drawing program.
to

restart

command

the

command

again.

being

this

to

operation

invoke its

causes

the

of

starting

program

to

drawing memory that it can access,

whether it was . a drawing,

Therefore

drawing

system is

Since

initialize all of the

erased.

the

After the program has ended, the only way
drawing

any information,

terminates

it

worked

is
on

imperative
is

saved

or garbage,

that

before

the

is

current

exiting

the

program.

Fl - CHANGE MENU COMMAND
P._ESCRlPT_I_ON_:_

menus.

The

drawing

program

contains

two

command

Any command may be selected from any menu, even if

the command is not currently displayed on the menu.
often

useful

serve as a
select them.

to

toggle

back and

forth

between

It is

menus

to

reminder of the commands available and how to
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When

the

drawing

program begins,

displayed on the screen.
function key,

the

first

menu

is

If the user presses Fl, the first

this menu will be erased and the second menu

will be displayed.

If the key is pressed again, the first

menu will be redisplayed.

CODING:

The command menu is displayed on the screen by the

procedure Displaymenu.

This procedure uses a boolean flag

called Menul to determine which menu to display.

If Menul

is true, then the first menu will be displayed, if not, the
second menu is shown.
After pressing the Fl key the boolean variable Menul
is complemented,

the current menu is erased,

and then the

new menu is displayed.
RE~!:JLT~t:..

Repeated pressing of the Fl key will toggle the

display of the drawing command menus.

The menu displayed,

however, has no control over the program commands which can
be

selected.

For

exampl°e,

even

though

the

CHANGE

TEXT

command is displayed on the second menu, it can be selected
while viewing the first menu.

The menus, then, are simply

a list of available commands that the user may select.

F2 - CHANGE COLOR COMMAND
DES_QRIPTION:
displayed

can

The
be

color

of

changed

the
by

drawing
pressing

currently

F2,

the

being
second
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function key.

After starting the program ,the drawing will

be displayed as white.
fifteen
is

This can be changed to any one of

colors by pressing the F2 key.

pressed

the

color

will

change

to

Each time the key
the

next

available

color in the list shown below.
White
Green
Cyan
Red
Magenta
Brown
Light Grey
Dark Grey
Light Blue
Light Green
Light Cyan
Light Red
Light Magenta
Yellow

This
color

is

list

is

Yellow and

IBM

Color

continuous
F2

is

loop,

pressed

Because of the

return to White.
the

a

Graphics

_c ard,

so

if

the

again the

current

color will

resolution available on
only

one

color

can

be

displayed on the screen at one time.
The CHANGE COLOR procedure is coded as procedure
Changecolor.

The d~splay color is accessed by the Pascal

command Setf oregroundcolor where the color is any integer
between

1

an d

15
"'.

The

changecolor

procedure

takes

the
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current drawing color number,

increments it by one.

If the

new drawing color number is less than 16 then the color is
changed.

If not, then the color number is set to 1.

RESPLT~~

Pressing the F2 function key causes the color of

the screen to be changed through a looped list of available
colors.

The background of the drawing will always remain

black, and the color of the objects displayed on the screen
will

change.

color

that

It
is

is

easy

recommended that
on

the

eyes,

and

the

user

select a

that

the

color be

changed occasionally to prevent eyestrain.

F9 - WINDOW INTERRUPT COMMAND
The F9

key

is

a . window interrupt function

that can be called whenever the system is asking the user
to select a point or an object on the screen.

This window

interrupt allows the user to perform a combination of zoom
or

window

control

functions

which it was called.
the

interrupt

drawing;

a

current

size;

routine

from

within

the

command

in

The . options available to the user in
are

a

Zoomall,

to

see

the

entire

Zoomhalf to see the drawing at one-half of its
a

Window

centered

option,

to

center

the

viewing window about the current crosshair location; and a
Zoomtwice

option,

current size.
center

the

to

enlarge

the

drawing

to

twice

its

In addition, each of the zoom options will
new

window

around

the

current

crosshair
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position.
point

This

on

allows the

the

screen

user to

quickly

and

zoom into

a

specific

easily.

After

the

interrupt routine ends, the program returns to the

command

in

program

which

the

interrupt

was

called,

and

normal

execution continues .
The

.Q.ODIN~

interrupt

routine

is

coded as

Zoom within procedure Selectpoint.
is

quite

similar to

command,

with

current

the

crosshair

rectangle.
program

However,

from

subprocedure

is

a

window

from
user's

the

the

lack

interrupt
~ystem's

the

reference

procedure

by

centering

it

the

and

the

and

this

interrupt

of

selected

location,

procedure,

software

This interrupt routine

procedure

addition

Since

difference,

the

subprocedure

ZOOM

about

the

the

zoom

of

within

another

is

a

not

point

frame

appears

the

to

of

view.

there
be

true

is
a

no
true

interrupt.
Suppose,
erase

an

command.
is

object

in

example,

the

drawing,

that the user desired to
and

selected the

ERASE

When the prompt to select the object to be erased

displayed

object

for

is

on the

not

screen,

displayed

in

the

user

discovers that the

the

viewing

window,

but

is

located on the drawing just past the right-hand side of the
viewing window.
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Without

the

use

of

window

have to end the ERASE command,
move

the

restart

window
the

to

ERASE

the

interrupt,

user

would

select the WINDOW command,

right,

command,

the

exit

and

the

select

WINDOW

the

erased that is now displayed on the screen.

command,

object

to

be

The use of the

window interrupt greatly simplifies this problem.
To

use

crosshairs

to

the F9 key,
redrawn

and

interrupt
the

the

interrupt,

the

right-hand

user

edge of

simply
the

its
the

returns
ERASE

center

at

the

object to be
to

the

command,

and

select the object to erase it.

at

the

user

presses

crosshair

displayed.

which

the

The screen is

indicated

erased is

point

moves

screen,

and chooses the centered option.

with

location,

within

the

it

may

was

The
called

conveniently

CHAPTER III
USER INTERFACE
1.n.t.r_Q.d.Y..Q..t..i.Qn

While a task like word processing is very well suited
for microcomputers because of its use of the keyboard and
text

display,

not.

For a

the

production

word processer,

of

engineering

drawings

is

most input uses the keyboard

directly and the operator is usually well trained in typing
and

keyboard

however,

input.

consist

of

A
pens,

draftsperson's
scales,

and

primary

triangles.

tools,
It

is

highly unlikely that the user has spent any length of time
much less likely that they possess

behind a keyboard, and
any

typing

skills.

It

is,

therefore,

computerized drafting system contain a
interface

for

it

to

be

critical

that

a

well-designed user

effective

in

increasing

productivity.
The

user

interacts

with

the

software

through

a

conceptual model of the program's operation that the user
creates.
not

This model is what the user sees and usually does

reflect

variables,

what
stacks,

really happens
and

in

procedures.
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the program with the
It

is very

important
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that the user interface supports the creation of a

simple

conceptual model that predicts the behavior of the system.
The simpler the model, the easier the program is to use.
It is not an easy task to create a workable model of a
drafting
reason

system

for

element.
very

for

this

it is

text

on

users

a

are

computer

out

primary

For the word processor mentioned earlier,
display

the

The

their

to

because

drawings.

of

easy

is

engineering

screen.

The

computer, keyboard, and screen have been designed for rapid
analysis and display of numerical and text data.
The
the

display of

computer.

graphics,

Redrawing

a

however,
picture

is not as easy on

at

an

enlarged

size

requires far more time than displaying a page of text on
the

screen.

For

this

reason,

the

model

for

a

drafting

system must be carefully designed.
The

user

has

been

trained

to

look

at

an

entire

drawing at one time to gain an overall impression of its
elements
however,

in

relation

good resolution.
are

each

other.

On

a

computer,

he is forced to see the entire drawing at a very

poor resolution,

that

to

or a

small section of the drawing at very

The eye movement and focusing commands,

automatic when

a

person

looks

at

a

drawing on

Paper, must now be designed into the drafting system.
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To do this, two important factors must be considered,
ease of use and time.

Since it requires no effort for a

drafter to look at a detail on the left side of the drawing
and then

focus

corresponding

on

a

commands

detail

on

to

this

do

should be just as easy to use.
is a very important factor.
all for

a person

the

opposite

with

side,

computer

the

system

In addition, response time

It requires almost no time at

to focus their eyes from one detail to

another on paper, but it may require several seconds for a
computer to erase its current screen and redraw the drawing
with new a detail visible.
quickly,

If the system does not respond

then productivity will suffer and the system will

not be considered easy to use.
The drawing program's operation has been designed with
these

requirements in mind.

program by
menu.

selecting

simple

The user interacts with the
two

letter

commands

from

a

Each command prompts the user for the next required

input.

The user is also allowed to exit a command without

finishing

it

if

an

error has

been

made.

Finally'

all

changes to a drawing are immediately updated on the screen
for the user to see.
This chapter will discuss

several concepts and their

relationship to the user interface of the drawing program.
The

concepts

discussed

include

screen

layout,

selection, keyboard pointing, and workplace layout.

command
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S..c.r..e.e.n......La~t

The

display

screen

is

divided

sections in the drawing program:
the

Command

Window.
of

Menu;

the

user

information

to

the

user

four

primary

the File and View Line;

Prompt

Each of the sections,

into

Line;

and the

displaying
and

their

Viewing

different kinds
locations

on

the

screen, can be seen in Figure 13.
The File and View Line contains information about the
drawing being edited, and its view.

Specifically, it lists

the name of the file being worked on, the magnification of
the drawing displayed in the Viewing Window and the drawing
scale.

In the File and View Line shown in Figure 13, the

name of the file currently being worked on is TESTNAME, the
current window magnification is 4, and the drawing scale is
1"

= 30

ft.

The window magnif icat.i on number is the

ratio of the

size of the current drawing window to the entire drawing.
A

window

magnification

of

4

indicates

that

the

objects

currently in the window are 4 times larger than they would
be if the entire drawing was
drawing

is

magnification

displayed
is

magnification is 30.

1.

in
The

displayed.
the

When the entire

Viewing

maximum

Window,

allowable

the
window
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FILE AND VIEW LINE
D\IG --> TESTNRHE

UCF DRRV

\I I NDO\I : 4

SCALE: l "=30

(PROMPT:

I

USER

PROMPT
LINE

Figura 13.

Screen Layou~ for User In~arf ec•.
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The

drawing

scale

tells

the

user how the

distances

entered for objects in the drawing will be plotted.
given example scale of 1"
30 feet

on a

paper.

will be

a distance represented as

drawing would be

Separate

different

= 30' ,

sections

scales,

but

of

In the

plotted as
drawings

only the

1

inch on the

may

current

be

drawn

to

scale being used

displayed on the File and View Line.

While the

window magnification changes as the user zooms in and zooms
out of a drawing,

the scale remains constant, unless it is

changed with the SCALE command.
The

Command

commands

Menu

available

to

displays
the

a

user.

list
The

of

the

drawing

drawing

program

contains two command menus allowing almost fifty

drawing

commands,

to

and

other by

the

user may

change from

pressing the Fl key.

user does

not have to be

one

menu

the

The command selected by the

displayed on the

current menu.

For more information on the drawing commands, please refer
to the following section discussing Command Selection.
The user Prompt Line is the line on the display where
all

text

occurs.

interaction

between

the

user

and

the

system

Whenever the system prompts the user for input, it

is done on this line.

In addition, all input that the user

enters to the system is also displayed on this line.

For

example,

the

when

the

system

desires

the

user

to

enter
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radius of

a

circle that

the user with a
message will
enters
The

a

being created,

message to

it will

prompt

"Enter Circle Radius:".

This

appear on the prompt line.

number

number

is

to

represent

entered

is

the

The user in turn

desired

displayed

on

circle

the

radius.

prompt

line

immediately after the prompt so the result would be:
Enter Circle Radius:
Finally,
display the

the

visible

they occur,
his work.

Window

is

used

drawing being worked on.

through which the
drawing

Viewing
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drawing can be

in the

so that

to

This

seen.

is

All

Viewing Window will

the user

graphically
the

window

changes to a
be

updated as

can evaluate the

results of

The magnification of this window can be changed

using the ZOOM command.
In
program

conclusion,
has

been

information in

the

Screen

designed

a

very

to

small

Layout

display

area.

a

in

the

large

The main

drawing

amount

of

focus of the

user's field of view is directed toward the Viewing Window
of the

Screen.

immediately

The

below

prompts

the

between the two areas.
less

frequently

Window.

are

Finally,

Viewing

system can be found

Window

for

quick

glances

The drawing commands which are used

located

the

from the

to

seldom

the
used

right

of

the

information

Viewing

including
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filename,

window

size,

and

drawing

scale,

are

displayed

along the top of the screen above the Viewing Window.

The user controls the operation of the drawing program
by

selecting

from

a

list

of

displayed on the Command Menu.

available

drawing

commands

A listing of the available

commands on their respective menus can be found in Figure
14.

For a

discussion of each of these individual commands

please refer to Chapter II.
Each

command

is

selected

by

pressing

a

two-letter

combination shown as the capital letters in the command as
it is displayed in the drawing Command Menu.
to

For example,

select the OFFSET Command, the user will notice that it

is displayed in the menu as OffSet.

Therefore, to execute

the command, the user is required to press the 0 and S keys
on the keyboard.
Two letter mnemonics were chosen for drawing commands
because of their ease in typing.
considered

were

typing

in

the

Some of the other options
entire

command,

command pointer up and down through the menu to
highlighted
commands.

command,

or

selecting

function

moving

a

select a
keys

for

Typing the entire command was eliminated because

DWg
BOrderSCela
CO go
TeX-t
VleW
llNa
ClrCle
ARc
RE ct
SYmbo 1
Fillet
Of fSe-t
EX-tend
MoDlfy
BReok
Window
ZooM
Mo Ve
ERose
DI st
AreA
Plot
QUl-t
(a)

Primary MQnu

Chllne
ChTaxt

QUlt
lbl

SQcondary MQnu
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of the

lack of typing experience of the user.

to select a

highlighted command was

The pointer

ruled out because of

the time it would take to move the pointer from the first
command in the list to the last.
to simply press two keys.
was a

good idea

in

It would be much faster

Although the function key option

terms of

required keystrokes,

it was

eliminated because of the space on the screen required to
describe the command to function key mapping.
displaying

FlO=Fillet

would

require

a

minimum

spaces on the screen for the Command menu.
double the six spaces currently used.
command menu is larger,

For example,
of

ten

This is almost

Therefore,

if the

then the Viewing Window would have

to be smaller, and that is unacceptable.
The function keys are used,

however,

to execute some

system commands that are not displayed on the menu.
system commands
currently

being

displayed on the

include:

Fl

displayed;
screen;

-

These

to change the command menu
F2

and F9

to
to

change

the

change the

color
Viewing

Window while executing a command.
After a

drawing command in the command menu has been

selected, all other commands in the menu are erased so that
the user always knows what command the system is currently
executing.

This is quite useful for the inexperienced user

who is not yet familiar with all of the commands and their
operation.
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All

pointing

and

object

selection on

a

drawing

is

accomplished by moving a pair of drawing crosshairs within
the Viewing Window.

These crosshairs are moved by pressing

the arrow keys on the computer' s

numeric keypad.

To use

the arrow keys you must disable the NUMBER LOCK key.

Each

of the crosshair control keys highlighted in Figure 15 can
move the drawing crosshairs in a different direction.
arrow keys are used to move the crosshairs left,
and down,

and the HOME, END,

PGUP,

The

right, up

and PGDN keys are used

to move the crosshairs diagonally.
The crosshairs have been designed to accelerate across
the

screen

so

that

the

longer

you hold

faster it moves along the screen.
is

pressed

the

crosshair

a

key

down

the

As soon as another key

speed is

reset to

its minimum.

This allows for faster crosshair movement without having to
fumble

with

crosshair

velocity

settings.

The

drawing

crosshair also has a wrap-around feature which allows you
to move it off one side of the Viewing Window and it will
appear on the other side.

This allows for faster movement

from one side of the Viewing Window to another.
To

point

user must

to

move

a

the

specific
drawing

location on the
crosshairs

to

screen,

that

point

the
by
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7

8

Home

g

f

6

5

4

Pg Up

<

>
2

3

+

End

1
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CROSSHAIR CONTROL KEYS
Home

t
Pg Up
<

>

End

•
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=
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pressing the crosshair control keys.

Once the crosshairs

are at the desired location on the drawing, the user simply
presses

the

complete.

ENTER key
The

to

indicate

program will

then

that

the

pointing

process this

is

input and

continue the command.
To select a
must move

specific object in the drawing,

the crosshairs

so

that they are

the user

located on or

very close to the desired object with the crosshair control
keys.

After the

crosshairs are

properly positioned,

user must press the ENTER Key and the object is

the

selected

Objects cannot be selected if

from the drawing database.

they are not displayed in the Viewing Window.
Pointing on a drawing is a very simple task.
crosshair control keys and the ENTER key are
move the

crosshairs

in

the

drawing.

All

input

ignored.

If

the

program

prompts

is

Only the

required to

other Keyboard
the

user

to

select a point or an object and the user wants to terminate
the command, he may do so by pressing the ENTER key without
having pressed any of the crosshair control keys.
Finally,

since

the

crosshair

moves

at

a

fixed

increments on the screen, the user may be able to point and
select objects more accurately by zooming in on a portion
of the drawing.

If moving the crosshair one increment when
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>

viewing the entire drawing amounts to one-tenth of an inch,
then when the user is working at window magnification 10,
that increment will be reduced to one one-hundredth of an
inch, and the accuracy will be increased by a factor of 10.

Since the workplace layout cannot be designed into the
program, it is an often overlooked feature that can lead to
decreased productivity with the drawing program.

Too often

a computer is located in a small area that has only enough
room for the computer and a small amount of desk space for
some paper documents.
make some

It is the purpose of this section to

recommendations for ·a

working configuration of

the computer and its peripherals to function as a drafting
workstation.
This

workstation

components:

consists

the computer,

of

four

principle

including the keyboard,

system

unit and display monitor; the printer; the pen plotter; and
applicable books and manuals.
required

for

simultaneous

In addition,
viewing

of

workspace is

several

typed

documents or papers, as well as a space for viewing larger
existing

drawings.

A

workstation

features can be seen in Figure 16.

containing

all

these
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The key to an efficient drafting workstation design is
to locate the equipment that is used the most,

closest to

the user, while at the same time providing enough workspace
for

viewing

drawings

and

clearspac'3 concept is very

reference
important.

material.
If

This

a user has to

spend time sorting through papers and drawings because he
does not have

enough workspace to lay them side by side,

productivity will

suffer just as much as it would with a

poorly designed program.
l..

with

a drafting system,

To achieve maximum productivity
it is just as important for the

user to design an efficient workspace layout as it is for
the system designer to create an efficient program.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS

The

program

drawing

currently

being

used

was

at,

developed
the

for,

off ices

and

is

Geodesy

of

Professional Services.

This company is a relatively small

Land Surveying Office.

Their drawings primarily range in

three sizes:

8.5"

x 14",

11" x 17", and,

24" x 36".

Of

these three sizes, it is estimated that 25% of the drawings
produced are 8. 5"

x 14";

these drawings are 24"
introduced,

had

the

25% are 11" x 1 7",

x 36" .

and,

50% of

The drafting system,

potential

to

produce

50%

of

when
the

drawings created by the office.
Training of the employees consisted of approximately
one

week

of

instruction

with

the

first

demonstrating the system and its commands,

two

days

and the latter

three days consisting of supervised practice on the system.
This was just to obtain a working knowledge of the system
and its commands.

It is estimated, on the average, that it

took approximately three months to reach a point where the
drawing system's maximum productivity could be reached.
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Even though the system had a potential to be used for
50% of the office's drawings, its current use is closer to
30% to 40% of the total drawings produced.
First of all,

several factors.

This is due to

as was expected, the time

from blank paper to finished drawing is about one and onehalf times as long with the drawing system, as it would be
Given improvements in the

with an experienced draftsman.

efficiency of the software and advances in the speed of the
hardware,

it

is

within three
The
ability

expected

to five

drawing
to

Throughout

the

must

be

example,

for

a

throughout the
Plan,
these

a

and

time

change

lifetime

drawings

of

a

repeatedly
single

job may

are

gap

savings

existing

will

comes

closed

be

updated

include a

and

the

from

drawings

construction

building,

Foundation Survey,
drawings

this

years.

system's

copy

that

quickly.

project,

usually

many

produced.

drawings

Final Survey.
enhancements

For

produced

Boundary Survey,

and a

its

a Site
Each of

of,

or

modifications to, a previous drawing.
When

done

by

manual

redrawn from scratch.

methods,

each

drawing must

be

Using the drafting system however,

the current drawing can be copied and improvements can be
made to that copy.

When the drawing is finally plotted it

will have been produced in a fraction of the time that it
takes to produce the drawing manually.
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The
Geodesy

drawings

produced

Professional

with

Services

require repeated updating.

the

are

drafting

only

those

system

at

which will

That is why only 30 -

40% of

the possible 50% of total drawings produced are drawn using
the drafting system.

Once again, as the system is refined,

and hardware advances are introduced,

it is expected that

this number will increase.

The major problem that was discovered in the full-time
use of the system was the speed at which the drawing system
worked.

The

primary

Because of the design of the system, both of the

This

same

ZOOM

problem,

or

time

screen.

the

a

of

and the time it takes to select an object on the

caused by

using

amount

command,

redrawobject

display

the

to

are

the

was

required

complaints

redraw

complaint

the

WINDOW

system's

procedure~

procedure

goes

through

each

object

in

the

database, checks to see if it is within the drawing window,
clips the object to the window boundary, and then displays
the object on the screen.

It repeats this procedure with

every object in the database, until the entire drawing has
been checked.
for

clipping,

The speed problem lies in the calculations
and

in

the

display of

the

objects

on the
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screen.

No

further

further

code

optimizations

improvements

must

lie

in

can

be

hardware

seen,

so

upgrades,

or

database modifications.
Since the

problem is caused by trying to display too

much information in too

short of

suggested that some sort of
objects

in

the

drawing

information that
example,
all of

displayed

reduced,

that

be

complaint

Since the

Personal

was

the

amount
time.

of
For

layer that contained

turned

displayed

at

contrasts

a

in

no
on

in

a

text would be
again,

redraw

and

the

would

be

problem

system

was

designed to

Graphics

its

lack

of

utilize the

Adapter

in

its

IBM
high

the user can only display one color on the

between

a

the

is

Color

time.

Productivity.

with

system

Computer' s

resolution mode,

This
objects

It is
drawing

include

drawings

with

makes
on

it

the

difficult
screen,

to

and

display
can

slow

especially critical as the number of
increases.

Possible

switching

resolution modes available.
display

limit

In this way,

layer

to

it is

thereby reducing the time required.

color.

this

to

needs to be displayed at one

objects

Another

objects

time,

layering tag be placed on the

database

drawing text.

until

of

screen

period of

the user could turn off the
the

amount

a

four

to

one

solutions
of

the

for

lower

This would allow the user to
( 4)

colors

but

they

would be
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displayed

at

a

lower

opposed to 640 x 200).
hardware
could

upgrade

display

to

more

pixel

resolution.

(320

x

200

as

Another solution would be to make a
a

more

colors

advanced
without

graphics

the

card

resolution

that
loss.

Both of these solutions, however, would require recoding of
the system.

In addition to the previously discussed improvements
including

Layering,

color Displays,

Display

Speed

Reduction,

and

Multi-

some suggested improvements to the system

include the addition of a user-defined symbol file.

This

file would allow the user to create symbols which can be
stored,

edited,

collections of

and copied.
objects as

and placed into a
Additional

This would let the user save
symbols that

could be

recalled

drawing at any location or orientation.

drawing

commands

to

accomplish

this

would

include Make Symbol, Copy Symbol, and Edit Symbol.
Another

suggested

improvement

would

be

a

file

translator function that could convert drawing files into a
neutral format that could be read by other drawing systems.
A third

improvement would be

allow a block of ASCII text,

a

function that

stored as a file,

would

to be read

into the drawing program and added to the drawing as text
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data.

In

that

way,

drawing notes

could be

created and

edited on a word processor and the finished result could be
added to the drawing.
Finally there always exists the opportunity to expand
the program to access the multitude of available input and
output

devices

including

additional pen plotters

J

digitizers,

mice,

lightpens,

and dot matrix printer plotting,

as well as drivers for laser printers.

APPENDIX A
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
The

program was

developed using TURBO PASCAL Version

3.0 which closely follows the definition of Standard Pascal
as defined by K.
Manual

and

Jenson and N.

Report.

Any

minor

Wirth in the
differences

Pascal User

between

TURBO

PASCAL and Standard Pascal are described in Appendix D of
the

TURBO

PASCAL

Reference

Manual

listed

in

the

bibliography.
In addition to the TURBO PASCAL Compiler, the software
utilizes a series of source code extensions of TURBO PASCAL
known

as

the

TURBO

GRAPHIX

TOOLBOX

add

additional

Both TURBO PASCAL and

graphics procedures and functions.
TURBO GRAPHIX TOOLBOX are

to

registered trademarks of Borland

International Inc.
Since

the

TURBO

GRAPHIX

TOOLBOX

contained

many

functions and procedures that were not used in this project,
it was extensively edited to reduce its overall size.

This

was a concern because of TURBO PASCAL's limit of only 64 K
of object code for a program.

The original TURBO GRAPHIX

TOOLBOX consisted of over 2,000 lines of source code.
was

edited

to

slightly

under

Program's object code size.
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l, 200

lines

to

reduce

This
the

102

In addition to the removal of non-essential functions,
the clipping procedures in the TURBO GRAPHIX TOOLBOX were
replaced

with

applicable
project.

procedures

to

the

that

floating

were

point

developed
database

to

be

more

used

in

this

This modified version of the TURBO GRAPHIX TOOLBOX

is included in the program listings in Appendix C under the
source code file name TGUTIL. SYS.

This is referred to as

the graphics utility module.
The remaining source listings in Appendix C include the
These files make up what

files SCREEN.PAS and SCREEN2.PAS.
is

known

as

before,

the

source

file

included

the

program's

graphics

utility

TGUTIL.SYS.

in the

As

drawing module.
module

Two

source code,

is

mentioned

contained

plotter

drivers

PLOTHP. PAS,

for

in

are

the

the
also

Hewlett

Packard 7475A six-pen plotter and PLOTHI.PAS for the Houston
Instruments DMP-29 eight-pen plotter.
The

main

additional

source

files,

code

file

TGUTIL.SYS,

SCREEN.PAS

reads

SCREEN2.PAS,

and

in

the

either

PLOTHP.PAS or PLOTHI.PAS, at compile time.
The

computer

consisting of

creates

a main file

a
and

set

of

object

code

several overlay files.

files
An

explanation of the object code files and their overlays can
be found in Appendix B.
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To

run

the

drawing

program,

it

is

necessary

to

initialize the asynchronous communications port COMl on the
computer with the proper baud rate and control parameters
that are required by the plotter.
port has

been

initialized,

the

entering the command SCREEN.
the file

SCREEN. COM.

To

After the communications
program may be

started by

This begins the execution of

perform both of

these functions

with a single command it is recommended that the user create
a batch file that contains the commands to initialize the
communications port, and begin the program's execution.

APPENDIX B
PROGRAM OVERLAY STRUCTURE
To work around TURBO PASCAL's small memory mode which
allows a maximum of 64K of object code, the program used an
overlay

system.

subprograms
files

This

(procedures

separate

from

subprograms are

technique
and

the

collects

functions)
main

a

into

program

then loaded automatically,

number

one

or

file.

more
These

one at a

into the same area in memory, as they are needed.

of

time,

There is,

however, a space/time tradeoff.
Since

these

from a disk file
of the program.

portions of
1

the

program must be read

in

there is a slight delay in the execution
The placement of the overlay procedures is

critical to not force the user to wait on the program as the
overlay is being read from the disk.

To prevent this lag in

the drawing program, overlay files are being read while the
user is usually preoccupied with command selection.
Figure 1 7

is a

diagram which illustrates the

structure used for the drawing program.
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overlay
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OVERLRY FILE
SCREEN.000

OVERLAY FILE
SCREEN.001

HAIN FILE
SCREEN.COM

OVERLAY
FILE
SCREEN.002

OVERLAY FILE
SCREEN.003

Rll remolnlng Procedures ond Func~lons ~ha~ are no~
l lstad ebova, ara ln~ludad ln ~ha flla SCREEN.COM

Fl ga..ra 17.

Progrn. Ovarl lHJ 5-truch..ra.

APPENDIX C
PROGRAM SOURCE CODE LISTINGS
This

Appendix

SCREEN.PAS,

contains

SCREEN2.PAS,

the

listings

PLOTHP.PAS,

for

the

files

PLOTHI.PAS,

and

TGUTIL.SYS.
The
program's
PLOTHI. PAS
drivers.

files

SCREEN.PAS

drawing
present

and

module.

SCREEN2.PAS
The

examples

of

files
two

make

up

the

PLOTHP.PAS

and

different

plotter

TGUTIL. SYS is an edited and modified version of

the code provide in the TURBO GRAPHIX TOOLBOX package.
is used as the program's graphics utilities module.
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SOURCE LISTING FOR FILE
.S._QRE.EN.~..fA.S
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progr-am .jraw ;
{ This loads the gr-aphics utilities contained
{ in the TURBO GRAPHIX TOOLBOX Ver 1.03.
{ Pr-ogram Compiled using TURBO PASCAL Ver 3. u
canst pixxm~n=O; pix x max=575; pixymin=10; pixyma x =190;maxobj=500~maxtext=200~
type dwnentity=rec:ord
·
·
desc:: in-teger;
{Record type for- each object in a dwg}
code: integer;
data:arrayC1 •• 6J of real;
end;{record}
line=stringC80J;
txtln=stringC80J;
onarray=arrayCO •• maxobjJ of integer;
textarray=arrayC1 •• maxtextJ of txtln;
objectarray=arrayCO •• maxobjJ of dwnentity;
filename=stringClOJ;
var objec:t:objectarray;
textline:textarray;
onsc:reen:onarray;
finished,menul:boolean;
dwgfile:filename:
sc:ale,c:olorvar:integer;
maxworldx,maxworldy,minworldx,minworldy,windowsz,crossx,crossy,
c:urrentminx,currentminy,c:urrentmaxx,currentmaxy:real;
{$I screen2.pas}
{will read in utility procedures}
CSI plothp.pas}
{reads in plot procedure}
<******************************************>
overlay procedure panwindow<var object:objectarray;var onsc:reen:onarray;
var crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy:real>;
var c:h:char;
diffx,diffy:real;
done.error: boolean;
begin
·
.
erasement.L;
gotoXYC74,18>;write<'Window'>;
if windowsz=l then begin
beep;
writepromptC'CANNOT MOVE - WINDOW ALREADY DISPLAYED AT MAX SIZE ' >;
delay<1500);
end
else begin
writeprompt<'Press ARROWS to move window or ENTER to end
'> ;
diffx:=<maxx-minx)/3;
diffy:=<maxy-miny)/3;
done:=false; error:=false;
r-epeat
r-ead < kbd, c:h) ;
if <ch=#27) and keypressed then begin
n?ad Ckbd , c:h);
case ch of
#75:begin
{left}
minx:=minx-diffx; maxx:=maxx-diffx;
end;
#77:begin
{right}
minx:=minx+diffx; maxx:=maxx+diffx;
end;
#72:begin
{1_1p}
miny:=miny-diffy; maxy:=maxy-diffy;
end;
#SO: begin
{down}
miny:=miny+diffy; maxy:=maxy+diff y ;
end;
#71:begin
{$!

tgutil.sys}
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m1nx:=m1nx-dif+x; maxx:=maxx-di~fx;
miny:=miny-diffy; maxy:=maxy-diffy;
{up left}
end;
j:t73: begin
minx:=minx+diffx; maxx:=maxx+diffx;
miny:=miny-diffy; maxy:=maxy-diffy;
end;
#79:begin
minx:=minx-diffx; maxx:=maxx-diffx;
miny:=miny+diffy; maxy:=maxy+diffy;
{downleft}
end;
f*81:begin
minx:=minx+diffx; maxx:=maxx+diffx;
miny:=miny+diffy; maxy:=maxy+diffy;
{downright}
end
else begin
beep;
error: =trLte;
end;
end; {case}
if not error then begin
checkwindow<minx,maxx,miny,maxy);
changewindow<crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
redraw<object,onscreen>;
end;
writeprompt('Press ARROWS to move window or ENTER to end
end;{if arrow pressed}
if ch=#13 then done:=true;
Ltnti 1 done;
end;{else pan}
end;{panwindow}
<******************************************>
overlay procedure zoom<var object:objectarray;va~ onscreen:onarray;
var crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy:reall;
var move,done:boolean;
ch:char;
xl,y1,x2,y2,xcent,ycent:real;
begin
done:=false;
erasemenu;
gotoXY<74,19>;write<'ZooM~>;

writeprompt<'Select UPPER LEFT Corner, All, Half, or Twice
read(kbd,ch>;ch:=upcase<ch>;
if <ch=#27) and keypressed then begin
i-ead <kbd, ch);
selectpoint<'Select UPPER LEFT Corner :',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xl,yl,move);
displaymark<x1,y1>;
selectpoint<'Select LOWER RIGHT Corner :',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,x2,y2,move);
if move then begin
displaymark<x2,y2>;
if abs<x2-xl> <abs<y2-y1> then x2:=x1+4*<y2-yll/3
else y2:=y1+3*<x2-x1)/4;
end; { i f move}
end {not all}
else if ch='A~ then begin
{zoom all}
xl:=minworldx; yl:=minworldy; x2:=maxworldx; y2:=maxworldy;
end
·
else if ch=~H' then begin
if windowsz>=2 then begin
xl:=minx-<maxx-minx>/2:
yl:=miny-<maxy-miny>/2~

x2:=maxx+<maxx-minx)/2:
y2: =m-a:<y+ <ma:·:y-miny) 12;
checkwindow(x1,x2,yl,y2>;

,

)

;

,

)

;
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end

else begin
xl:=minworldx; yl:=minworldy; x 2:=maxworldx; y2:=maxworldy;
end;{else}
end
else if ch="T" then begin
xl:=minx+(maxx-minx)/4;
yl:=miny+(maxy-minv>/4;
x2:=maxx - Cmaxx-minx)/4;
y2:=maxy-<maxy-miny)/4;
checkwindow<x1,x2,y1,y2>;
end
else done:=true;
if ((y2 <> y1) and <x2< >x1>> and not done then begin
minx:=xl; miny:=yl;
maxx:=x2; maxy:=y2;
windowsz:=<maxworldx-minworldx)/Cmaxx-minx>;
if windowsz >=30 then begin
windowsz:=30;
xcent:=<minx+maxx)/2; ycent:=<miny+maxyl/2;
minx:=xcent-<<maxworldx-minworldx)/windowszl/2;
miny:=ycent-<<maxworldy-minworldy)/windowsz)/2;
maxx:=minx+(maxworldx-minworldx)/windowsz;
maxy:=miny+<maxworldy-minworldy)/windowsz;
end;
changewindow<crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxyJ;
titles<dwgfile,windowsz,scale>;
redraw<object,onscreen>;
crossx:=Cmaxx+minx)/2; crossy:=<maxy+minyl/2;
end; {if window}
end; {zoom}
<******************************************>
overlay procedure addsymbol<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var xstart,ystart,xend,yend,xbrk,ybrk,angle:real;
move, error: boolean;
stype:integer;
c:h:c:har;
begin
.
error:=false;
er a semen Lt;
gotoxy(74,12>;write<'SYmbol'>;
repeat
writeprcmpt<'Enter Symbol type: N=north
C=circ:le B=box
A=arrow X=c:ross
read<kbd,ch>;ch:=upcase<ch>;
c:ase ch of
"N':stype:=l;
"C":stype:=2;
"B":stype:=3~

"A':stype:=4;
'X':stype:=5;
#13:stype:=O;
end; {case}
Ltntil c:h in C'N','C', " B','A","X',#13J;
if st y pe< >O then begin
selectpoint<'Select Symbol LOCATION :",objec:t,onsc:reen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,
c:rossx,crossy,xstart,ystart,move>;
if c:h = 'N~ then begin
displaymark<xstart,ystart>;
selectpoint<'Select Symbol DIRECTION :',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,c:rossx,crossy,xend,yend,move>;
if move then begin
angle:=inverseazimuthCxstart,ystart,xend,yend>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,6,stype,xstart,ystart,xend,yend,angle,O>;
displaysymbol <stype,xstart,ystart,xend,yend,angle,O>;
end;
end {north}

" >;
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eise if ch = 'A' then begin
displaymark <xstart,ystart>;
selectpoint<'Select BREAK Point
',abject,anscreen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,
crossx,crossy,xbrk,ybrk,move);
if move then begin
displaymark<xbrk,ybrk>;
selectpoint('Select ARROW Point : ',object,onscreen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,
crossx,crossy,xend,yend,move>;
if move then begin
addtobuffer<objec:t,onscreen,6,stype,xstart,ystart,xend,yend,xbrk,ybrk>;
dis~laysymbol <stype,xstart,ystart,xend,yend,xbrk,ybrk>;
end;{if move}
end;{if move}
end {arrow}
else begin
{one pt input}
repeat
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,6,stype,xstart,ystart,xend,yend,angle,O>;
displaysymbol<stype,xstart,ystart,xend,yend,O,O>;
selectpoint<'Selec:t Symbol LOCATION :',object,onsc:reen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,
c:rossx,c:rcssy,xstart,ystart,move>;
until not move;
end;
end; {stype< >O}
end;{addsymbol}
<********************************>
overlay procedure addline<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var objec:t:objec:tarray; var onsc:reen:onarray>;
var c:h:c:har;
x1,y1,x2,y2,dist,angle:real;
lntype:integer;
error,move,done:boolean;
input:line;begin
erasemenu;
gotoXY<74,8>;write<'LiNe'>;
repeat
error:=false;
NBD RC K X 0 W --> '>;
writeprompt<'Select Line TYPE
read(kbd,c:h>; writa(c:h>;
ch:=upc:ase<c:h>;
case ch of
' N' : 1 n type: = 1 ;
'B':lntype:=2;
'D':lntype:=3;
'R':lntype:=4;
'C':lntype:=5;
'I<': lntype: =6;
'X':lntype:=7;
'O':lntype:=S;
'W':lntype:=9;
else begin
error:=true;
beep;
.
end;
end; {case}
until not error;
~·~2: =O;

y2: =O;

.

selectpoint<'Select FROM Point:

'.abjec:t,onsc:reen,

minx,maxx,miny,maxy,cro~sx,c:rossy,xl,y1,move>;

displaymark<x1,y1);
repeat
if <x2< >0> and <y2<>0>
:·: 1 : =~< 2 ; y 1 : =v 2 :
end;
repeat
. error:=false;

then begin
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writeprompt<'Select TO Point or Enter ANGLE Cie A45> : ' );
read( k bd,ch>;ch:=upcase<ch>;
if Cch=#27)and keypressed then begin
{To pt will be pointed to}
read(kbd,ch>;
{remove second ch from input buffer}
selectpoint <'Select TO Point :',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,x2,y2,move>:
displaymark<x2,y2>;
·
if <x1=x2> and Cy1=y2> th~n begin end
else begin
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,1,lntype,x1,y1,x2,y2,0,0>;
displayline<lntype,x1,y1,x2,y2>;
end;{if line drawn};
end {selected To pt}
else if ch=•A' then begin
{angle & dist will be entered}
write<ch>;
readln<input>;
convertreal Cinput,angle,error>;
if not error then begin
angle:=correct360Cangle>;
{conv from neg to pos}
angle:=correct360<450-angle>; {conv to azimuth reference}
getreal <"Enter LINE LENGTH
',dist,done>;
if not done then begin
dist:=convertscaleCdist>;
calcnextpt<O,o,o,o,x1,y1,o,angle,dist,x2,y2>;
addtobuffer(object,onscreen,1,lntype,xl,yl,x2,y2,0,0>;
displayline<lntype,xl,yl,x2,y2>;
if ptonscreen<x2,y2) then begin
crossx:=x2; crossy:=y2;
end {ptonscreen}
else begin
crossx:=Cminx+maxx)/2; crossy:=Cminy+maxy)/2;
end;Cpt not on screen}
end {not done}
else begin
error:=false;
{else end routine}
move:=false;
end;{else}
end;{not error}
end Centered angle}
else begin
if ch < >#13 then begin
writepromptC'Invalid Input'>;beep;delay<500>;
end;Cbad input}
error:=false;
{else end routine}
move:=false;
end;{else}
until not error;
until not move; .
end;{addline}
.

' ******************************************>

overlay procedure addcircle<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray);
var xcent,ycent,xon,yon,radius:real;
ch:char;
move, error: boolean;
input: line;
begin
·
erasemenu;
gotoxy<74:9>;write<'CirCle');
selectpoi~t<;Select CENTER PbINT :',object,onscreen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,
crossx,crossy,xcent,ycent,move>;
displaymark<xcent,ycent>;
writeprompt<'Select POINT on CIRCLE or Enter RADIUS:'>;
read(kbd~ch>;

if

<<ch=~27> . and keypressed> then begin
readCkbd,ch>;
{remove 2nd ch from buffer}
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selectpoint C'Select POINT on CIRCLE :',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx , miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xon,yon~move>;

if move then begin
displaymark<xon,yon>;
radius:=invdist<xcent,ycent,xon,yon>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,3,0,xcent,ycent,radius,O,O,O>;
displaycircle<xcent,ycent,radius>;
end;{if move}
end {if selecting point on circle}
else begin
write(ch>;
readln<input>;
input:=concat(ch,input>;
convertreal (input,radius,error>;
if (not error> and <radius >O> then begin
radius:=convertscale<radius>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,3,0,xcent,ycent,radius,O,O,O>;
displaycircle<xcent,ycent,radius>;
end;Cnot error}
end;{else enter radius}
end;Caddcircle}
<******************************************>
overlay procedure addarc(var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var xstart,ystart,xend,yend,xcent,ycent,angle,
radius,midx,midy,chordist,offset:real;
ch:char;
move,error,ccw:boolean;
input: line;
begin
error:=false;
ccw:=false;
radius:=O;
erasemenu;
gotoxy<74,10>;write<'ARc'>;
selectpoint<'Select START POINT :',object,onscreen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,
crossx,crossy,xstart,ystart,move>;
displaymark<xstart,ystart>;
selectpoint<'Select END POINT :',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xend,yend,move>;
if move then begin
displaymark<xend,yend>;
writepromptC'Select CENTER POINT or Enter RADIUS:'>;
readCkbd,ch);
if <ch=#27) and keypressed then begin
read<kbd.ch>;
{remove 2nd ch from input buffer}
selectpoint<;Select CENiER POINT :',object,onscreen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,
crossx,crossy,xcent,ycent,move>;
if move then begin
displaymark<xcent,ycent>;
angle:=angleright<xstart,ystart,xcent,ycent,xend,yend>;
_
addtobuffer<object.onscreen,4,0,xstart,ystart,xcent,ycent,angle,u>;
displayarc(xstart,~start,xcent,ycent,angle>;

end;{if move}
end {if selecting centerpoint}
else begin {radius will be entered}
write<ch>;
readln<input>;
input:=concat<ch,input>;
convertrealCinput,radius,error>;
if radius=O then error:=true;
if radius<O then ccw:=true eise ccw:=false;
radius:=abs<radius);
if not error then b~gin
radius:=convertscale(radius):

chordist:=invdist(xstart,yst~rt,xend,yend>;
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)

;

if chordist>2*radius then begin
beep;
writeprompt<"ARC CANNOT BE FITTED BETWEEN GIVEN POINTS">;
delay<1500>;
end
else begin
angle:=degree<arcsin<chordist/<2*radius>>*2>•
offset:=radius*cos(rad(angle/2>>;
·
midx:=<xstart+xend)/2;
midy:=<ystart+yend)/2;
if not ccw then begin
calcnextpt<xstart,ystart,xend,yend,midx,midy,5,90,offset,xcent,ycent
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,4,0,xstart,ystart,xcent,ycent,angle,O>;
displayarc<xstart,ystart,xcent,ycent,angle>;
end Cnot ccw}
else begin
{ccw}

)

.'

calcnextpt<xstar~,ystart,xend,yend,midx,midy,6,90,offset,xcent,ycent

addtobuffer<object,onscreen,4,0,xend,yend,xcent,ycent,angle,O>;
displayarc<xend,yend,xcent,ycent,angle>;
end;Cccw}
end;{else}
end;Cnot error}
end;Celse radius is entered}
end;Cif move}
end;{addarc}

<******************************************>

overlay procedure addtext<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var textptx,textpty,topx,topy,angle,height:real;
count, bold: integer;
ch:char;
input: line;
boldflag:boolean;

<***********************>

procedure gettextinfo<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,
textptx,textpty,angle,height:real; var bold:boolean>;
var error,move,done:boolean;
anglex,angley:real;
temp: integer;
ch:char;
begin
·
selectpoint<"Select TEXT STARTING POINT :",object.onscreen.
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,textptx,textpty,move>;
displaymark<textptx,textpty>;
repeat
error:=false;
writeprompt<;Enter Angle (ie A30> or Select Angle Point : ');
read<kbd,ch>;ch:=upcase<ch>;
if <ch=#27>and keypressed then begin
{angle will be pointed to}
read(kbd.ch);
{remove second ch from input buffer}
selectpoint(;Select Angle Point : ·~object~onscreen,minx,maxx,m1ny,maxy,
crossx,crossy,anglex,angley,move>;
if move then begin
displaymark(anglex,angley>;
angle:=inverseazimuth<textptx,textpty,anglex,angley>;
end;Cif move}
end {selected angle}
else if ch='A' then begin
{angle will be entered}
write<ch>;
readln<input>;
convertreal <input, angle, error>;
if not error then beqin
angle:=correct360<a~gle>;
{conv from neg to pos}
angle:=correct360(450-angle>; {conv to azimuth reference}

llS

end; { not error}
end {entered angle}
else angle:=90;
Ltnti l not error;
bold:=ask (' Do you want bold text ');
repeat
get integer<' Enter Te:-: t Size 1=. 11" 2=. 14"
temp , done> ;
until <temp >O> and <temp < =5>;
c:ase temp of
l:height:=0.105;
2:height:=0.14;
3:height:=0.21;
4:height:=0.28;
5:height:=0.42;
end; {c:ase}
end;{gettextinfo}

3=. 21"

4=. 28"

5=. 42"

<***********************>

procedure showprompt<var textptx,textpty,angle,height,top:{,topy:real);
begin
c:alc:nextpt<O,O,O,O,textptx,textpty,O,correct360(angle-90>,height,topx,topy>;
drawline<textptx,textpty,topx,topy>;
end;{showprompt}

<***********************>

procedure addtotext<input:txtln;var count:integer>;
var stored:boolean;
begin
stored:=false;
c:ount:=O;
repeat
c:ount:=succ<count>;
if textlineCcountJ=~· then begin
textlineCcountJ:=input;
stored:=true;
end;
until <stored=true> or (count=maxtext>;
if stored=false then begin
writeprompt<'TOO MUCH TEXT IN MEMORY'>; beep;
delay< 1500);
end;
end;{addtotext}

<***********************>

begin
erasemenu;gctoXY<74,6>;write<'TeXt'>;
gettextinfo<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,c:rossx,crossy,textptx,textpty,angle,he1ght,
boldflag>;
c:ount:=l;
if boldfiag then bold:=l else bold:=O;
repeat
input:= " ';
writeprom~t<'Enter Text:"J;clreol;
showprompt<textptx,textpty,angle,height,topx,topy>;
readln(input>~

if input <> ,; then begin
displaytext<O,textptx,textpty,height,angle,input>;
if ask<'Oo you wish to keep text') then begin
addtotext<input,count>;
{add input to text array}
.
_
addtobuffer(objec:t,onscreen,2,bold,count,textptx,textpty,he1ght,angle,u>;
displaytext<count,textptx,textpty,height,ang~e~··>;
_
~
.
calc:nextpt<O,O,O,O,textptx,textpty,O,correct~6u<angle+9u>,1.~*he1ght,

textptx,textpty>;
end {keepte:{t}
else begin
setcolorblack;

showprompt<te~tptx,textpty,angle,height,topx,tcpy ) ;
displaytext<O,textptx,textpty~height,angle,input>;
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setcolorwhite;
end;Cdont keep text}
end; {input <> ''}
until input='';
setcolorblack;
drawline(textptx,textpty,topx,topy>;
setcolorwhite;
end; {addte:-: t}

<********************************>

overlay procedure getdwg<var dwgname:filename;var object:objectarray;
var onscreen:onarray;var textline:textarray; var minx,maxx,miny,
maxy,crossx,crossy:real; var scale:integer>;
type dfilename=string(l5J;
var chl:char;

<**********************>

overlay procedure rename(var dwgname:filename>;
var input:filename;
begin
writeprompt< ' Enter new File Name
'>;
readln<input>;
dwgname:=input;
titles(dwgname,windowsz,scale>;
end;Crenama}

<**********************>

overlay procedure loadwg<var dwgname:filename;var object:objectarray;
var onscreen:onarray;var textline:textarray; var minx,maxx,
miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real; var scale:integer>;
var dwgfile:file of dwnentity;
txtfile:file of txtln;
firstname:filename;
dwgfilenm,txtfilenm:dfilename;
newobj:dwnentity;
newt:~ t : t :-: t 1 n ;
count: integer;
maxpgx,maxpgy:real;

<******************>

function goodfileCcheckfile:dfilename>:boolean;
var testfile:file of dwnentity;
begin
assign<testfile,checkfile>;
{$!-}
{checks for existance of disk file}
reset<testfile>;
{$!+}

goodfile:= Cioresult = O>;
close<testfile>;
end;
{goodfilei

(*******************>

begin noadwg}
writeprompt<'Enter name of file to be loaded
readln(firstname>;
if firstname <> ,; then begin
clearmemory(object,onscreen,textline>;
dwgfilenm:=firstname + '.dwg';
txtfilenm:=firstname + ".dtx'=
if goodfile<dwgfilenm) then b~gin
assign(dwgfile,dwgfilenm>;
reset (dwgf i 1 e>;
c:ount:=l;

.

)

;

read<dwgfile~newobj);

sc:ale:=newobJ.code=

.

object(OJ.code:=ne~obj.code=

objectCOJ.desc:=newobJ.desc~

case object(OJ.desc of
l:begin
maxpgx:=8.5; maxpgy:=l4;
end;

{place drawing scale in object[OJ.code}
{place drawing size in objectCOJ.desc}
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2:begin
maxpgx:=17; maxpgy:=11;
end;
else begin
maxpgx:=17; maxpgy:=11;
end;
end;{c:ase}
if objectCOJ.desc:=l then begin
maxwcrldy:=maxpgy;maxworldx:=maxworldy*4/3;
end
else begin
maxworldx:=17; maxworldy:=maxworldx*314;
end;
minworldx:=O;minworldy:=O;
minx:=minworldx; maxx:=maxworldx; miny:=minworldy; maxy:=maxworldy;
while not eof(dwgfile> do begin
read<dwgfile,newobj);
objectCc:ountJ:=newobj;
c:ount:=suc:c:<c:ount>;
end;
c:lose<dwgfile>;
assign<txtfile,txtfilenm>;
reset <b:tfi le>;
c:ount:=l;
while not eof(txtfile> do begin
read<txtfile,newtxt>;
textlineCc:ountJ:=newtxt;
c:ount:=suc:c:<c:ount>;
end;
c:l ose <b·: tf i le> ;
writepromptC'File Load Complete'>;
dwgname:=firstname;
end
else begin
writeprompt<'NEW FILE'>;beep;d~lay<1500>;
dwgname:=firstname;
end;
':"'indowsz:=1;
titles<dwgname,windowsz,sc:ale>;
c:hangewindow<c:rossx,c:rossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
redraw<objec:t,onscreen>;
end;
{if then}
end; { l oadwg}

<**********************>

begin{getdwg}
erasemenLt;

gotoXY<74,2>;write<'DWg~>;

repeat
writepromptC'Selec:t c:hoic:e: Load, Save, or Rename-- > '>;
readCkbd,c:hl>;c:hl:=upcaseCc:hl);writeCc:hl>;
case c:hl of
'L':loadwg<dwgname,object,onscreen,textline,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,c:rossx,c:rossy,scale>;
'S":storedwgCdwgname,object,textline>;
'R':rename<dwgname>;
end;{c:ase}
until c:hl in C'L'.'S'.'R'.#13J;
end;Cgetdwg}
·
·
·
·

'********************************>

overlay procedure c:hangescale<var sc:ale:integer; var object:objec:tarray;
var onscreen:onarray; var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,cros~y:rea~ ) ;
var done:boolean;
oldscale:inteoer;

(********************>

procedure rescale<var scale.oldsc:ale:integer; var object:objectarray;
var onsc:reen:on~rray; var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,c:rossy:reall;
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var scalefactor:real;
count: integer;
begin
scalefactor:=oldscale/scale;
count:=O;
repeat
count:=succ<count);
if objectCcountJ.desc <>O then begin
with objectCcountJ do begin
case desc of
1,4,5:begin
dataC1J:=dataCll*scalefactor; dataC2J:=dataC2J*scalefactor;
dataC3J:=dataC3J*scalefactor; dataC4J:=dataC4J*scalefactor;
end; {line,arc,rect rescale}
2:begin
dataC2J:=dataC2J*scalefactor; dataC3J:=dataC3J*scalefactor;
end; Ctext rescale}
3:begin
dataC1J:=dataC1J*scalefactor; data(2J:=data(2J*scalefactor;
end; {circle rescale>
6:begin
if code = 4 then begin
dataC1J:=dataC1J*scalefactor dataC2J:=dataC2J*scalefactor
dataC3J:=dataC3J*scalefactor dataC4J:=dataC4J*scalefactor
dataC5J:=dataC5J*scalefactor data(6J:=dataC6J*scalefactor
end {arrow}
else begin
dataC1J:=data(1J*scalefactor; dataC2J:=dataC2J*scalefactor;
end; Call other symbols}
end;Csymbol rescale}
end;-Ccase}
end;Cwith}
end; Ci f }
until count=maxobj;
zoomall<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen);
end; {reseal e}
<********************>
begin
erasemenu;
gotoXY<74~4);write<'SCale'>;
oldscale:=scale;
repeat
get integer <'Enter NEW SCALE
1"
' , seal e, done) ;
until <scale >O> or done;
if not done then begin .
titles<dwgfile,windowsz,scale>;
objectCOJ.code:=scale;
if ask<'Do you wish t~ change existing drawing') then
rescale<scale.oldscale.object.onscreen.minx.maxx,miny,maxy,c r ossx,crossy);
end; {not done} .
.
.
.
.
end;{changescale}
'~*******************************>
overlay procedure addrect<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx ,crossy:real;
var object:abjectarray; var onscreen:onarra y J;
var xl,y1,x2,y2:real;
var move:boolean;
begin
·
erasemenL1;
gotoXY<74~11);write<'REct');
selectpoi~t<'~elect Upper L~ft CORNER

:',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xl,y1,move);
displaymark(x1,y1);
selectpoint<'~elect Lower Right CORNER :',objec~,o~screen:
.
m1nx,maxx,m1ny,maxy,crossx,crossy,x~,y~,move>,
if move then begin
displayrect(x1,y1,x2,y2>;
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addtobuffer(object,onscreen,5,0,xl,yl,x2,y2,u,u>;
end;{if move}
end; {ad.dr_ect}

<********************************)

overlay procedure getdist<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:r~al
var x1,yl,x2,y2:real;
done: boolean;
ch1:char;
begin
erasemenu;gotoXY<74,22>;write<'Dist');
selectpoint<'Select first Point
:',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,x1,y1,done);
displaymarkCx1,y1>;
selectpoint<'Select second Point :',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,x2,y2,done>;
if done then begin
displaymarkCx2,y2>;
xl:=invdist<x1,y1,x2,y2>*scale;
gotoxy<9,25>;writeC'DIST
•,x1:10:3,' Press any key to cont'>;
readCkbd,ch1>;
end; -ct f done}
end;{getdist}

<********************************'

> ;

overlay procedure erase<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray);
var xcheck,ycheck:real;
move: boolean;
objno:integer;
begin
erasemenu;
gotoXYC74,21>;write<'ERase'>;
selectpointC'Select object to be erased : ',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xcheck,ycheck,move>;
selectobjectCxcheck,ycheck,objno,object,onscreen>;
if objno <> 0 then begin
setcolorblack;
redrawobject<object,objno>;
setcolorwhite;
if ask<'Restore object ') then redrawobject<object,cbjno>
else removefrombuffer<object,onscreen,objno>;
end;{obj found}
end; {erase}
(********************************>
overlay procedure viewtext<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var xcheck,ycheck:real;
move: boolean;
objno:integer;
ch:char;
begin
.
erasemenu;
gotoXYC74~7);writeC'VieW');
selectpoi~t<~Select TEXT t~ be viewed

: ',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xcheck,ycheck,move>;
selectobjectCxcheck,ycheck,objno,object,onscreen>;
if Cobjno <> O> and CobjectCobjnoJ.desc=2> then begin
writeprompt<'');
write<'C',objectCobjnoJ.dataC4J:4:2>;
if objectCobjnoJ.code=l then write<'BJ ') else write('] ');
write<textlineCtruncCobjectCobjnoJ.dataC1J>J>;
repeat until keypressed;
readCkbd.ch);
end {tewt fo~nd}
else begin
writeprompt<'No Text Selected'>;
beep;
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delay(1500>;
end;{else}
end;{viewtext}
<********************************>
overlay procedure modifyline<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossv:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>; .
·
var xcheck,ycheck,newx,newy,x1,y1,x2,y2:real;
move: boolean;
objno:integer;
begin
erasemenu;
gotoXYC74,16>;writeC'MoDify'>;
selectpoint<'Select LINE to be modified : ',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xcheck,ycheck,move>;
selectobject<xcheck,ycheck,objno,object,onscreen);
·
if Cobjno <> O> and CobjectCobjnoJ.desc=l> then begin
xl:=objectCobjnoJ.dataClJ; yl:=objectCobjnoJ.dataC2J;
x2:=objectCobjnoJ.dataC3J; y2:=objectCobjnoJ.dataC4J;
selectpoint<'Select new line endpoint location : ',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,newx,newy,move>;
setcolorblack;
redrawcbject<object,objno>;
{erase old line}
setcolorwhite;
if invdist<xl,yl,newx,newy>< invdist<x2,y2,newx,newy> then begin
xl:=newx; yl:=newy;
end {replace ptl}
else begin
x2:=newx; y2:=newy;
end;{replace pt2}
with objectCobjnoJ do begin
dataC1J:=x1; dataC2J:=y1; dataC3J:=x2; dataC4J:=y2;
end;Cwith}
redrawcbjectCobject,objno>;
{redraw new line}
end {line found}
else begin
writepromptC'No LINE Selected'>~
beep;
delay(1500>;
end;{else}
end;{modifyline}
<********************************>
overlay procedure extendline(var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var xcheck,ycheck,newx,newy,x1,y1,x2,y2,angle,dist:real;
move: boolean;
objno:integer;
begin
erasemenu;
gotoXY<74,15>;writeC'EXtend'>;
selectpoint<'Select LINE to be extended : ',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xcheck,ycheck,move>;
selectobjectCxcheck,ycheck,objno,object,onscreen>;
if Cobjno <> O> and CobjectCobjnoJ.desc=l> then begin
xl:=objectCobjnoJ.dataClJ; y1:=objectCobjnoJ.dataC2J;
x2:=objectCobjnoJ.dataC3J; y2:=objectCobjnoJ.dataC4J;
selectpcint<'Select extended endpoint location : ',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,newx,newy,movel;
setcolorblack;
redrawcbject<object.objno>:
{erase old line}
setcolorwhite:
.
.
if invdistCx1~y1,newx,newy>< invdist<x2,y2,newx,newy> then begin
switchCx1,x2>; switch<y1,y2>;
end;Cswitch pts}
angl~:=vertex<x2,y2,x1,y1,newx,newy>;

dist:=cos(radCangle>>*invdistCx1,y1,newx,newy>;
calcnextpt<x1,y1,x2,y2,x1,y1,1,0,dist,x2,y2>;
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with object[objnoJ do begin
data(1J:=x1; data(2J:=y1; data(3J:=x2; dataC4J:=y2;
end;{with}
redrawobject<object,objno>;
{redraw new line}
end {line found}
else begin
writeprompt<'No LINE Selected'>;
beep;
delay< 1500);
end;{else}
end; {e>: tend 1 i ne}

<********************************>

overlay procedure moveobject<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,c:rossx,c:rossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onsc:reen:onarray>;
type movearray=arrayC0 •• 100] of integer;
var xcheck,ycheck,deltax,deltay:real;
move: boolean;
c:h:c:har;
objno,count:integer;
movebuffer:movearray;

<********************>

procedure getdelta<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,deltax,deltay:real;
var move:boolean>;
var x1,yl,x2,y2:real;
begin
selectpoint<~Select FROM Point
:',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xl,yl,move>;
selectpointC'Select TO Point
:',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,c:rossy,x2,y2,move>;
if move then begin
del tax: =x2->: 1;
deltay:=y2-y1;
end;
end;{getdelta}

'********************>

procedure translateobject<var object:objectarray;
objno:integer; deltax,deltay:real>;
begin
with obJectCobJnoJ do begin
case desc of
1,4,5:begin
dataClJ:=dataC1J+deltax; dataC2J:=dataC2J+deltay;
dataC3J:=dataC3J+deltax; dataC4J:=data(4J+deltay;
end: {line.arc.rect transl}
2:begin
.
dataC2J:=dataC2J+deltax; dataC3J:=dataC3J+deltay;
end; {text transl}
3:begin
dataClJ:=dataC1J+deltax; dataC2J:=dataC2J+deltay;
end; {ci rel e transl}
6:begin
if code = 4 then begin
dataC1J:=dataC1J+deltax; dataC2J:=dataC2J+deltay
dataC3J:=dataC3J+deltax; data(4J:=data[4J+deltay
dataC5J:=dataC5J+deltax; dataC6J:=dataC6J+deltay
end {arrow}
else begin
dataC1J:=dataClJ+deltax; dataC2J:=dataC2J+deltay;
end: Call other symbols}
end;~symbol transl~
end;{c:ase}
end;Cwith}
end;{transobj}

(********************>

procedure addtomovebuffer<var movebuffer:movearray; objno:integer);
begin
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movebufferCOJ:=succ<movebufferCOJ>;
movebuffer[movebufferCOJJ:=objno;
end;

<********************>

begin
erasemenu;
gotoXY<74,20>;write<'MoVe'>;
writeprompt<'Select object to be moved <or All>
');
read(kbd,ch>;ch:=upcase<ch>;
if <ch=#27>and keypressed then begin
{objects will be selected}
movebufferCOJ:=O;
read(kbd,~h>;
{remove second ch from input buffer}
repeat
selectpoint<~Select object to be moved:
',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xcheck,ycheck,movel;
if move then begin
selectobject<xcheck,ycheck,objno,object,onscreen>;
if objno <> 0 then addtomovebuffer<movebuffer,objno)
else begin
writepromptC'No Object Selected');
beep;
delay ( 1500>;
end;Celse}
end;Cif move}
until not move;
if movebufferCOJ>O then begin
repeat
getdelta<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,deltax,deltay,move>;
c:ount:=O;
repeat
count:=succ:<count>;
setc:olorblack;
redrawobjectCobject,movebufferCcountJ>;
setc:olorwhite;
translateobjectCobject,movebufferCcountJ,deltax,deltay>;
until count=movebufferCOJ;
count:=O;
repeat
count:=succ:Ccount>;
redrawobjec:t<objec:t,movebufferCcountJ>;
until c:ount=movebufferCOJ;
until not askC'Mcve object<s> again '>;
end;{transobj}
end {selected objects}
else if ch=~A' then begin
{move all}
getdeltaCminx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,deltax,deltay,move>;
if move then begin
c:ount:=O;
repeat
c:ount:=succ:<count>;
if objectCc:ountJ.desc <> 0 then
translateobject<objec:t,count,deltax,deltay>;
until count=maxobj~
zoomall <minx,maxx,~iny,maxy,c:rossx,crossy,object,onscreen>;
end;Cif move}
end;{move all}
end;Cmoveobject}

<********************************>

overlay procedure getarea(var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real >;
type arearray=arrayC1 •• 50J of array[1 •. 2J of real;
var areapt:arearray;
done: boolean;
<*******************>
procedure getareapolygon<var minx,maxx,miny~maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var areapt:arearray; var done:boolean>;
var count:integer;
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move: boolean;
begin
done:=false;
selectpoint<'Select 1st Area Point: ',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,areaptC1,1J,areaptC1,2J,move>;
displaymark<a~eaptC1,1J,areaptC1,2J>;

count:=2;
repeat
selectpoint<'Select Next Area Point :'.object.onscreen.

minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,~reaptC~ount,1J,~reapt[count,2J,move>;

displaymarkCareaptCcount,1J,areaptCcount,2J>;
count:=succCcount>;
until <count=50) or <not move>;
areaptCcount,1J:=areaptC1,1J; areaptCcount,2J:=areaptC1,2J;
if count<=3 then done:=true;
end;Cgetareapoly}

<*******************>

procedure calcarea<var areapt:arearray>;
var area:real;
count:integer;
ch:char;
begin
count:=l;
area:=areaptCcount,1J*<areaptCsucc<count>,2J-areaptCcount,2J>;
repeat
count:=succ<count>;
area:=area+CareaptCcount,1J*<areaptCsucc<count>,2J-areaptCpred<count>,2J>>;
until <areaptCsucc<count>,1J=areaptC1,1J>
and <areaptCsucc<count>,2J=areaptC1,2J>;
count:=succCcount>;
area:=area+CareaptCcount,1J*<areaptC1,2J-areaptCpred(count>,2J>>;
area:=abs<area/2);
area:=area*scale*scale;
{convert to scaled units}
writeprompt<'Area = ">;write<area:10:3,~ sq units'>;
if scale< > 1 then write<'
<Area= ',area/4.356E04:10:3,' Ac>'>;
repeat until keypressed; readCkbd,ch>;
end;Ccalcarea}

'*******************>

begin{getarea}
erasemenu;
gotoXYC74,23>;write('AreA'>;
getareapolygonCminx,maxx,miny,maxy,cross~,crossy,areapt,done>;

if not done then calcareaCareapt>;
end;{getarea}

<********************************>

overlay procedure offset<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var objx,objy,dirx,diry,dist:real;
objno:integer;
move.done: boolean;

<********************)

procedure offsetline<var object:objectarray;var onscreen:onarray;
lntype:integer; x1,yl,x2,y2,dirx,diry,dist:real>;
var x3,y3,x4,y4:real;
dircode:integer;
again:boolean;
begin
·
if angleright<x2,y2,x1,y1,dirx,diry> <=angleleftCx2,y2,x1,y1,dirx,diry>
then dircode:=5
else dircode:=6;
repeat
·
calcnextpt<xl,y1,x2,y2,x1,y1,dircode,90,dist,x3,y3>;
calcnextpt<x1,y1,x2,y2,x2,y2,dircode,90,dist,x4,y4>;
displayline<lntype,x3,y3,x4,y4>;
addtobufferCobject,onscreen,1,lntype,x3,y3,x4,y4,0,0>;
again:=askC'Offset again');
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if again then begin
getreal <'Enter offset distance :',dist,done>;
if not done then begin
dist:=ccnvertscale<dist>;
xl:=x3; yl:=y3; x2:=x4; y2:=y4;
end
else again:=false;
end;
Lint i l not again;
end;{cffsetline}

<********************>

procedure offsetcircle<var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray;
x1,yl,rad1,dirx,diry,dist:real>;
var rad2:real;
again: boolean;
begin
if invdistCx1,y1,dirx,diry><=rad1 then dist:=O-dist; {offset inside}
rad2:=radl+dist;
repeat
if rad2<=0 then begin
writeprompt<'New Radius is less than 0 '>;
beep;delay<1500>;
end
else begin
displaycircle<x1,y1,rad2>;
· addtobuffer<object,onscreen,3,0,xl,yl,rad2,0,0,0>;
end;
again:=ask<'Offset again '>;
if again then rad2:=rad2+dist;
until not again;
end;{offsetcircle}

<********************'

procedure offsetarc<var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray;
s1x,s1y,rx,ry,angle,dirx,diry,dist:real>;
var rad1,rad2,s2x,s2y:real;
again: boolean;
begin
rad1:=invdist<rx,ry,s1x,s1y>;
if invdist<rx.ry.dirx,diry><=radl then dist:=O-dist;
rad2:=radl+dist; ·
·
repeat
if rad2<=0 then begin
writeprompt<'New Radius is less than 0 ');
beep;delay<l500>;
end
else begin
calcnextpt<rx,ry,slx,sly,rx,ry,1,0,rad2,s2x,s2y>;
displayarc<s2x,s2y,rx,ry,angle>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,4,0,s2x,s2y,rx,ry,angle,O>;
end;
again:=ask<'Offset again '>;
if again then begin
rad2:=rad2+dist=
s1x:=s2x; sly:=s2y;
end;
until not again;
end;{offsetarc}

(********************>

procedure offsetrect<var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray;
x1,y1,x2,y2,dirx,diry,dist:real>;
var x3,y3,x4,y4:real;
exist,again:boolean;
begin
e>: i st: =true;
if ((dirx>=xl> and (dirx < =x2) and (dirv >=yl> and Cdiry<=y2>>
then dist:=O-dist; {change sign for ~ect inside}
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repeat
x3:=xl-dist; y3:=yl-dist;
x4:=x2+dist; y4:=y2+dist;
if (x3<x4> and Cy3<y4) then begin
displayrect<x3,y3,x4,y4>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,5,0,x3,y3,x4,y4,0,0>;
end {rect exists}
el.se begin
exist:=false;
writepromptC'OFFSET RECTANGLE DOES NOT EXIST'>;
beep; delay<1500>;
end;{else}
again:=ask<"Offset again '>;
if again then begin
x1:=x3; y1:=y3; x2:=x4; y2:=y4;
end;
until not again;
end;{offsetrect}

'********************>

begin

erasemenu;gotoXYC74,14>;write<"OffSet~>;

selectpoint<"Select object to be offset : ",object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,objx,objy,move>;
selectobject<obJx,objy,objno,object,onscreen>;
if <Cobjno<>O> and <objectCobjnol.desc in C1,3,4,5J>> then begin
selectpointC"Select offset direction: •,object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,dirx,diry,move>;
if move then begin
getreal <"Enter offset distance :",dist,done>;
if not done then begin
dist:=convertscale<dist>;
with objectCobjnol do begin
case desc of
1:offsetline<object,onscreen,code,
dataCll,dataC2l,dataC3l,dataC4J,dirx,diry,dist>;
3:offsetcircle<object,onscreen,
dataCll,dataC2J,dataC3J,dirx,diry,dist>;
4:offsetarc<object.onscreen.

datac1j,dataC2J~dataC3l,dataC4J,dataC5J,dirx,diry,dist>;

5:offsetrect<object,onscreen,
dataC1J,dataC2l,dataC3J,dataC4l,dirx,diry,dist>;
end;-Ccase}
end;{with}
end; {not done}
end;{if move}
end {objno offset}
else begin
writepromptc~oaJECT CANNOT BE OFFSET');
beep;
delay<1500>;
end;{else}
end;{offset}

<********************************>

overlay procedure fillet<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var 11x,11y,12x,12y,x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,xi,yi,radius:real;
objno1,objno2:integer;
move.exist: boolean;
<***********************>
procedure calcintersect<var xl,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,xi,yi:real;
var exist:boolean>;
var a1,a2.b1.b2.c1.c2:real;ch:char;
begin
·
·
·
·
·
·
e>: i st: =trLte;
al:=yl-y2;
bl:=x2-xl;
c1:=x2*yl-xl*y2;
a2:=y3-y4;
b2:=x4-x3;
c2:=x4*y3-x3*y4;
{lines are parallel}
if < < a2*b 1)
(al*b2>> then exist:=false
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else begin
xi:=<c1*b2-c2*b1)/(a1*b2-a2*b1>;
yi:=<a1*c2-a2*c1)/(a1*b2-a2*b1>;
end;
end;{calcinter}

(***********************>

function ptinsegment<newx1,newy1,newx2,newy2,newxck,newyck:real>:boolean;
var c:h:c:har;
·
begin
if newx1 >newx2 then switc:h<newx1,newx2>;
if newyl >newy2 then switc:h(newy1,newy2>;
if <<<newxc:k >=newx1)and<newxck < =newx2>>or<<newyck>=newy1>and<newyc:k <=newy2>>>
then ptinsegment:=true
else ptinsegment:=false;
end;{ptinseg}

(***********************'

procedure calc:tangentpts<x1,y1,xi,yi,x3,y3,radius:real;objno1,objno2:integer;
var object:objec:tarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var xt1,yt1,xt2,yt2,xr,yr,delta,tangent:real;
c:h:c:har;

<****************>

function tan<angle:real>:real;
begin
tan:=sin<angle)/cos<angle>;
end; {tan}

<****************'

begin
delta:=180-vertex<x1,y1,xi,yi,x3,y3>;
tangent:=~adius*tan<rad<delta/2>>;

if angleright<x1,y1,xi,yi,x3,y3> < angleleft(x1,y1,xi,yi,x3,y3> then begin
switch<:< 1, x3>;
switch<y1,y3>;
end;{switc:h}
if radius< >O then begin
c:alc:nextpt<xi,yi,x1,y1,xi,yi,1,0,tangent,xt1,yt1>;
c:alc:nextpt<xi,yi,x3,y3,xi,yi,1,0,tangent,xt2,yt2>;
calc:nextpt<x1,y1,xi,yi,xt1,yt1,5,90,radius,xr,yr>;
delta:=angleright<xt1,yt1,xr,yr,xt2,yt2>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,4,0,xtl,ytl,xr,yr,delta,o>;
displayarc:Cxt1,yt1,xr,yr,delta>;
end ·Crad=O}
else begin
xtl:=xi; yt1:=yi; xt2:=xi; yt2:=yi;
end;
with objectCobjnolJ do begin
dataC1J:=x1; dataC2J:=y1; dataC3J:=xt1; dataC4J:=yt1;
end;{with}
with objec:t[objno2] do begin
dataC1J:=x3; data[2J:=y3; dataC3J:=xt2; dataC4J:=yt2;
end;{with}
redrawobject<object.objno1>;
redrawobjectCobject~objno2>;

end;-Cc:alctanpts}

<***********************>

begin
erasemenu;

gotoXY<74~13>;write<'FiLlet');

repeat
·
objnol:=O;

·

·

selectpoi~t<'Select

1st LINE:

',object,onscreen,

minx,maxx,miny,maxy,c:rossx~c:rossy~llx~lly,move>;
selectobject<llx,lly,objnol,object~onscreen);

if move then
Llntil <objnol < >O> or <not move>;
if <<objnol <> O> and <object(obj~o1J.desc=1>>
repeat
objno2:=0;

then begin
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selectpoint('Select 2nd LINE:

',object,onscreen,

minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,12x,12y~moveJ;

if move then selectobject<l2x,12y,objno2,object.onscreen>;
until <objno2<>0> or <not move>;
·
·
if ((objno2<>0> and <objectCobjno2J.desc=1>> then begin
with objectCobjno1J do begin
x1:=dataC1J; yl:=dataC2J; x2:=dataC3J; y2:=dataC4J;
end;{with}
with object(objno2J do begin
x3:=dataC1J; y3:=dataC2J; x4:=dataC3J; y4:=dataC4J;
end;{with}
calcintersect<x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,xi,yi,exist>;
if exist then begin
if ptinsegment<x2,y2,xi,yi,11x,11y> then begin
xl:=x2; y1:=y2;
end;Cswitch points}
if ptinsegmentCx4,y4,xi,yi,12x,12y> then begin
x3:=x4; y3:=y4;
end;{switch points}
getreal <"Enter fillet RADIUS
•,radius,exist>;
setcolorblack;
redrawobject<object,objno1>;
{erase existing lines on screen}
redrawobjectCobject,objno2>;
setcolorwhite;
if exist then radiu9:=0;
Cno number was entered}
radius:=convertscale<radius>;
calctangentpts<x1,yl,xi,yi,x3,y3,radius,objno1,objno2,object,onscreen>;
end;Cintersect exists}
end;{second line selected}
end;Cfirst line selected}
end;{fillet}

<********************************>

overlay procedure break<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var xbk,ybk:real;
objno:integer;
move.done: boolean;

<********************)

procedure breaklineCvar object:objectarray;var onscreen:onarray;
x1,y1,x2,y2,xbk,ybk:real; objno:integer>;
var xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2,dist:real;
begin
dist:=invdistCx1,y1,xbk,ybk>-Cl/32>;
calcnextptCxl,y1,x2,y2,x1,yl,1,0,dist,xtemp1,ytemp1>;
dist:=invdistCx2,y2,xtemp1,ytemp1>-C1/16>;
calcnextptCx2,y2,x1,y1,x2,y2,1~0,dist,xtemp2,ytemp2>;

setcolorblack;
displayline<objectCobjnoJ.code,xl,y1,x2,y2>;
setcolorwhite;
displaylinecobjectCobjnoJ.code,xl,y1,xtemp1,ytemp1>;
displaylineCobjectCobinoJ.code,xtemp2,ytemp2,x2,y2>;
with objectCobjnoJ do begin
dataC3J:=xtemp1;
dataC4J:=ytemp1;
end;{with}

addto~uffer<object.onscreen.1.objectCobjnoJ.code,xtemp2,ytemp2,x2,y2,0,0>;

end;{breakline}

.

.

(********************>

.

procedure breakcircleCvar object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray;
rx,ry,radius,xbk,ybk:real; objno:integer>;
var xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2:real;
begin
calcnextpt<rx,ry,xbk,ybk,rx,ry,5,0.5,radius,xtempl,ytempl);
calcnextpt<rx,ry,xbk,ybk,rx,ry,6,0.5,radius,xtemp2,ytemp2>;
setcolorblack;
displaycircle~rx,ry,radius>;

setcolorwhite;
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displayarc<xtempl,ytempl,rx,ry,359>;
with object(objnoJ do begin
desc:=4;
data(lJ:=xtempl; data(2J:=ytemp1; dataC3J:=rx; dataC4J:=ry; data[5J:=359;
end;Cwith}
end;Cbreakcircle}

<********************>

procedure breakarc<var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray;
sx,sy,rx,ry,angle,xbk,ybk:real; obJno:integer>;
var xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2,radius,newangle:real;
begin
radius:=invdist<sx,sy,rx,ry>;
calcnextpt<rx,ry,xbk,ybk,rx,ry,5,0.5,radius,xtempl,ytempl>;
calcnextpt<rx,ry,xbk,ybk,rx,ry,6,0.5,radius,xtemp2,ytemp2>;
setcolorblack;
displayarc<sx,sy,rx,ry,angle>;
setcolorwhite;
newangle:=anglerightCsx,sy,rx,ry,xtemp2,ytemp2);
displayarc<sx,sy,rx,ry,newangle>;
objectCobjnoJ.dataC5J:=newangle;
displayarc<xtempl,ytempl,rx,ry, Cangle-newangle-1>>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,4,0,xtempl,ytempl,rx,ry, <angle-newangle-1>,0>;
end;Cbreakarc}
<********************>
procedure breakrect<var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray;
ulx,uly,lrx,lry:real; objno:integer>;
begin
with objectCobjnoJ do begin
desc:=l;
code:=l;
dataClJ:=ulx; dataC2J:=uly; dataC3J:=lrx; dataC4J:=uly;
end;Cwith}
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,1,1,lrx,uly,lrx,lry,O,O>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,1,1,lrx,lry,ulx,lry,O,O>;
addtobuffer<object,onscreen,1,1,ulx,lry~ulx,uly,O,O>;

writeprompt('Rectangle has been broken into 4 LINES'>;delay<500>;
end;Cbreakrect}

<********************>

begin {break}
erasemenu;gotoXYC74,17>;write<'BReak'>;
selectpointC'Select object to be broken
',object,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xbk,ybk,move>;
selectobject<xbk,ybk,objno,object,onscreen>;
if <<objno<>O> and CobjectCobjnoJ.desc in C1,3,4,5J>> then begin
with obJectCobjnoJ do begin
case desc of
1:breakline<object.onscreen.dataC1J.dataC2J.dataC3J,dataC4J,xbk,ybk,objno>;
3:breakcircle<obje~t,onscre~~,dataCiJ,dataCiJ,dataC3J,xbk,ybk,objno>;
4:breakarcCobject.onscreen.
datac1i.dataC2J~dataC3J.dataC4J,dataC5J,xbk,ybk,objno>;

5:breakrectCobject~onscree~,dataC1i,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,objno>;

end; Cease}
end;Cwith}
end {objno break}
else begin
writeprompt<~OBJECT

CANNOT BE BROKEN'>; beep; delay<500>;

end;Celse}
end;Cbreak}

<********************************>

overlay procedure chline<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray);
var xcheck,ycheck:real;
error.move: boolean;
objno~lntype:integ~r;

ch:char;
begin
·
erasemenu; gotoXY<74,2l;write<'ChLine'>;
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selec:tpoint<'Selec:t LINE to be changed : ',objec:t,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xcheck,ycheck,move>;
. selectobject<xchec:k,ychec:k,objno,object,onscreen>;
·
·
if Cobjno <> O> and <objec:tCobjnoJ.desc=l> then b~gin
repeat
error:=false;
writeprompt<'Selec:t New Line TYPE
N B D R C K X 0 W -- > ) ;
read<kbd,ch>; write<ch>;
ch:=upc:ase<ch>;
case ch of
'N':lntype:=l;
'B':lntype:=2;
'R':lntype:=4;
'O':lntype:=3;
'C':lntype:=5;
'K':lntype:=6;
'X':lntype:=7;
'O':lntype:==8;
'W':lntype:=9;
else begin
error:=true;beep;
end;
end;{c:ase}
until not error;
setc:olorblac:k;
redrawobjec:t<objec:t,objno>;
{erase old line}
setc:olorwhite;
objec:tCobjnoJ.c:ode:=lntype;
redrawobJec:tCobjec:t,objno>;
{redraw new line}
end nine found}
else begin
writeprompt<'No LINE Selected'>;
beep;
delay< 1500>;
end; Cel se}
end;{c:hline}
<********************************>
overlay procedure chtext<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var objec:t:objec:tarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var xc:heck,yc:heck,height:real;
move, bold: boolean;
objno,temp:integer;
ch:char;
begin
·
erasemenu; gotoXY<74,3>;write<'ChText');
selectpoint<'Select TEXT to be changed: •,objec:t,onscreen,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xcheck,ycheck,move>;
selec:tobjec:t<xcheck,yc:heck,objno,object,onscreen>;
if <objno <> O> and <objectCobjnoJ.desc:=2> then begin
writeprompt<''>;
write<'C',objec:t[objnoJ.dataC4J:4:2>;
if objectCobjnoJ.code=l then write<'BJ ') else write('] '>;
write<textlineCtrunc<objec:tCobjnoJ.dataClJ)J);
repeat until keypressed;
read<kbd,ch>;
repeat
getinteger<'Enter NEW Text Size 1=.11" 2=.14"
3=.21" 4=.28"
5=.42"
temp, move> ;
until <temp >O> and Ctemp<=5>;
case temp of
l:height:=0.105;
2: he i g ht : =O. 14 • .
3:height:=o.21:
4:height:==o.2a;
5:height:==0.42:
end;{c:ase}
.
if askC'Do you want bold text ')then objectCobjnoJ.code:=1
else objectCobjnoJ.code:=O;
setc:olorblac:k•

.

redrawobject(~bject~objno>;
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setcolorwhite;
object[objnoJ.data(4J:=height;
redrawobject<object,objno>;
end {text found}
else begin
writeprompt<'No Text Selected'>;
beep;
.
delay<1500>;
end;{else}
end;{chtext}
<********************************>
procedure menu<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray;var onscreen:onarray;var finished:boolean;
var dwgfile:filename; var scale:integer>;
·
type instring=stringC2J;
var input:instring;
ch1,ch2:char;
X1,Y1,X2,Y2:real;
move, done: boolean;
obj no: integer;
begin
finished:=false;
repeat
displaymenu;
writeprompt<'SELECT COMMAND
'>;
read(kbd,chl>;
chl:=upcase<chl>;
·write<chl>;
read(kbd.ch2>:
ch2:=upc~se<ch2>;

write<ch2>;
input:=concat<ch1.ch2>;
if input='DW' then.
.
getdwg<dwgfile,object,onscreen,iextline,
minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,scale>
else if input = 'BO' then
getborder<object,onscreen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy)
else if input = 'SC' then
changescale<scale,object,onscreen,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy>
else if input = 'CO' then
getcogo<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen)
else if input = 'TX' then
addtext<minx,max:<,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen)
else if input = 'VW' then
viewtext<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if input = 'LN' then
addlineCminx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if input = 'CC' then
addcircle<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if input = 'AR' then
addarc(minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen)
else if input = 'RE' then
addrect<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if input = 'SY' then
addsymbol<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if input = 'FL' then
fillet<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if input = 'OS' then
o~fset<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy~object,onscreen)

= 'EX' then
input = 'MD' then
modifyline<minx,maxx~miny,maxy~crossx~crossy,object~onscreen>
input = 'BR' then
·

else if input
else if
else if

extendline<minx,maxx~miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>

break<minx~maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object~onscreen>

else if input = 'WI'

then
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panwindow<object,onscrEen,crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>
else if input = 'ZM' then
zoomCobject,onscreen,crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>
else if input = 'MV' then
moveobject<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen)
else if input = 'ER' then
erase<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if input
'DI' then getdist<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy>
else if input = 'AA' then getarea<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy>
else if i~put = 'PL' then
piot<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if <<inputC1J=#27>and<inputC2J=#59)) then begin
menul:=not menul; erasemenu; displaymenu;
end
else if input = 'CL' then
chlineCminx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if input = 'CT' then
chtext<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>
else if <<inputC1J=#27>andCinputC2J=#60)) then begin
colorvar:=succ<colorvar>; if colorvar>MaxForeground then colorvar:=l;
setforegroundcolor<colorvar>;
end
else if input = 'QU' then begin
gotcXYC74,2~>;writeC'QUit'>;

finished:=true;
if ask<'Do you wish to save current drawing ') then
storedwgCdwgfile,object,textline>;
writepromptC'QUIT FUNCTION'>;
end
else beep;
until finished;
end;{menuJ
<******************************************>
begin {main}
clearmemoryCobject,onscreen,textline>;
initgraphic;
maxworldx:=17;maxworldy:=maxworldx*314;
minworldx:=O;minworldy:=O;
currentminx:=minworldx; currentmaxx:=maxworldx;
currentminy:=minworldy; currentmaxy:=maxworldy;
changewindow<crossx,crossy,currentminx,currentmaxx,currentminy,currentmaxy);
finished:=false;
dwgfile:=' NO NAME';
windowsz:=l.O;
scale:=1;
titles Cd~gf i 1 e, wi ndowsz, seal e) ·;
menu 1: =true;
menu<curren~minx.currentmaxx.currentminy,currentmaxy,
~rossx,cros~y,object,on~creen,finished,dwgfile,scale>;

leavegraphic;
end.
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<******************************************)

procedure writeprompt<promptline:line>;
var count:integer;
begin
count:=length<promptline)+9;
gotoXY<9,25>;
write<'
gotoXYC9,25>;
{STANDARD PROCEDURE FOR WRITING ON PROMPT LINE>
write<promptline>;
repeat
count:=succ<count>;
write<' ' > ;
until count>=73;
gotoxy<length<promptline>+9,25>;
end;

<******************************************>

procedure titles<dwgfile:filename;windowsz,scale:real>;
begin
gotoXYCl,1>;
write<'
') ;
,) ;
write<'
gotoXY.< 1, 1 >;
write<'DWG-> ',dwgfile>;
gotoXYC26,1>;
write<'
UCF DRAW'>;
<WILL DISPLAY TITLES ALONG TOP>
gctoXYC47~1>:
<LINE OF MONITOR}
write<' WINDOW: ', wi ndcwsz: 7: 3>;
gotoXY<64,1>;
writeC'SCALE: 1"=' ,trunc<scale> >;
gotoXY <1, 25> ;
writeC'PROMPT:'>;
end;

<******************************************>

function convertscale<scaledist:real>:real;
begin
convertscale:=scaledist/scale;
end;

<******************************************>

procedure clearmemory<var object:objectarray;var onscreen:onarray;
var textline:textarray>;
var count:integer;
begin
count:=O;
objectCOJ.desc:=O: objectCOJ.~ode:=l; onscreen[OJ:=O;
repeat
.
count:=succ<count>;
objectCcountJ.desc:=O:
until count=maxcbj:
.
{INITIALIZES PROGRAMS MEMORY}
count:=O;
.
repeat
count:=succ<count>:
textline(countJ:=';;
until count=maxtext:
end;{clearmemory>
.

<******************************************>

procedure storedwg<var dwgname:filename;
var object:objectarray;var textline:textarray>;
type dfilename=string(15J;
var dwgfile:file of dwnentity;
txtfile:file of txtln;
dwgfilenm.txtfilenm:d~ilename:

I:integer;
done: boolean;

.

,} ;
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begin {storedwg}
if dwgname = ' NO NAME' then begin
writeprompt<"Input name of SAVE file
');
readln<dwgname>;
if dwgname='' then done:=true;
end;
if not done then begin
titles<dwgname,windcwsz,scale>;
dwgfilenm:= dwgname + ".dwg':
txtfilenm:= dwgname + '.dtx'~
assign<dwgfile,dwgiilenm>;
rewrite<dwgfile>;
write(dwgfile,objectCOl>;
I: =1;
while I<Cmaxobj + 1> de begin
if objectCil.desc <> 0 then write<dwgfile,objectCil>;
I:=I + 1;
end;
closeCdwgfile>;
assign<txtfile,txtfilenm>;
rewrite<txtfile>;
I:= 1;
while I<<maxtext + 1> do begin
if lengthCtextlineCil> <> 0 then write<txtfile,textlineCil>;
I:=I + 1;
end;
close<txtfile>;
writeprompt<'File Store Complete'>;delay(1500>;
end;
{if then}
end; {storedwg}

<**********************>

procedure beep;
begin
sound <600 > ;
delay <200>;
nosound;
end;{beep}

<******************************************>

function ask(question:line>:boolean;
type charset=set of char;
var -input:stringC5J;
promptset:charset;
c:h:char;
beg i n ·~ask} .
promptset:=C'Y','N'J;
repeat
writeprompt<question>;
write<"
Y/N :">;
readln <input);
if input < >•• then begin
ch:= c:opyCinput,1,1>;
c:h: = Llpcase <ch> ;
if not <ch in p~omptset> then begin
writeprompt<'
Invalid input
beep;
delay< 1500>;
end;
end {input<>' •}
else c:h:="N';
until c:h in pr~mptset;
if c:h='Y" then ask:=t~ue else ask:=false;
end; {ask}

<******************************************>

-- Please reenter');

procedure getintegerCprompt:line; var promptvar:integer; var done:boolean>;
var input:stringC5J;
code: integer;
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begin
done:=false;
code:=O;
repeat
writeprompt<prompt);
readln<input>;
if input='' then begin
done:=true;
{STANDARD INPUT ROUTINE FOR INTEGER}
code:=O;
{INPUT FROM PROMPTLINE}
end
else begin
val<input,promptvar,code>;
if code <> 0 then begin
writeprcmpt<'
Invalid Entry -- Please Re-input ');
beep;
delay< 1500> ;
end;
end;
until code=O;
end;Cgetinteger}

<******************************************>

procedure convertrealCinput:line; var c:onvert:real; var error:boolean>;
var ccde:integer;
begin
code:=O; error:=false;
val(input,convert,code>;
if code <> 0 then begin
writeprompt( 7
Invalid Entry -- Please Re-input '>;
beep;
delay< 1500>;
errcr:=true;
end;
end;Cc:onvertreal}

<*****************************~************'

procedure getreal<prcmpt:line; var prcmptvar:real; var done:boolean>;
var input:line;
error: boolean;
begin
·
repaat
done:=false;
error:=false;
CSTANDARD INPUT ROUTINE FOR REAL}
writeprompt<prompt);
{NUMERICAL INPUT FROM PROMPTLINE}
readln <input);
if input=' 7 then done:=true
else ccnvertrealCinput,promptvar,error>;
until not error;
end;Cgetreal}
·

<******************************************>

procedure switch<var first,seccnd:real>;
var temp:real:
begin
·
{will exchange the values of given reals}
temp:=first;
sec:ond:=temp;
first:=sec:ond;
end;<switch} .

<*******************************************'

function ptcnsc:reen<x,y:real>:boolean;
begin
if <x<=c:urrentmaxx>and<x>=c:urrentminx>and<y<=c:urrentmaxy>and<y >=currentminy>
then ptcnsc:reen:=true
else ptonscreen:=false;
end;
·

(******************************************>

procedure chec:kwindcw<var minimumx.maximumx,minimumy,maximumy:real>;
begin
·
if minimumx<minworldx then begin
maximumx:=maximumx+(minworldx-minimumx>;
minimumx:=minworldx;
<CHECKS TO SEE IF WINDOW MOVEMENT}
end;
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if minimumy <minworldy then begin
{HAS GONE BEYOND THE WINDOW LIMITS}
maximumy:=maximumy+<minworldy-minimumy>;
minimumy:=minworldy;
end;
if maximumx >maxworldx then begin
minimumx:=minimumx-<maximumx-maxworldx>;
maximumx : =ma x worldx;
end;
if maximumy >maxworldy then begin
minimumy:=minimumy-<maximumy-maxworldy>;
maximumy:=maxworldy;
end;
end;{ckwndw}
<********************~*********************>
procedure displaymark<x,y:real>;
var pixx,pixy:integer;
begin
pixx:=windowx<x>:
pixy:=windowy<y>;
setwindowmodeoff;
drawpoint<pixx-1,pixy>;
CGIVEN WORLD COORDINATES WILL}
drawpointCpixx+l,pixy>;
COISPLAY MARKER ON SCREEN}
drawpointCpixx,pixy-1>;
drawpointCpixx,pixy+l>;
setwindowmodeon;
end;{displaymark}

<******************************************>
<************************>
procedure displaymenul;
{DISPLAYS COMMAND

procedure displaymenu;

begin
gotoXY<74,2>;writeC'DWg'>;
gotoXY<74,4>;write<'SCale'>;
gotoXYC74,6>;writeC'TeXt'>;
gotoXY<74,8>;write<'LiNe">;
gotoXYC74,10>;write<'ARc'>;
gotoXYC74,12>;writeC'SYmbol');
gotoXY<74,14>;write<'OffSet'>;
gotoXY<74,16>;write<'MoDify'>;
gotoXY<74.18);write<'Window'>:
gotoXY<74~20>;write<'MoVe'>; .
gotoXYC74.22>;write<'Dist'>:
gotoXY<74~24>;write<"PLot'>;
end;{dispmenul}

<***********************>

procedure displaymenu2;
begin
gotoXYC74.2>:writeC'ChLine'>:
gotoXY<74~2S);write('QUit'>: ·
end;{displ~yme~u2}
.

MENU1 ON SCREEN}

gotoXYC74,3>;writeC'BOrder'>;
gotoXY<74,5>;writeC'COgo'>;
gotoXYC74,7);writeC'VieW'>;
gotoXYC74,9>;write<'CirCle'>;
gotoXYC74,11>;write<'REct'>;
gotoXYC74,13>;writeC'FiLlet'>;
gotoXY<74,15>;writeC'EXtend'l;
gotoXYC74,17);write<'BReak'>;
gotoXY<74,19>;write<'ZooM'>;
gotoxyC74,21>;write<'ERase'>;
gotoXYC74,23>;write<,AreA'>;
gotoXY<74,25>;write('QUit');
{DISPLAYS COMMAND MENU2 ON SCREEN}
gotoXY<74,3>;writeC'ChText' >;

<***********************>

begin
if menul then displaymenul else displaymenu2;
end;Cdispmenu}

<****************************************>

procedure erasemenu:
var line:integer;
.
begin
line:=l;
repeat
line:=succ<line>=
gotoXY<74.line>:.
wr i t e ( '
·
' );
until line=25:
end;
·

<REMOVES COMMAND MENU FROM SCREEN}

(*****************************************>
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procedure changewindowCvar crossx,crossy:real;
begin

minx,maxx~miny~maxy:real>;

definewindow<l~0,10,xmaxglb-8,ymaxglb-9>;
defineworldCl,minx,maxy,maxx~miny>;

selectworld<1>;
selectwindow<1>;
setbackgroundCO>;
{ALTERS SIZE OR POSITION OF WINDOW AND}
drawborder;
{POSITIONS CROSSHAIR AT WINDOW CENTER}
crossx:=Cminx+maxx>/2; crossy:=(miny+maxy)/2;
end;Cchangewindow}

<*****************************************>

function invdist<fromx,fromy,tox,toy:real>:real;
begin
.
invdist:=sqrtCsqrCtox-fromx>+sqrCtoy-fromy>>;
end;{invdist}

{COMPUTES DIST BETWEEN}
{COORDINATES>

<****************************>

function correct360<angle:real):real;
begin
if angle<O then angle:=angle+360;
if angle >=360 then repeat
angle:=angle-360;
until angle<360;
correct360:=angle;
end;

<****************************)

function degree<anglerad:real>:real;
begin
degree:=anglerad*lS0/3.14159;
end;

<****************************>

function radCangle:real>:real;
begin
{rad}
rad:= angle*3.14159/180;
end;
{rad}

<****************************>

function arcsin<sina:real>:real;
begin
if sina=O then arcsin:=O
else if sina=l then arcsin:=3.14159/2
else if sina=-1 then arcsin:=-3.14159/2
else arcsin:= arctan(l/(sqrt<sqr(l/sina>-1>>>;
end;

<*******************************>

function inverseazimuthCfromx,fromy,tox,toy:real>:real;
var lattitude,departure:real;
begin
lattitude:= fromy - toy;
departure:= tox - fromx~
if lattitude=O then
·
if departure >O then inverseazimuth:=90 else inverseazimuth:=270;
if departure=O then
if lattitude >O then inverseazimut~:=O else inverseazimuth:=180;
if departure >O then
inverseazimuth:=90-degree<arctan<lattitude/departure>>;
if departure<O then
inverseazimuth:=270-degree<arctan<lattitude/departure>>;
end;
{function inverseazimuth}

<*********************************>
function angleright<x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3:real>:real;
var start,stop,temp:real;
begin
start:=inverseazimuth<x2,y2,x1,y1>;
stop:=inverseazimuth<x2,y2,x3,y3>;
temp:=stop - start;
angleright:=correct360Ctemp>;
end;
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<*********************************>
function angleleft<x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3:real>:real;
var start,stop,temp:real;
begin
start:=inverseazimuth<x2,y2,x1,y1>;
stop:=inverseazimuthCx2,y2,x3,y3>;
temp:=start-stop;
angleleft:=correct360<temp>;
end;

<**********************************>

function vertex<x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3:real>:real;
var temp:real;
begin
{returns the smaller angle between 3 pts}
temp:=anglerightCx1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3>;
if temp>180 then vertex:=360-temp
else vertex:=temp;
end;{vertex}

<***********************************>

procedure calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,atx,aty:real;dircode:integer;
tempangle,dist:real; var newx,newy:real>;
var azimuth:real;
begin
{calcnextpoint}
case dircode of
0
azimuth:=tempangle;
1
azimuth:=inverseazimuthCfromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
2
azimuth:=inverseazimuth<tox,toy,fromx,fromy>;
3
azimuth:=inverseazimuth<tox,toy,fromx,fromy>+tempangle;
4
azimuth:=inverseazimuthCtox,toy,fromx,fromy>-tempangle;
5
azimuth:=inverseazimuth<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>+tempangle;
6
azimuth:=inverseazimuth<fromx,fromy,tox,toy)-tempangle;
end;
{case}
azimuth:=correct360Cazimuth>;
newy:=aty - CcosCradCazimuth>>*dist>;
newx:=atx + CsinCradCazimuth>>*dist>;
end;
{calcnextpt}

<******************************************>

procedure addonscreen<var onscreen:onarray; objno:integer>;
begin
onscreenCOJ:=succConscreenCOJ>;
onscreen[onscreen[OJJ:=objno;
end;{addonscreen)
<******************************************>
procedure addtobuffer<var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray;
item,intl:integer; real1,real2,real3,real4,real5,real6:real);
var count:integer;
stored: boolean:
begin
·
stored:=false;
count:=O;
repeat
count:=succ<count>:
if obJectCcountJ.d~sc=O then begin
with objectCcountJ do begin
desc:=item;
code:=int1;
dataC1J:=real1; dataC2J:=real2;
d•taC3J:=real3: dataC4J:=real4;
data[5J:=real5; data[6J:=real6;
stored:=true;
end;{with>
end;Cif object unused)
until <stored=true> or <count=maxobj);
if stored then addonscreen<onscreen.c~unt>
else begin
.
,) ;
writeprompt<'TOO MANY OBJECTS IN DRAWING MEMORY
beep;
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end;{else}
end;Cadd to buffer}

<******************************************>

procedure removefrombuffer<var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray;
objno:integer>;
var count1,count2:integer;
begin
with objectCobjnoJ .do begin
desc:=O; code:=O;
data[lJ:=O; dataC2J:=O; dataC3J:=O; data(4J:=O; dataC5J:=O; dataC6J:=O;
end;Cwith}
countl:=O;
repeat
countl:=succ<countl>;
if onscreenCccuntlJ=objno then begin
count2:=count1;
repeat
onscreentcount2J:=onscreenCsucc<count2>J;
count2:=succ<count2>;
until count2>=onscreenCOJ;
onscreenCOJ:=predConscreenCOJ>;
end;{removed obj on screen}
until countl>=onscreenCOJ;
end;Cremovefrombuffer}

<******************************************>

procedure displayline<lntype:integer; fromx,fromy,tox,toy:real>;
var dist,tempdist,new1x,newly,new2x,new2y:real;
count: integer;

<**************************>

procedure drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty:real; chainlink:boolean>;
var new1x,new2x,new3x,new4x,new1y,new2y,new3y,new4y:real;
begin
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,3,45,0.04,new1x,new1y);
calcnextptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,3,135,0.04,new2x,new2y>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,4,135,0.04,new3x,new3y>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,4,45,0.04,new4x,new4y>;
if chainlink then begin
drawline<new1x,new1y,new3x,new3y>;
drawline<new4x,new4y,new2x,new2y>;
end{chainlink post}
else begin
drawline<new1x,new1y,new2x,new2y>
drawline<new2x,new2y,new3x,new3y>
drawline<new3x,new3y,new4x,new4y>
drawlineCnew4x,new4y,new1x,new1y>
end;{wooden post}
end;Cdrawpost}

<**************************'

begin
setlinestyle<O>;
dist:=invdist<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
case lntype of
1:begin
{normal}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
end;
2:begin Cbold}
drawline<fromx~fromy,tox,toy>;

end;
3:begin
{dash}
setlinestyle<2>;
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
end;
4:begin
CR/W --- - - ---}
setlinestyle<117>;
drawline(fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
end;
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5:begin
CCL-Centerline --- ~ ---}
set l i nest y l e ( 3 > ;
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
end;
6:begin
{broken}
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,1,0,dist/2,newlx,newly>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,newlx,newly,2,0,0.06,new2x,new2y>;
drawline<fromx,fromy,new2x,new2y>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,new2x,new2y,1,0,0.12,new1x,new1y>;
drawline<newlx,newly,tox,toy>;
end;
?:begin
{chainlink}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
if ptonscreen<fromx,fromy> then
drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,true>;
if ptonscreen<tox,toy> then drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,true>;
tempdist:=l.O;
while tempdist<dist-0.~ do begin
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,1,0,tempdist,newlx,newly>;
if ptonscreen<newlx,newly> then
drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,newlx,newly,true>;
tempdist:2tempdist+l.O;
end; {while}
end;
S:begin
{woodfence}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
if ptonscreen<fromx,fromy> then
drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,false>;
if ptonscreen<tox,toy> then drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,false>;
tempdist:=l.O;
while tempdist<dist-0.5 do begin
calcnextptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,1,0,tempdist,newlx,newly);
if ptonscreen<newlx,newly> then
drawpost(fromx,fromy,tox,toy,newlx,newly,false>;
tempdist:=tempdist+l.O;
end;-Cwhile}
end;
9:begin
{wall}
calcnextptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,3,90,0.0l5,newlx,new1y);
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,3,90,0.0l5,new2x,new2y>;
drawline<new1x,newly,new2x,new2y>;
calcnextpt(fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,4,90,0.0l5,new1x,new1y>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,4,90,0.0l5,new2x,new2yJ;
drawline<new1x,new1y,new2x,new2y>;
end;
else begin
writeprompt<'Invalid Line Type
');
beep;
end;
end;{case}
setl inestyle <O>;
end;Cdisplayline}

(******************************************>

procedure displaytext<index:inte9er; startx,starty,height,angle:real;
txtln: 1 ine>;
var topx,topy,templx,temply,temp2x,temp2y:real;
slen,pixht,scale:integer;
begin
if index=O then slen:=length<txtln) else slen:=length<textlineEindexJ);
calcnextpt<o,o,o,o,startx,starty,O,correct360Cangle-90>,height,topx,topy);
pixht:=windowy<starty)-windowy<topy>;
if <<angle=90> and Cpixht>=6>> then begin
scale:=round<pixht/6>;
if index=O then drawtextw<startx.starty-<height/2>,scale,txtln>
else drawtextw<startx.starty-<h~ight/2),scale,textline[indexJ>;
end; {her i z ontal te~·: t} .
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calcnextpt<o,o,o,o,startx,starty,o,angle,slen*617*height,temp~x,temp2y>;

temp1x:=temp2x+<topx-startx>;
temp1y:=temp2y+<topy-starty>;
{calcnextpt<O,O,O,O,topx,topy,O,angle,slen*6/7*height,temp1x,temp1y>;}
drawlineJstartx,starty,topx,topy>;
dra~line<startx,starty,temp2x,temp2y>;

drawline<temp2x,temp2y,templx,temp1y>;
drawline<templx,temply,topx,topy>;
end;Cdisplaytext}
<******************************************>
procedure displaycircle<radx,rady,radius:real>;
var xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2,d1,d2,d3,d4:real;
angle: integer;
begin
xtemp1:=radx; ytemp1:=rady-radius;
angle:=O;
repeat
angle:=angle+6;
ytemp2:=rady - <cos<3.14159*angle/180>*radius>;
xtemp2:=radx + <sinCangle*3.14159/180>*radius>;
drawline<xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2>;
d1:=2
radx
xtemp1;
d2:=2
radx
xtemp2;
d3:=2 * rady
ytempl;
d4:=2
rady
ytemp2;
drawlineCd1,ytempl,d2,ytemp2>;
drawline<xtemp1,d3,xtemp2,d4>;
drawline(dl,d3,d2,d4>;
xtempl:=xtemp2; ytempl:=ytemp2;
until angle>90;
end;{displaycircle}
<******************************************>
procedure displayarcCstartx,starty,radx,rady,angle:real>;
var tempangle,xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2,radius:real;
checkangle:integer;
begin
xtempl:=startx; ytempl:=starty;

*
*
*

radius:=invdistCradx,rady,st~rtx,starty>;

tempangle:=inversea~imuthCradx,rady,startx,starty>;

checkangle:=roundCangle>;
if checkangle>212 then begin
repeat
tempangle:=tempangle+6;
checkangle:=checkangle-6;
tempangle:=correct360Ctempangle>;
ytemp2:=rady - Ccos<rad<tempangle>>*radius>;
xtemp2:=radx + CsiriCrad<tempangle>>*radius>;
drawline<xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2>;
tempangle:=tempangle+6;
checkangle:=checkangle-6;
tempangle:=correct360Ctempangle>;
ytempl:=rady - Ccos<radCtempangle>>*radius>;
xtempl:=radx + CsinCradCtempangle>>*radius>;
drawline<xtemp2,ytemp2,xtempt,ytemp1>;
until checkangle<=12;
end;C>=l2}

calcn~xtptCradx,rady,startx,starty,radx,rady,5,angle,radius,xtemp2,ytemp2>;

drawline<xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2>;
end;{displayarc}
<******************************************>
procedure displayrect<pt1x,ptly,pt2x,pt2y:real>;
begin
drawsquare<pt1x,ptly,pt2x,pt2y,false>;
end;Cdisplayrect}
(******************************************>
procedure displaysymbol <sytype:integer; pt1x,pt1y,pt2x,pt2y,angle,pt3y:real>;
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<*********************>
procedure displaynorth(stx,sty,angle:real>;
var endx,endy,blx,b1y,b2x,b2y,b3x,b3y,a1x,aly,a2x,a2y,
nlx,nly,n2x,n2y,n3x,n3y,n4x,n4y,n5x,n5y,n6x,n6y:real;
begin
calcnextpt<o,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,angle,o.625,b1x,b1y>;
calcnextpt<O,O,O,O,stx,sty,O,angle,1.0,b2x,b2y>;
calcnextpt<O,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,angle,1.25,b3x,b3y>;
calcnextpt<O,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,angle,2.25,endx,endy>;
calcnextpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,blx,bly,6,90,0.125,n4x,n4y);
calcnextpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,blx,bly,5,90,0.125,n1x,n1y>;
calcnextpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,b2x,b2y,6,90,0.125,n6x,n6y>;
calcnextpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,b2x,b2y,5,90,0.125,n3x,n3y>;
calcnextpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,b3x,b3y,6,90,0.125,a2x,a2y>;
calcnextpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,b3x,b3y,5,90,0.125,alx,a1y>;
calcnextpt<O,o,o,o,n1x,nly,O,angle,0.25,n2x,n2y>;
calcnextpt<O,o,o,o,n4x,n4y,O,angle,0.125,n5x,n5y>;
drawline<stx,sty,blx,b1y>;drawline<b2x,b2y,endx,endy>;
drawline<endx,endy,a1x,a1y>;drawline<alx,aly,a2x,a2y>;
drawlina<nlx,n1y,n3x,n3y>;drawline<n4x,n4y,n6x,n6y>;
drawline<n2x,n2y,n4x,n4y>;drawline<n3x,n3y,n5x,n5y>;
end;{displaynorth}
'*********************>
procedure displaysymcir<radx,rady:real>;
var radius,xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2,d1,d2,d3,d4:real;
angle: integer;
begin
radius:=0.05;
xtempl:=radx; ytempl:=rady-radius;
angle:=O;
repeat
angle:=angle+30;
ytemp2:=rady - <cos<3.14159*angle/180>*radius>;
xtemp2:=radx + <sin<angle*3.14159/180>*radius>;
drawline<xtemp1,ytemp1,xtemp2,ytemp2>;
d1:=2 * radx
xtempl;
d2:=2
radx
xtemp2;
d3:=2 * rady
ytempl;
d4:=2 * rady
ytemp2;
drawline<d1,ytemp1,d2,ytemp2>;
drawline<xtemp1,d3,xtemp2,d4>;
drawline<d1,d3,d2,d4>;
xtemp1:=xtemp2; ytempl:=ytemp2;
until angle>90;
end;{displaysymcir}
<*********************>
procedure displaybox<ptx,pty:real>;
begin
drawline<ptx-0.03,pty-0.03,ptx+0.03,pty-0.03>
drawline<ptx+0.03,pty-0.03,ptx+0.03,pty+0.03>
drawline<ptx+0.03,pty+0.03,ptx-0.03,pty+0.03)
drawline<ptx-0.03,pty+0.03,ptx-0.03,pty-0.03)
end;Cdisplaybox}
<*********************>
procedure displayarrow<ptlx,pt1y,pt2x,pt2y,bendx,bendy:real);
begin
drawline<pt1x,pt1y,bendx,bendy>;
drawline(bendx,bendy,pt2x,pt2y>;
calcnextpt<pt2x,pt2y,bendx,bendy,pt2x,pt2y,6,4,0.25,pt1x,ptly>;
drawline<pt2x,pt2y,ptlx,ptly>;
end;Cdisplayarrow}
<*********************>
procedure displaycross<ptlx,ptly:real>;
begin
.
drawline<ptlx,pt1y-0.0625,pt1x,pt1y+0.0625>;
drawline<ptlx-0.0625,ptly,pt1x+0.0625,pt1y>;

*
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end;Cdisplaycross}

<*********************>

begin
case sytype cf
1:displaynorthCpt1x,pt1y,angle>;
2:displaysymcir<pt1x,pt1y>;
3:displaybox<pt1x,pt1y>;
4:displayarrow<pt1x,pt1y,pt2x,pt2y,angle,pt3y>;
5:displaycross<pt1x,ptly>;
end;{case}
end;{displaysymbol}

<****************************************>

procedure redrawobject<var object:objectarray; objno:integer>;
begin
if objectCobjnol.desc <> 0 then begin
with objectCcbjnoJ do begin
case desc of
1:displaylina<code,detaClJ,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J>;
2:displaytext<trunc<dataClJ>,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J,''>;
3:displaycircla(dataClJ,dataC2J,dataC3J>;
4:displayarc<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J>;
5:displayrect<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J>;
6:displaysymbol<code,dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J,dataC6J);
else desc:=O;
end;<case}
end;{with}
end;Cif}
end;Credrawobject}

<******************************************>

procedure redraw<var-object:cbjectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
var count:integer;
xl,y1,x2,y2,rad:real;

<*********************>

function showcircle<x,y,rad:real>:bcolean;
var distl,dist2,dist3,dist4:real;
begin
dist1:=invdist<x,y,currentminx,currentminy>
dist2:=invdist<x,y,currentmaxx,currentminy>
dist3:=invdist<x,y,currentmaxx,currentmaxy>
dist4:=invdist<x,y,currentminx,currentmaxy)
if <<<not ptonscreen<x,y>>and(dist1>rad>and
<dist2>rad>andCdist3>rad>and<dist4>rad>>
or ((dist1<rad)and<dist2<rad>and<dist3<rad)and<dist4<rad>>>
then showcircle:=false
else showcircle:=true=
end;Cshowcircle}
.

<*********************'

function showtext<index:integer; x1,y1,height,angle:real):boolean;
var x2,y2:real;
slen:integer;
begin
slen:=length<textlineCindexJ>;
calcnextptco,o,o,o,x1,y1,o,angle,slen*6/7*height,x2,y2>;
if clipreal <currentminx,currentmaxx,currentminy,currentmaxy,x1,y1,x2,y2>
then showtext:=true else showtext:=false;
end;{showtext}

'*********************>

procedure displayborder<bordercode:integer>;
var xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,o~fset:real;
begin
if borderccde<>O then begin
if bordercode =1 then begin
xmin:=0.5= xmax:=8.0:
ymin:=l.O~

ymax:=13.~;

offset:=O;
end;{bcode=l}
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if bordercode =2 then begin
xmin:=l.O; xmax:=16.0;
ymin:=0.5; ymax:=10.5;
offset:=7.5;
end;{bcode=2}
drawline<xmin,ymin,xmax,ymin>;
drawline<xmax,ymin,xmax,ymax>;
drawline<xmax,ymax,xmin,ymax>;
drawline<xmin,ymax,xmin,ymin>;
drawline<xmin+offset,ymax,xmin+offset,ymax-2>;
drawlineCxmin+offset,ymax-2,xmax,ymax-2>;
drawline<xmax-5,ymax-2,xmax-5,ymax>;
drawline<xmax-2.5,ymax-2,xmax-2.5,ymax>;
displaytext<O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.425,0.105,90,'DATE:'>:

displaytext<O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.275,0.105.90.'SCALE:'~:

displaytext<O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.125,0.105~90~'REVISED:;>:

drawlineCxmax-2.25,ymax-0.625,xmax-0.25,ymax-0.625>;
·
end;Cif<>O>
end;{displayborder}
<*********************>
begin
count:=O;
writepromptC'Please Wait while Screen is being redrawn:'>;
displayborderCobjectCOJ.desc>;
onscreenCOJ:=O;
repeat
count:=succCcount>;
if objectCcountJ.desc <> 0 then begin
with objectCcountJ do begin
case desc of
!:begin
x1:=dataC1J;
yl:=dataC2J;
x2:=dataC3J;
y2:=dataC4J;
if clipreal<currentminx,currentmaxx,currentminy,currentmaxy,x1,y1,x2,y2>
then begin
addonscreen<onscreen,count>;
{
writeprompt<'Displaying Line '>;write<count>;>
displayline<code,dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J>;
end;
end;
2:begin
if showtextCtruncCdataC1J),dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J> then begin
displaytext<truncCdataC1J),dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J,''>;
{
writeprompt<'Displaying Text '>;write<count>;>
addonscreen<onscreen,count>;
end;{if showtext}
end;
3:if showcircle<dataC1J.dataC2J.dataC3J) then begin
C
writeprompt<'Dis~laying ~ircle '>;write<count>;>
addonscreen<onscreen,count>;
displaycircle<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J>;
end:
4:begin
.
rad:=invdistCdataC1J.dataC2J.dataC3J.dataC4J>:
if showcircle<dataC3J,dataC4J,rad)
.
.
then begin
displayarcCdataC1J~dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J>;

addonscreenConscreen,count>;
writeprompt<~Displayin9 arc '>;write<count>;}
end;

C

end;
5:begin
displayrect<dataClJ.dataC2J~dataC3J.dataC4J>;

{

writeprompt<'Displ~ying Re~t ">;write<count>;>

addonscreen<onscreen.count>:
end;
·
·
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6:if ((ptonscreen<data(1J,data(2J>>or\ptonscreen<data(3J.data(4J>>or
<ptonscreen<dataC5J,dataC6J)))
·
then begin
C
writeprompt<~Displaying symbol
">;write<countl;}
addonsc:reen<onsc:reen,count>;
displaysymbol<code,data(1J,data(2J,data(3J,dataC4J,dataC5J,dataC6J>;
end;
.
else desc::=O;
end;{case}
end;{with}
end;-Cif}
until count=maxobj;
end; {redraw}

<******************************************>

procedure selectobject<cross>:,c:rossy:real;var objno:integer;
var object:objectarray;var onscreen:onarray>;
var pixx,pixy,ccunt:integer;
found: boolean;

<*********************>

procedure checkpixals<var found:boolean;
begin
if pd<pixx,pixy> then found:=true;
end;Ccheckpixels}

pixx,pixy:i~teger>;

<*********************>

procedure erasepixels<var pixx,pixy:integer>;
var found:boolean;
xccunt,ycount:integer;
begin
found:=false;
yc:ount: =-1;
repeat
~<count:=-1;

repeat
if pd<pixx+xcount,pixy+yc:ount> then begin
found:=true; pixx:=pixx+xc:ount; pixy:=pixy+ycount;
end;
xcount:=succ:<xc:ount>;
until <xcount>=2> er found;
yccunt:=succ<yc:ount>;
until Cyc:cunt>=2> or found;
setc:olorblack;
setwindowmodeoff=
drawpoint<pixx,pixy>;
setwindowmodeon;
setc:olorwhite;
end;Cc:hec:kpixels}

<*********************>

procedure chec:kobjec:t<var objec:t:objec:tarray; objno:integer>;
begin
if objec:tCobjnoJ.desc <> 0 then begin
with objectCobjnoJ do begin
case desc of
1: begin
if < <code=7> or <code=S> >
then displayline<1,dataC1J,dataC2J,data(3J,data[4J>
else displayline<code,dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J);
end;
2:displaytext<trunc:<dataC1J),dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J,'');
3:displayc:irc:le<dataC1J,dataC2J,data(3J>;
4:displayarc<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J>;
5:displayrect<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J);
6:displaysymbol<code,dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J,dataC6J);
else desc:=O;
end { ase}
·
end; w th}
end; {

f
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end Ccheckobject}

<** ******************>

beg nCselectobject} .
pixx:=windowx<crossx>;
pixy:=windowy<crossy>;
erasepixels(pixx,pixy>;
found:=false;
objno:=O;
count:=1;
writepromptC'Checking for selected object:'>;
repeat
C writepromptC'Checking Object ');write<onscreenCcountJ);}
checkobjectCobject,onscreenCcountJ>;
·
checkpixels<found,pixx,pixy>;
if not found then count:=succ<count>;
until <count>onscreen[OJ> or found;
if found then begin
objno:=onscreen[countJ;
case objectCobjnoJ.desc of
1:writepromptC'Line Selected');
2:writepromptc~Text

S~lected'>;

3:writepromptC'Circle Selected'>;
4:writepromptC'Arc Selected'>;
5:writepromptC'Rect Selected'>;
6:writeprompt<'Symbol Selected'>;
end;{case}
delayC500>;
end {if found}
else begin
writepromptC'No Object Selected');
beep;
delayC500>;
end;Celse}
end;{selectobject}

'******************************************'

procedure selectpointCprompt:line;var object:objectarray;
var onscreen:onarray;var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,
tempx,tempy:real;var movement:boolean>;
var ch:char;
done: boolean;

<************************>

procedure drawcrosshair<crossx,crossy:real>;
var pixx,pixy:integer;

<************************'

procedure drawcrosspoint<x,y:integer>;
beginCcrosspcint}
if PD<x,y> then begin
setcolorblack;
drawpoint<x,y>;
setcolorwhite;
end
else drawpoint<x,y>;
end;Ccrosspoint}

<************************>

begin{drawcrosshair}
pixx:=windowx<crossx>;
pixy:=windowy<crossy>;
if Cpixx>=pixxmin+4) and Cpixx<=pixxmax-4> and
Cpixy<=pixymax-3) then begin
setwindowmodeoff;
drawcrosspoint<pixx,pixy>;
drawcrosspointCpixx-4,pixy>
drawcrosspoint(pixx-3,pixy)
drawcrosspointCpixx+3,pixy)
drawcrosspoint<pixx+4,~ixy)

drawcrosspoint<pixx,pixy-3)

Cpixy>=pixymin+3) and
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drawcrosspointCpixx,pixy-2>;
drawcrosspoint<pixx,pixy+2>;
drawcrosspoint<pixx,pixy+3>;
setwindowmodeon;
end;{if within limits}
end;{drawcrosshair}

'*************************>

procedure zoom<var object:objectarray;var onscreen:onarray;
var crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy:real>;
var move,done:boolean;
ch:char;
x1,y1,x2,y2,xcent,ycent,dummy1,dummy2:real;

<***************>

procedure orientwcrld<var crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy:real>;
var xdist,ydist:real;
begin
xdist:=<maxx-minx>/2;
ydist:=<maxy-miny)/2;
minx:=crossx-xdist;
maxx:=crossx+xdist;
miny:=crossy-ydist;
maxy:=crossy+ydist;
end;

<***************>

begin
done:=false;

writeprompt<~Select
All,
Half, Centered,
or Twice
~>;
readCkbd,ch>;ch:=upcase<ch>;
if ch=~A~ then begin
{zoom all}
xl:=minworldx; yl:=minworldy; x2:=maxworldx; y2:=maxworldy;
end
else if ch=~H~ then begin
if windcwsz>~2 then begin
orientworld<crcssx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
xl:=minx-<maxx-minx)/2;
yl:=miny-<maxy-miny)/2;
x2:=maxx+Cmaxx-minx>l2;
y2:=maxy+(maxy-miny>l2;
checkwindow<x1,x2,yl,y2>;
end
else begin
xl:=minworldx; yl:=minworldy; x2:=maxwcrldx; y2:=maxworldy;
end;<else}
end
else if ch~~T~ then begin
orientwcrld(crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
xl:=minx+<maxx-minx)/4;
yl:=miny+<maxy-miny)/4;
x2:=maxx-<maxx-minx>/4;
y2:=maxy-<maxy-miny)/4;
checkwindow<x1,x2,y1,y2>;
end
else if .ch=~c~ then begin
orientworld<crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
x1:=minx; yl:=miny; x2:=maxx; y2:=maxy;
checkwindow<xl,x2,yl,y2>;
end
else done:=true:
if C<y2<>y1> and. <x2<>x1>> and not done then begin
minx:=xl; miny:=yl;
maxx:=x2; maxy:=y2;
windowsz:=<maxworldx-minworldx)/(maxx-minx>;
if windowsz>=30 then begin
windowsz:=30;
xcent:=<minx~maxx)/2; ycent:=<miny+maxy>/2;
minx:=xcent-<<maxworldx-minworldx)/windowsz)/2;
miny:=ycent-<<maxworldy-minworldy)/windowsz>/2;

maxx:=minx+(maxworldx-minworldx)/windo~sz;

maxy:=miny+Cmaxworldy-minworldy)/windowsz;
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end;
changewindow<dummy1,dummy2,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
titles(dwgfile,windowsz,scale>;
redraw<objec:t,onsc:reen>;
drawcrosshairCcrossx,crossy>;
end;{if window}
end;<zoomJ

<*******************************>

procedure erasec:rosshairCcrossx,c:rossy:real);
var pixx,pixy:integer;

<************************>

procedure erasec:rosspoint<x,y:integer>;
begin{erasec:rosspoint}
if <net PD<x,y>> then drawpcint<x,y>
else begin
setc:olorwhite;
dr awpoi nt <x, y > ;
setc:olorblack;
end;
end;{erasecrosspoint}

'************************>

begin{erasec:rosshair}
pixx:=windowx<crossx>;
pixy:=windowy(crossy>;
setc:olorblack;
if Cpixx>=pixxmin+4) and Cpixx<=pixxmax-4) and
Cpixy<=pixymax-3> then begin
setwindowmodeoff;
erasecrosspointCpixx,pixy>;
erasecrosspcintCpixx-4,pixy>;
erasec:rosspointCpixx-3,pixy>;
erasecrosspcint<pixx+3,pixy>;
erasec:rosspcint<pixx+4,pixy>;
erasecrosspcint<pixx,pixy-3>;
erasecrosspointCpixx,pixy-2>;
erasecrosspoint<pixx,pixy+2>;
erasecrosspoint<pixx,pixy+3>;
setwindowmodeon;
end;{if within limits}
setc:olorwhite;
end;<erasecrosshair}

Cpixy >=pixymin+3> and

<************************'

procedure leftCvar minx,maxx,crossx,crossy:real; var ch:c:har>;
var factor,pkfactor:real;
done: boolean;
begin
·
factor:=0.05/windowsz;
pkfactor:=0.5/windows~;

repeat
done:=true;
erasec:rosshair<crossx,crossy>;
crossx:=c:rossx-factor;
if c:rossx<=minx then c:rossx:=maxx;
drawcrosshairCc:rossx,crossy>;
read<kbd,c:h>;
if <c:h=#27> and keypressed then begin
readCkbd,ch>;
if c:h=#75 then begin
done:=false;
if fac:tor<pkfac:tor then fac:tor:=fac:tor*l.15;
end
else if c:h=#67 then
zoom<object,onscreen,c:rossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
end;{c:h=#27 and kp}
until done;
end; {left}

·
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<~***********************>

procedure right<var minx,maxx,crossx,crossy:real; var ch:char>;
var factor,pkfactor:real;
done: boolean;
begin
factor:=0.05/windowsz;
pkfactor:=0.5/windowsz;
repeat
done:=true;
erasecrosshair<crossx,crossy>;
crossx:=crossx+factor;
if crossx>=maxx then crossx:=minx;
drawcrosshair<crossx,crossy>;
readCkbd,ch>;
if <ch=#27> and keypressed then begin
raadCkbd,c:h>;
if ch=#77 then begin
done: 2 false;
if factor<pkfactor then factor:=factor*l.15;
end
else if ch•#67 then
zocm<cbject,onscreen,crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
end;
until done;
end;{right}
<************************>
procedure up<var miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real; var ch:char>;
var factor,pkfactor:real;
done: boolean;
begin
factor:=0.05/windowsz;
pkfactor:=0.5/windowsz:
repeat
done:=true;
erasecrosshair<crossx,crossy>;
crossy:=crossy-factcr;
if crossy<=miny then crossy:=maxy;
drawcrcsshair<crossx,crossy>;
readCkbd.ch);
if (ch=#27> and keyprassed then begin
read<kbd,ch>;
if ch=#72 than begin
dcne:=false;
if factor<pkfactor then factor:=factor*l.15;
end
else if ch=#67 then
zoom<object,onscreen,crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
end;
until done;
end;{up}
<************************>
procedure down<var miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real; var ch:char>;
var factor,pkfactor:real;
done: boolean:
begin
·
factor:=0.05/windowsz;
pkfactor:=0.5/windows~;

r-epeat
done:=true;
erasecrosshair<crossx,crossy>;
crossy:=crossy+factor;
if crossy>=maxy then crossy:=miny;
drawcrosshair<crossx,crossy>;
read(kbd.ch>:
if (ch=#27> and keypressed then begin
read<kbd,ch>;
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if ch=#80 then begin
done:=false;
if factor < pkfactor then factor:=factor*1.15;
end
else if ch=#67 then
zoom<object,onscreen,crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
end;
until done;
end;Cdown}

<************************>

procedure upleft<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;var ch:char>;
var factcr,pkfactcr:real;
done: boolean;
begin
factor:=0.05/windowsz;
pkfactcr:=0.5/windcwsz;
repeat
dcne:=true;
erasecrosshair<crcssx,crossy>;
crcssy:=crossy-factcr;
crcssx:=crossx-factcr;
if crossy<=miny then crcssy:=maxy;
if crcssx<=minx then crcssx:=maxx;
drawcrcsshair<crcssx,crossy>;
read<kbd,ch>;
if <ch=#27> and keypressed then begin
read<kbd,ch>;
if ch=#71 then begin
dcne:=false;
if factor<pkfactor then factor:=factor*l.15;
end
else if ch=#67 then
zccm<object,onscreen,crcssx,c~ossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;

end;
until done;
end;{upleft}

<************************>

procedure upright<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;var ch:char>;
var factor,pkfactor:real;
done: boolean;
begin
factcr:=0.05/windcwsz;
pkfactor:=0.5/windowsz;
repeat
dcne:=true;
erasecrosshair(crossx,crossy);
crossy:=crossy-factcr;
crossx:=crossx+factor:
if crossy<=miny then ~rossy:=maxy;
if crossx>=maxx then crossx:=minx;
drawcrosshair<crossx,crossy>;
read(kbd.ch>:
if <ch=#27> ~nd keypressed then begin
readCkbd,ch>;
if ch=#73 then begin
done:=false;
if factor<pkfactcr then factor:=factor*l.15;
end
else if ch=#67 then
zoom<object,onscreen,crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy);
end;
until done:
end;-Cupright}

<************************>

procedure dwnleft<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;var ch:char>;
var factor,pkfactor:real;
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done: boolean;
begin
factor:=0.05/windowsz;
pkfactor:=0.5/windowsz;
repeat
done:=true;
erasecrosshair<crossx,crossy>;
crossy:=crossy+factor;
crossx:=c:rossx-fac:tor;
if crossy>=maxy then crossy:=miny;
if crossx<=minx then crossx:=maxx;
drawcrosshair(crossx,crossy>;
read<kbd,ch>;
if <ch=#27> and keypressed then begin
read <kbd, ch>;
if ch=#79 then begin
done:=false;
if fac:tor<pkfactor than factor:=fac:tor*l.15;
end
else if ch=#67 then
zoom<object,onsc:reen,c:rossx,crossy,minx,m~xx,miny,maxy>;

end;
until done;
end;{downleft}

<************************'

procedure dwnright<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;var ch:char>;
var factor,pkfac:tcr:real;
done: boolean;
begin
factor:=0.05/windcwsz;
pkfac:tcr:=0.5/windcwsz:
repeat
done:=true;
erasecrosshair<c:rossx,cross.y>;
crossy:=crossy+fac:tor;
crossx:=c:rossx+fac:tor;
if crossy>=maxy then c:rossy:=miny;
if crossx>=maxx then crossx:=minx;
drawc:rosshair<crossx,c:rossy>;
read(kbd,ch>;
if Cch=#27> and keypressed then begin
read<kbd!lch>;
if ch=#81 then begin
done:=false;
if fac:tor<pkfac:tor then factor:=fac:tor*l.15;
end
else if ch=#67 then
zcom<object!lonscreen,crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy);
end;
until done;
end;{downright}

<************************>

begin Cselec:tpoint}
done:=false: movement:=false:
drawcrosshair<c:rossx!lcrossy>i
repeat
writeprompt<"">;write<prompt>;
read<kbd~ch>:

{clear line and write prompt}

if <ch=#27> ~nd keypressed then begin
movement:=true;
readCkbd,ch>;
case ch of
#75: left<minx,maxx,crossx,crossy,ch>;
#77: right<minx,maxx,crossx,crossy,ch>;
#72: up(miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,ch);
#81): down<miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,ch>;
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#71: upleft(minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,ch>;
#73: upright<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,ch>
#79: dwnleft(minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,ch>
#81: dwnright<minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,ch ;
#67: :oom<object,onscreen,crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
else beep;
end;{case}
end; {then}
if ch=#13 then done:=true; {enter key has been pressed}
until done;
erasecrosshair<crossx,crossy>;
tempx:=crossx; tempy:=crossy;
end;<selectpoint}

<******************************************>

procedure zoomall<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
begin
minx:=minworldx; miny:=minworldy; maxx:=maxworldx; maxy:=maxworldy;
changewindow<crossx,crossy,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;
windowsz:=l;
titlesCdwgfile,windows2,scale>;
redraw<object,onscreen>;
crossx:=<maxx+minx>/2; crossy:=<maxy+miny>/2;
end;Czoomall>

<*****************************************>

overlay procedure getborder<var object:objectarray;var onscreen:onarray;
var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real>;
var sizecode:integer;
done: boolean;
maxpgx,maxpgy:real;
begin
erasemenu;
gotoxyC74,3>;write<'BOrder'>;
repeat
getinteger<'Enter DWG size 1 = 8.5x14 2 = 11:~17
until <sizecode>=O> and <sizecode<=2> or done;
if not done then begin
case sizecode of
l:begin
maxpgx:=8.5; maxpgy:=14;
end;
0,2:begin
maxpgx:=17; maxpgy:=ll;
end;
end;{case>
if sizecode=1 then begin
maxworldy:=maxpgy;maxworldx:=maxworldy*4/3;
end
else begin
maxworldx:=17; maxworldy:=maxworldx*314;
end;
minworldx:=O;minworldy:=O;
minx:=minworldx; maxx:=maxworldx; miny:=minworldy; maxy:=maxworldy;
objectCOJ.desc:=sizecode:
changewindow<crossx,cros~y,minx,maxx,miny,maxy>;

redraw<object,onscreen>;
end;{if not done}
end;{getborder}

<******************************************>

overlay procedure getcogo<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var object:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
const maxcogopts=999;
maxcogofig=100;
type ptype = <PI,PCR,PCL,TP,TS,SC,CS,ST,CR,SS>;
coord = record
pointnum:integer; {number of coordinate}
{northing coord of point }
north : real;
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east : real;
{easting coord of point }
pttype :ptype;
{type of point}
end; {coord record}
figure = record
name : integer;
figpoint : arrayCl •• lOOJ of integer;
figtype: arrayCl •• lOOJ of ptype;
end;
C figure record}
pointarray = arrayCl •• maxcogoptsJ of coord;
figarray = arrayCl •• maxcogofigJ of figure;.
cogotype=CCPI.CBK~CPCR.CPCL.CRP.CPT>;

polypttype=arrayc1 •• 100J of . cogotype;
var figurepoint:plotarray;
point:pointarray;
fig:figarray;
pointtype:polypttype;
minimumx,maximumy:real;
figno,maxfigpts:integer;
done: boolean;

<*********************************>

function getoption:char;
var error:boolean;
ch:char;
begin
repeat
error:=false;
writepromptC 7 Press either R, T, or ENTER
read<kbd,ch>;ch:=upcase<ch);
until <ch='R'> or <ch='T'> or <ch=#13>;
getoption:=ch;
end;Cgetoption}

to Rotate Translate or End :');

<*********************************>

procedure drawpoly<var figurepoint:plotarray;var maxfigpts:integer>;
var count:integer;
begin
count:=O;
repeat
count:=succ<count>;
drawline<figurepointCcount,lJ,figurepointCcount,2J,
figurepointCsuccCcount>,1J,figurepointCsucc<count),2J>;
until count=maxfigpts-1;
end;

<*********************************'

overlay procedure getfiledataCvar point:pointarray;var fig:figarray;
var done:boolean>;
type filestring=stringC14J; .
var ch:char;
filename:filestring;
error: boolean;

'**************************)

procedure load<var filename:filestring; var loadpoint:pointarray;
var loadfig:figarray;var error:boolean>;
var pointfile :file of coord;
figfile
:file of figure;
pointname,figname:filestring;
newpoint
:coord;
newfig
:figure;

(**********************>

function gocdfile<checkfile:filestring):boolean;
var testfile:file of coord;
begin
·
assign<testfile.checkfile>;
{$1-}
· {checks fo~ existance of disk file>
reset<testfile>;
{$!+}

.

goodfile:= <ioresult

O>;
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close<testfile>;
end;
{goodfile}

<***********************>

procedure clearmemory<var point:pointarray;var fig:figarray>;
var I,count:integer;
begin
I: =1;
while I < succ<maxcogopts> do begin
pointCIJ.pointnum:=O;
pointCIJ.north:=O;
pointCIJ.east:=O;
pointCIJ.pttype:=PI;
I:=succ:<I>;
end;
I:= 1;
while I<=maxc:ogofig do begin
figCIJ.name:=O;
count:=O;
repeat
c:ount:=succ:<count>;
figCIJ.figpointCcountJ:=O;
figCIJ.figtypeCcountJ:=PI;
until count=100;
I: =succ: <I> ;
end;
end;
{clearmemory}

<*************************>

begin {load}
error:=false;
if filename<>'' then begin
clearmemory<loadpoint,lcadfig>;
pointname:=filename + '.pts~;
figname:=filename +'.fig';
if goodfileCpointname> then begin
assign<pointfile,pointname>;
resetCpointfile>;
while not eofCpointfile> do begin
read(pointfile,newpoint>;
loadpointCnewpoint.pointnumJ:=newpoint;
end;
close<pointfile>;
assign(figfile,figname>;
resetCfigfile>;
while not eof(figfile> do begin
read(figfile,newfig>;
loadfigCnewfig.nameJ:=newfig;
end;
closeCfigfile>;
end
else begin
writeprompt<'FILE DOES NOT EXIST ON SPECIFIED DISK'>;
beep;delay<1500>;
error:=true;
end;
end ;
{ i f th en}
end;
{l cad}

<***************************>

begin {getfiledata}
done:=false;
repeat
f i l en ame: =' • ;
error:=false;
repeat
writeprompt<'Enter COGO file disk drive
readln<ch>;ch:=upcase<ch>;
unti 1 <ch=' A'> or (ch=' B' > or <ch=' C' >;

A

B

or C

.

)

;
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.. ) ;
writeprompt<~Enter COGO file name
raadln<filename>;
if filename• ~ then done:=true
else begin
filename:•concat<ch.':'.filename>i
loadCfilaname,point~fig~error>;
·
end;
until not error;
end;<9etfiladatal
7

<*********************************>

overlay procadure findfigura<var point:pointarray;var fig:figarray;
var figno:integer; var done:boolean>;
var arror:boolaan;
c:ount:intagar;
b•gin
retp•at
repeat
error:af.alse;
g•tintager<'Ent•r FIGURE NO. to b• transferred
',figno,done>;
i~ not done than b•gin
if figCfignoJ.name<>figno th•n begin
error:•true;
writeprompt<• FIGURE DOES NOT EXIST'>;
be•p;d•l.ay<l~OO>;

end;
end;<:not done>
until not error;
if not dona then begin
c:ount:•O;
repeat
c:ount:•succ<c:ount>;
if figCfignoJ.figpointCc:ountJ>O then begin
if pointCfi9Cfi9noJ.fi9pointCcountJ~.pointnum•O then begin
error: atru•;
writ•prompt<' POINTS IN FIGURE HAVE NO COORDINATES~>;
b•ep;del.ay<l~OO>;

end;Cpoint doasnt axist}
and;<:ch•ck if point exist~}
until fi9Cfignol.fi9pointCcountJ•O;
end; {not done}
until not 12rror;
end;{findfigural

<*********************************>

overlay procedure c:ra.atadat.,-ray<var figurepoint:plotarray;
var pointtype:polypttype; var point:pointarray; var fig:figarray;
var figno:integer; var minimumx,maximumy:real;var maxfigpts:integer>;
var ccunt:integer;
·
figptno:integer;
begin
minimumx:•1.0E30;
maximumy:•-1.0E30;
{set max and min valuesJ
c:ount:=O;
repeat
c:ount:=succ:<count>;
figptnc:•figCfignol.figpcintCcountJ;
if figptno <> 0 then begin
if figptno•-1 then begin
figurepcintCcount,lJ:=figurepointCcount-l~lJ;
figurepointCc:ount,2J:=figurepointCcount-1~2J;

pointtypeCcountJ:=CBK;
mnd
al sa begin
figurepcintCc:ount~lJ:=pointCfigptnoJ.east;

figurepointCcount~2J:=pointCfigptnoJ.north;

casa figCfignoJ.figtypeCcountJ of
PI
:pointtypeCc:ountJ:=CPI;
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PCR :pointtype[countJ:=CPCR;
PCL :pointtypeCcountJ:=CPCL;
TP · :pointtypeCcountJ:=CPT;
CR
:pointtypeCcountJ:=CRP;
else pointtypeCcountJ:=CPI;
end;{case}
if pointCfigptnoJ.east<minimumx then minimumx:=pointCfigptnoJ.east;
if pointCfigptnoJ.north>maximumy then maximumy:=pointCfigptnoJ.nor~h;
end;{else}
end;{if figptno<>O>
until figptno=O;
maxfigpts:=pred<count>;
end;{creat~datarray>

<*********************************>

overlay procedure converttoworld<var figurepoint:plotarray;
maxpts:integer;minimumx,maximumy:real>;
var count:integer;
begin
count:=O;
CSETS COGO COORDS TO WORLD COORD ORIGIN ANO}
repeat
{CONVERTS TO PROPER SCALE WITH 1.5 INCH INDENTATION}
count:ssucc<count>;
figurepointCcount,1J:=<figurepointCcount,1J-minimumx>lscale + 1.5;
figurepointCcount,2J:=ab~Cmaximumy-figurepointCcount,2J>lscale + 1.5;
until count=maxpts;
end;{converttoworld}

<*********************************>

overlay procedure rotatefig(var figurepoint:plotarray; maxfigpts:integer>;
var dcne:boolean;
angle: real;
begin
getreal<~Enter ROTATION ANGLE
+
CW
CCW
',angle,done>;
if not done then begin
setcolorblack;
drawpoly<figurepoint,maxfigpts>;
setcolorwhite;
rotatepolygon(figurepoint,maxfigpts,angle>;
drawpoly<figurepoint,maxfigpts>;
end;<notdone}
end;{rotatefig}

<*********************************>

overlay procedure translatefig<var figurepoint:plotarray; maxfigpts:integer;
var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real>;
var move:boolean;
deltax,deltay,x1,y1,x2,y2:real;
begin
selectpointc~select FROM Point
:',object,onscreen,minx,maxx,
miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,xl,yl,move>;
selectpoint<'Select TO Point
:',object,onscreen,minx,maxx,
miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,x2,y2,move>;
if move then begin
deltax:=x2-x1:
deltay:=y2-y1;
setcolorblack;
drawpolyCfigurepoint,maxfigpts>;
setcolorwhite~

translatepoly~on(figurepoint,maxfigpts,deltax,deltay>;

drawpoly<figurepcint,maxfigpts>;
end;{if move}
end;{translatefig}

<*********************************>

overlay procedure installfigure<var figurepoint:plotarray;
var pointtype:polypttype;maxpts:integer;
var object:objectarray;var onscreen:onarray>;
var count:integer;
var angle:real;
begin
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ask<'Oo you wish to keep figure'> then begin
satcolorbl•ck;
drawpcly<figurepoint,maxfigpts>;
satcolorwhite;
count:20;
repeat
count:•gucc<count>;
if <pointtypaCcountJ•CPI> or <pointtypaCcountJ=CPT> then begin
if pointtypaCaucc<count>J<>CBK then begin
addtobuffar<object,onscrean,1,1,figurepcintCcount.1J.

1f

figurapointCcount,2J,figurepointCcount+1,1J,figur~pointCcount+1.2J,O.O>;

displ•yline<l,figurepointCcount,lJ,figurepointCcount,2J.
·
figurepointCcount+l,1J,figurepointCcount+1,2J>;
and;
and
els• if pointtyp•CcountJ•CPCR than begin
•ngla1•anglarightCfigurapointCcount,lJ,figurepointCcount,2J,
figurapointCcount+1,1J,figurepointCcount+1,2J,
figurapointCcount+2,1J,figurapointCcount+2,2J>;
•ddtobuff•r.<obj•ct,onscr••n,4,0,figurapointCcount,lJ,
figurapointCcount,2J,figurepointCcount+1,1J,
figur•pointCcount+l,2J,angla,O>;
displ•y•rc<figurepointCcount,1l,figurepointCcount,2J,
figurapointCcount+1,1J,figurapcinttcount+1,2J,angle>;
count:•succ<count>;
and
els• if pointtypaCcountJ•CPCL then begin
•ngla:•anglarightCfigurepointCcount+2,1l,figurepcintCcount+2,2J,
figurepointtcount+1,1J,figurepointCcount+1,2J,
figurepointCcount,1J,figurepointCcount,2J>;
•ddtobuffar<object,onscreen,4,0,figurepointCcount+2,1J,
figurapointCcount+2,2J,figurepointCcount+1,1J,
figurapointCcount+l,2J,angle,O>;
displ•yarc<figurapointCcount+2,1J,figurepointCcount+2,2J,
figurapointCcount+l,1J,figurepointtcount+1,2J,angle>;
count:•succ<count>;
and
else if pointtyp•CcountJ•CBK than begin end;
until count>•maxpts-1;
end {if ask}
alsa begin
setcolorblack;
drawpoly<figurapoint,maxfigpts>;
satcolorwhita;
end;{alsa>
end;<installfigure}
<*********************************>
bagin<gatcogo}
arasamanu;

·

·

·

9otcXY<74,~>;write<'COgc'>;

gatfiladata<point,fig,dcna>;
if not dona than findfigure<pcint,fi9,figno,done>;
if net dona . than begin
craatadatarray<figurepoint,pcinttypa,point,fi9,figno,minimumx,maximumy,maxfig1
ts>;
convarttowcrld<figurapoint,maxfigpts,minimumx,maximumy>;
drawpoly<figurepoint,maxfigpts>;
repeat
case gatoption of
'R':rotatafig<figurepcint,maxfigpts>;
'T~:translatafig<figurepcint,maxfigpts,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy>;

#13:done:=true;
end; Cease}
until done;

installfi9~re<figurepoint,pointtype,maxfigpts,object,onscreen>;

end;{nctdone>
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end;{getcogo}

<******************************************)
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overlay procedure plot<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var objec:t:objec:tarray; var onscreen~onarr~y>;
type penarray=arrayC1 •• 30J of integer;
var border,count,maxpen,currentpen:integer;
pen: penarray;
resolution:real;
{PLOT ROUTINE FOR HP 7475 A }
ch:c:har;

<**********************************>

procedure pentoptCxl,yl:real>;
begin
{pick pen up}
writeln<aux,'PA '>;
<specify absolute c:oords}
writeln<aux,'PU '>;
if border = 1 then
writeln<aux,round<<yl-1)/resolution>,',',round<<xl-0.5>1resolution>,•;•>
alse
writaln<aux,round<<xl-1)/rasalution>,',',round<<l0.5-yl)/resolution>,';'>;
end;Cpentopt}

<**********************************>

procadure drawline<x1,y1,x2,y2:real>;
begin
pentopt <x 1, yl >;
writeln<aux,'PO '>;
if border=l then
writeln<aux,round<<y2-1)/resolution>,',',round<<x2-0.5>/resolution>,•;•>
else
writeln<aux,round<<x2-1)/resolution>,',',round<<10.5-y2>1resolution>,•;•>;
end;CdrawlineJ

<********************************>

procedure drawlineb<x1,y1,x2,y2:real>;
var inc:real;
begin
inc:=0.010;
drawline<x1,y1,x2,y2>;
drawline<x2+inc,y2-inc,x1+inc,y1-inc>;
drawl ine (}< l+inc, yl+inc, ~<2+inc:, y2+inc'>.;
drawline<x2-inc,y2+inc,x1-inc:,yl+inc:>;
drawline<x1-inc,y1-inc:,x2-inc:,y2-inc:>;
end;{drawlina}

<********************************>

procedure c:hpen<penno:integer>;
begin
if penno<>currentpen then begin
writeln<aux,'SPO;'>;
writeln<aux,'SP',penno,';'>;
currentpen:=penno;
end; {if}
end;Cc:hpen}

<********************************>
<********************>
procedure getpen<prompt:line; var pen:integer>;
overlay procedure getpendata<var pen:penarray>;

var xloc,yloc:,c:ode:integer;
input:line;
begin
pen:=O;
:{ 1 cc:: =wherex;
yloc::=wherey;
repeat
gotoxyturbo<xloc,yloc>;gotoxy<xloc,yloc:>; clreol;
wr i t e <'
' , prompt , '
' >;
readln<input>;
if input=•• then pen:=l else begin
val Cinput,pen,c:ode>;
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if code<> O then pen:=O;
end;{else}
until <pen >= 1) and (pen < =ma:-: pen) ;
gotoxyturbo<l,yloc+l); gotoxy<l,yloc+l>;
end;{getpen}

<********************>

procedure getpens<promptl:line;var penl:integer;prompt2:line;var pen2:integer>;
var xloc,yloc:integer;
begin
xloc:=wherex; yloc:=wherey;
getpen<promptl,penl>;
gotoxyCxloc+33,yloc>;gotoxyturboCxloc+33,yloc>;
getpenCprompt2,pen2>;
end;<getpens}

<********************>

begin{getpendata}
repeat
clearscreen;
gotoxyturbo<3,2>;gotoxy<3,2>;
writelnC'SELECT PENS 1-',maxpen,' FOR: ">;
gotoxyturbo<l,3>; gotoxy<l,3>;
getpenC'Border ~Title Block",pen[1J>;
gatpen<'Normal Lines
',pen[2J>;
getpen<'Bold Lines
',penC3J>;
getpen<'Dashed Lines
',penC4J>;
getpen<'R/W Lines
',penC5J>;
getpen<'Center Lines
',penC6J>;
getpen<'Broken Lines
',penC7J>;
getpen<'Chain Link Lines
',penCSJ>;
getpen<'Wcod Fence Lines
',pen[9J>;
getpen<'Dcuble Lines
',pentlOJ>;
getpensC'Size 1 Text
0.11" ',pent11J,"Size 1 Bold ' , pen [ 12J >
getpens<'Size 2 Text
0.14" • ,penC13J, 'Size 2 Bold ' , pen C 14J >
getpensC'Size 3 Text
0.21" ',pent15J, 'Size 3 Bold ',pen[16J>
getpens<'Size 4 Text= 0.28" ',pen[17J,'Size 4 Bold ' , pen C 18J)
getpensC'Size 5 Text= 0.42" ',penC19J,'Size 5 Bold ',pen C20J >
getpenC'Circles
',penC21J>;
·
getpen<'Arcs
',penC22J>;
getpen<'Rectangles
',pent23J>;
getpens<'North Arrow
',pant24J,'Leader Arrow',pen[25Jl;
getpens<'Circle Symbol
',penC26J,'Bcx Symbol
',penC27J>;
getpenC'Cross Symbol
',penC28J>;
until askC'Is this information correct'>;
repeat
until ask<'Is the plotter turned on and ready'>;
end;{getpendata}

<********************************>

overlay procedure plotline<lntype:integer; fromx,fromy,tox,toy:real>;
var dist,tempdist,newlx,newly,new2x,new2y:real;
c:ount:integer;

<**************************>

procedure drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,post:<,posty:real; chainlink:boolean>;
var newlx,new2x,new3x,new4x,newly,new2y,new3y,new4y:real;
begin
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,3,45,0.04,newlx,new1y>;
c:alc:nextptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,pcstx,posty,3,135,0.04,new2x,new2y>;
calcnextpt(fromx,fromy,tox,toy,pcstx,posty,4,135,0.04,new3x,new3y);
c:alc:nextpt(fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,4,45,0.04,new4x,new4y>;
if chainlink then begin
drawlineCnew1x,newly,new3x,new3y>;
drawline<new4x,new4y,new2x,new2y>;
end{chainlink post}
else begin
drawline(newlx,newly,new2x,new2y>
drawline<new2x,new2y,new3x,new3y>
drawline<new3x,new3y,new4x,new4y>
drawline<new4x,new4y,newlx,newly>
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end;{wccdan pest}
end;{drawpost}
<**************************>
begin
dist:ainvdist<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
c:ase lntype of
l:begin
<normal}
c:hpen<penC2J>;
writeln<aux,'LT;'>;
Cset to lina type O>
drawlin•<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
and;
2:b•gin Cbold}
c:hpen<p.nC3J>;
writ•ln<aux,'LT;'>;
{sat to line typa 0}
drawlin•b<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
end;
3:begin
Cdash}
c:hpen<p•nC4J>;
writaln <au>e, 'LT3; '');
<set to line type :S~·
drawlin•<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
and;
4:begin
CR/W ~- - - ~->
c:hpen<penC~J>;

writaln<aux,'LT6;'>;
Csat to lina typa 8}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
end;
~:begin
CCL-Centerline
- ---}
c:hpen<penC6J>;
writ•ln<aux,'LT~;'>;
Csat to line type 9J·
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
and;
61begin
Cbrokan}
c:hpan<p•nC7J>;
writeln<aux,'LT;'>;
Csat ta lina typa 0}
c:alc:n•xtpt<fromx,fromy,tax,toy,fromx,fromy,1,0,dist/2,newlx,new1y>;
c:alc:n•xtptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,new1x,new1y,2,0,0.06,new2x,new2y>;
drawline<fromx,fromy,new2x,n•w2y>;
c:alc:n•xtpt<fromx,fromy,to>e,toy,new2x,new2y,1,0,0.12,new1x,new1y>;
drawlin•<n•wlx,newly,tox,toy>;
end;
7:bagin
{c:hainlink}
c:hpen<penCSJ>;
writaln<aux,'LT;'>;
Cset to line type O>
drawlina<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
drawpast<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,true>;
drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,tay,tox,toy,true>;
tampdi st: ac). ~;
whil• tampdist<dist-0.~ da begin
c:alc:naxtpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,1,0,tempdist,newl:{,new1y>;
drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,newlK,newly,true>;
tampdist:atempdist+O.:S;
end; Cwhi la}
and;
S:begin
Cwoodfenc:a}
c:hpan<panC9J>;
writaln<au~,'~T;'>;
{set to lina type O>
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,false>;
drawpost<fromx,fromy,tax,toy,tox,toy,falsa>;
tempdist:•O.~:

whila tampdis~<dist-0.~ do begin
c:alc:naxtpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,1,0,tempdist,new1x,newly>;
drawpostCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,newlx,newly,false>;
tempdist:2tempdist+0.5;
end; Cwh i 1 e.}
end;
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9 : beg i n
{ wa l 1 }
chpen<penC10J>;
writeln<aux,'LT;'>;
{set to line type 0}
calcnextptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,3,90,0.015,newlx,newly>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,3,90,0.0l5,new2x,new2y>;
drawlinEiP<newlx,new1y,new2x,new2y>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,4,90,0.015,newlx,newly>;
calcne~tpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,4,90,0.015,new2x,new2y>;

drawline<new1x,new1y,new2x,new2y>;
end;
else begin
writepromptC'Invalid Line Type
beep;
end;
end; {case}
writeln<aux,'LT;'>;
{set to line type 0}

'>;

~nd;Cplotline}

<******************************************>

overlay procedure plottextCbold,index:integer;startx,starty,height,angle:real;
newlinEiP:line>;

<*********************>

procedure plottextlnCindex:integer; startx,starty,height,angle:real;
new 1 i n e: 1 i n e > ;
var dummyx,dummyy,xslope,yslope:real;
et:<: char;
<******~*********>
procedure changezero<var input:line>;
var zpos:integer;
begin
repeat
zpos:=pos<'O',input>;
if zpos< >O then begin
delete<input,zpos,1>;
insert<'O',input,zpos>;
end;
until zpos=O;
end;{chzero}

<****************>

begin
et:<: :::::s:tt3;
pentopt<startx,starty>;

height:=height*2~54;
{convert to centimeters}
calcnextptCO,O,O,O,startx,starty,O,angle,5,dummyx,dummyy>;
writeln <aux, 'SI ' , Cheight*617*0.67> :5:3,',' ,height:5: 3 , ' ; ' >;
xslope:=dummyx-startx;
yslope:=dummyy-starty;
if border=! then
writeln<aux,'DI ',yslcpe:7:3,',',xslope:6:3,';'>
else
writeln<aux~'DI ',xslope:7:3,',',0-yslcpe:6:3,';'>;
if index=O ~hen writeln<aux,'LB',newline,etx,';'>
else begin
changezero<textlineCindexJ>;
writeln<aux,'LB',textlineCindexJ,etx,';'>;
end; {el seJ·
end;Cplottextln}

<*********************>

begin {pl otte:< t}

writeln<auM~'CS;');

if bold=O t~en ~egin
if height= 0.105 then

else
else
else
else
else

if height
if height
i f height
if height
chpen<l>;

0.14
0.21
0.28
0.42

chpen
then
then
then
then

<pen( 11 J)
chpen<penC13J)
chpen<pen(15J>
chpen<pen(17J>
chpen<penC19J)
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p1ottextln<indax,startx,starty,height,ang1e,new11ne>;
end
.
else begin Cplot bold text}
if haight = 0.10~ than chpen<panC12J>
else if h•ight = 0.14 then c:hpen<penC14J>
el9a if height
0.21 then chpenCpenC16J>
else if height
0.28 than c:hpanCpenClBJ>
else if height = 0.42 then c:hpen<penC20J>
els• c:hpen<1>;
plottaxtln<indax,startx,starty,haight,angle,newlina>;
plottaxtln<indax,startx+0.010,starty,height,angle,newline>;
if haight>0.14*2-~4 than begin
pl ottaxtl n <i ndax, startx, starty-1). Ole), hai ght, angl a, newl i na>;
plottaxtln<index,startx,starty+c).010,haight,angla,newline>;
•nd;Caxtra bold}
end;<plot bold text}
end; .,pl ottext}

<******************************************'

overlay procadur• plotcircle<radx,rady,radius:raal>;
b•gin
c:hpan<panC21J>;
pantoptCradx,rady>;
writaln<aux,'PA;'>;
<specify absolute c:ccrds}
writalnCaux,•cI ',round<radius/resclution>,',S;'>;
end;Cplotcirc:la}

{draw

c:i rc:l a}

<******************************************>

overlay procedure plotarc:Cstartx,starty,radx,rady,angle:real>;
begin
c:hpenCpenC22J">;
P•ntoptCstartx,starty>;
{goto start of arc: and put pan down}
writaln<awc,'PO;'>;
if bordar•1 then
writa<aux,'AA ',rcundCCrady-1)/resolution>,'~',
round<<radx-0.~)/resolution>,','>

alsa
writaCaux,'AA ',round<<radx-1)/resolution>,',',
roundCC10.~-rady)/r•solution>,','>;
writaln<aux,•-•,round<angla>,',~;·>;

end; .,P 1 otarc:}

<******************************************>

overlay procedure p 1 otrect <pt 1x,pt1 y, pt2:<, pt2y: re•l > ;
begin
c:hpan<panC23:J>;
d r ,;ud i n e <pt 1 x , pt 1 y , pt 2:< , pt 1 y > ;
drawlina<pt2x,ptly,pt2x,pt2y>;
drawline<pt2x,pt2y,pt1x,pt2y>;
drawlin•<ptlx,pt2y,ptlx,pt1y>;
end; {pl ctr-act}

'******************************************>

overlay procedure plotsymbol Csytype:integer;
ptlx,pt1y,pt2x,pt2y,angle,pt3y:real>;

<*********************>

procedure plctnorth<stx,sty,angle:real>;
var endx,endy,b1x,b1y,b2x,b2y,b3x,b3y,a1x,aly,a2x,a2y,
nlx,nly,n2x,n2y,n3~,n3y,n4x,n4y,n~x,n5y,n6x,n6y:real;

b•gin
c:hpen<p•nC24:J>;
c:alc:naxtptco,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,an9la,0.62~,blx,b1y>;

c:alc:nextptco,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,angle,1.o,b2x,b2y>;
c:alc:nextptco,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,an9le,1.25,b3x,b3y>;
c:alcnaxtpt<o,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,an9le,2.25,endx,endy>;
c:alc:neMtptCendx,endy,stx,sty,blx,bly,6,90,0.12~,n4x,n4y>;

c:alc:nextptCendx,endy,stx,sty,blx,b1y,5,90,0.125,n1x,n1y>;
c:alc:nextpt<andx,endy,stx,sty,b2x,b2y,6,90,0.125,n6x,n6y>;
c:alc:nextpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,b2x,b2y,5,90,0.125,n3x,n3y>;
c:alcnextpt<endx,andy,stx,sty,b3x,b3y,6,90,0.1~~'a2x,a2y>;
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c:alc:nextpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,b3x,b3y,5,90,0.125,alx,a1y>;
c:alc:nextpt<O,o,o,o,n1x,nly,O,angle,0.2~,n2x,n2y>;
c:alcnextpt<O,O,O,O,n4x,n4y,O,angle,0.12~,n5x,n5y>;

drawl i na <st:<, sty, b 1:<, b 1 y) ; drawl i ne <b2x, b2y, endx, endy > ;
drawline<endx,endy,alx,aly>;drawlina<alx,aly,a2x,a2y>;
drawlina<n1x,n1y,n3x,n3y>;drawlina<n4x,n4y,n6x,n6y);
drawline<n2x,n2y,n4x,n4y>;~rawline<n3x,n3y,n5x,n5y>;

end;{plotnorth}

<*********************>

procadura plotsymc:ir<radx,rady:real>;
var radius:re.al;
begin
c:hpan<panC26J>;
radius: =-c). O~;
pantopt<radx,rady>;
writaln<aux,'PA;~>;
{specify absolute c:cords)
writeln<aux,'CI ',rcundCradius/rasolution>,',30;'>;
end;<plot3ymcir-)

·Cdraw c:irc:l e}

<•********************>

procedure pl otbo:< <ptx, pty: ra•l >;
b•gin
c:hpen<p•nC27J>;
drawline<ptx-0.03,pty-0.03,ptx+0.03,pty-0.03>;
drawl i ne <ptx+O. 03, pty-0. 03, ptx +c). 03, pty+c). 03>;
drawl in• <pt:<+-0. 03, pty+O. 03, ptx-0. 03, pty+O. 03);
drawl in• <pt:<-0. 03, pty+O. 03, ptx-.). 03, pty-0. 03>;
end;<plotbox}

<*********************>

procadura plotarrow<pt1x,pt1y,pt2x,pt2y,bendx,bendy:real>;
begin
c:hp•n<panC2~J>;

drawline<ptlx,ptly,bendx,b•ndy>;
drawlin•<bandx,bandy,pt2x,pt2y>;
calc:neMtpt<pt2x,pt2y,bendx,bendy,pt2x,pt2y,6,4,0.2:,pt1x,pt1y>;
drawline<pt2x,pt2y,ptlx,pt1y>;
and; (plotarrow}

<•********************>

prccedur-e plotcr-css<ptlx,ptly:real>;
begin
c:hpan<penC:?SJ>;
drawlina<ptlx,ptly-0.062~,ptlx,ptly+0.062~>;
drawline<ptlx-0.062~,ptly,ptlx+0.062~,ptly>;
and~{plotc:ross}

<*********************>

begin
c:asa sytype of
1:plotnorth<pt1x,pt1y,angla>;
2:plotsymcirCpt1x,ptly>;
3:plctbox<ptlx,pt1y>;
4:plotarrow<pt1x,pt1y,pt2x,pt2y,angle,pt3y>;
~:plotcross<ptlx,ptly>

end; {c:aseJ·
end;{plotsymbol}

<******************************************>

prccadure plotbordar<bordarc:ode:intager>;
var xmi n, :<ma:<, ymi n, ymax, offset, i nc:r: real;

<*************************>
<******************>
procedur-a plotlogo<x,y,rad:real>;

procedure titlabloc:k<xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,offsat:real>;
batgin

c:hpen<penC21J>;
drawline<x-0.399•rad,y+0.917*rad,x+0.399*rad,y-0.917*rad>
drawl i ne <:<-0. 917•rad, y-0. 399*rad, :<+0. 917*rad, y+O. 399'.Jrad >
drawlina<x+0.432•rad,y-0.993•rad,x+0.476*rad,y-1.094*rad>
drawline<x-0.432*rad,y+0.993*rad,x-0.476*rad,y+1.094*rad>
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plotcirc:le<x,y,rad>;
plotarc<x-0.557*rad,y-0.817*rad,x-0.73*rad,y+1.678*rad,39.973>;
pl otarc <x+O. 557*rad, y+c). 817*rad, :<+0. 73*rad, y-1. 679*rad. 39. 973>;

plotarc<x-0.399*rad,y+0.917*rad,x+0.420*rad,y+0.183*ra~,130.76~;

plotarc<x+0.399*rad,y-0.917*rad,x-0.420*rad,y-0.183*rad.130.76>;
end;{plotlogo}
·
·
<******************>
begin<titleblock}
c:hpan<penC13J>;
plottextc1,o,xmin+offsat,ymax-1.~,o.29,90,•
GEODESY'>;
c:l"'lpen<penC12J>;
plottaxt<1,0,xmin+offs•t,ym•x-1.20,0.10~,90,' Professional Services Inc:.'>;
c:hpan<panC11J>;
plottext<O,O,xmin+offsat,ymax-0.925,0.105,90,' P.O. Box 22346'>;
pl otta>et CO,<), xmin+offs•t, ymax-0. 775, o. 105, 90," Lk. Buana Vista, Fl. 32830" >;
plott•><t co, o, ><min+offsat, ymax-o. 62~, o. 10~, 90," <305> 239-0462' >;
plottaxt C0,1),xmin+offset,ymax-0.42~,o.10~,90, • DATE:•>;
·
plottext<O,O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.27~,o.10~,90," SCALE:'>;
plotta>et CO, O, :cmin+offset, ymax-c). 12~, o. 10~, 90, • REVISED:'>;
plottaxt<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.672,0.10~,90,' Cartifiad correct in'>;
plottaxtCO,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.~04,0.10~,90,' accordance with Chap.'>;
plott•><t<O,O,xm•x-2.4,ymax-1.336,0.10~,90,' 21 HH-6, F.A.C. and'>;
plott•xt<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.168,0.10~,90,' Chapter 472, Florida'>;
plcttaxtCO,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.0,0.10~,90,' Statutes.'>;
plottaxt<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-0.356,0.10~,90,'
Richard H. Garvey'>;
plcttext<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-0.1875,0.105,90,'
Florida P.L.S. 3811'>;
c:hpanCpanC2J>;
drawl in• C:cmax-2. 2~, ymax-0. 62~, xmax-0. 25, ymax-0. 62:5>;
plotlogc<xmin+offs•t+l.2~,ymax-1.125,0.625>;

•nd;<titleblockJ
<*************************>
begin
if bordarccda<>O then begin
if bcrdarcod• ·•1 than begin
xmin:•O.~; xm•x:•S.O;
yminz•1.0; ymax:•13.~;
offset:•O;
and; <bcod-1}
if bordercod• •2 then begin
:cmi n 1 •1. O; xmax 1 •16. O;
ymin:•O.~; ymax:•10.:i;
offsat:•7.:i;
and; <bccda•2J
incr: ::sc). 010;
chp•n<panClJ>;
drawlina<xmin,ymin,xmax,ymin>;
drawlin•<xmax,ymin+incr,xmin,ymin+incr>;
drawlina<xmin,ymin•2*incr,~max,ymin+2*incr>;

drawline<xmax,ymin,xmax,ymax>;
drawline<xmax-incr,ymax,xmax-incr,ymin>;
drawline<xmax-2*incr,ymin,xmax-2•incr,ymax>;
drawlina<xmax,ym•x,xmin,ymax>;
·
drawlina<xmin,ymax-incr,xmax,ym•x-incr>;
drawlina<xm•x,ym•x-2•incr,xmin,ym•x-2•inc:r>;
drawline<xmin,ymax,xmin,ymin>;
drawlina<xmin+incr,ymin,xmin+incr,ymax>;
drawlin•<xmin+2*incr,ym•x,xmin•2*incr,ymin>;
drawlineb<xmin+offset,ymax,xmin+offset,ymax-2>;
drawlinab<xmin+offset,ymax-2,xmax,ymax-2>;
drawlineb<xmax-~,ymax-2,xmax-~,ymaxJ;
drawlinebCxmax-2.~,ymax-2,xmax-2.~,ymax>;
titlablock<xm~n,xmax,ymin,ymax,offset>;

end; { i f ·~ >O}
&nd;{plotborder}
<**********************************>
begin {plot}
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erasemenu;
gotoXY<74,24>;write<'PLot'>;
c:ount: =O;
border:=objectCOJ.desc;
maxpen:=6;
if ask<'Do you wish to begin plotting'> then begin
getpendata<pen>;
resoluticn:=0.00098;
writeln<aux,'IN;'>;
{select plotter}
writeln<aux,'PSl;'>;
{large paper}
{get pen 1}
writeln<aux,'SPl;'>;
writeln<aux,'VS10;'>;
{set vel=10cm/sec}
plctbcrder<border>;
repeat
count:=succ(count>;
if objectCccuntJ.desc <> 0 then begin
gotoxy<1,2~>;clreol; write<'Plotting object ',count>;
with objecttccuntJ do begin
case desc of
1:plotlina<ccda,d•taC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J>;
2:plcttext<code,trunc<dataC1J>,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J,'');
3:plotcircleCdataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J>;
4:plctarc<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J>;
5:plotrect<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J>;
6:plotsymbolCc:ode,dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J,dataC6J);
else desc:=O;
end;<:case}
end;{with}
end; Hf}
until count=maxobj;
writeln<aux,'SPO;'>;
{Reset plotter}
clearscreen;
zoomallCminx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>;
end; Hf p 1 ct}
end;{plot}
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SOURCE LISTING FOR FILE
.ELO...T.~f.A.S.
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overlay procedure plot<var minx,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy:real;
var objac:t:objectarray; var onscreen:onarray>;
type penarray=arrayC1 •• 30y of integer;
var bordar,count,maxpen,currentpen:intager;
rasolution:raal;
pen:penerray;
ch:char;
(plot for Houston Instrument DMP-29}
<**********************************>
CPen Plotter}
function mround<raalvar:real):integer;
begin
if Crealvar>3.2760E04> or <realvar<-3.2760E04> then realvar:23.2760E04;
mround:•round<raalvar>;
and;(mround}
<**********************************>
procedur• pentoptCx1,yl:r•al>;
b•gin
(pick pen up>
writ•ln<aux,"'U •>;
(spec:i fy ab sol uta coords}
writeln<aux,"'A "'>;
if bord.,. • 1 then
wri tel n <aux, mround < <y1-1 >/resolution> , "', ', mround < <:< 1-0. 5> /resolution>,• • >
else
wri tel n <aux, mround < <>< 1-1 > /r•sol uti on> , "' , ' , mround < <10. 5-y 1 > /resolution> , • .,. > ;
end; -Cpantcpt)
<**********************************>
proc:adura drawlina<x1,y1,x2,y2:raal>;
bag in
pentcpt<x1,y1>;
writalnCaux,"'D "'>;
if bcrdar•1 than
writalnCaux,mround<<y2-1>/rasoluticn>,',',mroundC~2-0.5)/resclution>,•
"')
else .
·
writaln<aux,mround<<x2-1>1resolution>,"',',mroundC<l0.5-y2>1resolution>,' "'>;
and; (drawl ine.>
<********************************>
proc:adur• drawlinebCx1,y1,x2,y2:r•al>;
var inc::raal;
begin
inc::=-0.010;
drawline<x1 1 y1,x2,y2>;
drawlin•<x2+inc:,y2-inc:,x1+inc,y1-inc:>;
drawlina<x1+inc:,yl+inc,x2+inc,y2+inc>;
drawlina<x2-inc:,y2+inc:,x1-inc:,yl+inc>;
drawlina<x1-inc:,y1-inc:,x2-inc,y2-inc>;
and;{dr-awlina}

<********************************>

pr-ocedur-9 chpenCpenno:integer>;
begin
if pannc<>currentpan than begin
writeln <•ux, •p• ,pannc,' '>;
currentpen:=-panno;
and; U f )
end;<chpanJ-

<********************************>
<********************>
procedure getpen<prompt:line; var pan:integer>;

overlay procedure getpandata<var pen:penarray>;
var xloc,yloc,ccde:intager;
input: line;
begin
pen:=O;
:{ l oc: =wherex:
yloc:=wherevi
repeat
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gotoxyturbo<xloc,yloc>;gotoxy<xloc,yloc>; clreol;
write<'
',prompt,•
'>;
readln<input>;
if input= ' ' then pen:=l else begin
val<input,pen,code>;
if code< >O then pen:=O;
end;{else}
until <pen >=l> and <pen<=maxpen>;
gotoxyturbo<1,yloc+1>; gotoxy<l,yloc+l>;
end;{getpen}

<********************>
.
getpens<promptl:line;var

pro~edure

pen1:integer;prompt2:line;var pen2:integer>;
var xloc,yloc:integer;
begin
xloc:=wherex; yloc:=wherey;
getpen<promptl,penlt;
gotoxy<xloc+33,yloc>;gotoxyturbo<xloc+33,yloc>;
getpen<prompt2,pen2>;
end;{gatpens}

<********************>

begin{getpendata}
repeat
clearscreen;
gotoxyturbo<3,2>;gotoxy<3,2>;
writeln<"SELECT PENS 1-',maxpen,• FOR: '>;
gotoxyturbc<l,3>; gotoxy<1,3>;
getpen<"Border ~Title Block',penClJ>;
getpenC'Ncrmal Lines
',penC2J>;
getpen<'Bold Lines
',penC3J>;
getpen<'Dashed Lines
",penC4J>;
getpen<'R/W Lines
',penC5J>;
getpen<'Center Lines
',penC6J>;
getpen<'Broken Lines
",penC7J>;
getpenC'Chain Link Lines
',penCSJ>;
getpen<'Wood Fence Lines
',penC9J>;
getpen<'Oouble Lines
•,penClOJ>;
get pens <' Si z e 1 Text
<). 11 " • , pen C11 J , ' Si z e
Bold ',pen[ 12J >
getpens<"Size 2 Text= 0.14" ",penC13J,"Size 2 Bold ' , pen [ 14 J >
getpens<'Size 3 Text = 0.21" • ,penC15J, 'Size 3 Bold • , pen [ 16] >
getpens<'Size 4 Text = 0.28" ",penC17J, 'Size 4 Bold •,pen [ 18J)
getpens<'Size 5 Text
0.42" ",penC19J,'Size 5 Bold ',penC20J)
getpen<'Circles
•,penC21J>;
getpen<'Arcs
•,penC22J>;
getpen<"Rectangles
',penC23J>;
getpens<'North Arrow
',penC24J,'Leader Arrow',penC25J>;
getpens<'Circle Symbol
•,penC26J,'Box Symbol
•,penC27J>;
getpen<'Cross Symbol
',penC28J>;
until ask<'Is · this information correct '>;
repeat
until ask<'Is the plotter turned on and ready'>;
end; ·Cgetpendata}

<********************************>

overlay procedure plotline<lntype:integer; fromx,fromy,tox,toy:real>;
var dist,tempdist,newlx,new1y,new2x,new2y:real;
count: integer;
<**************************>
procedure drawpostCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty:real; chainlink:boolean>;
var new1x,new2x,new3x,new4x,new1y,new2y,new3y,new4y:real;
begin
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,3,45,0.04,new1x,newly>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,3,135,0.04,new2x,new2y>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,4,135,0.04,new3x,new3y>;
calcnextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,postx,posty,4,45,0.04,new4x,new4y);
if chainlink then begin
drawlineCnewlx,new1y,new3x,new3y>;
drawlineCnew4x,new4y,new2x,new2y>;
end{chainlink post}
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else begin
drawline<newlx,nawly,naw2x,new2y>
drawline<new2x,naw2y,naw3x,naw3y>
drawlin•<naw3x,naw3y,new4x,new4y>
drawlina<new4x,new4y,newlx,newly>
end;<woodan pest}
end; ·C drawpost}
<**************************>
begin
dist:•invdist<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
c:asa lntyp• of
l:bagin {ncrm•l}
c:hpen<penC2J>;
writaln<aux,•Lo •>;
<s•t to line type 0}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
•nd;
2:begin {bold}
c:hp•n<p.nC3J>;
writeln<awc,•Lo •>;
{set tc line type O>
drawlineb<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
end;
3abegin {dash}
c:hp•n<penC4J>;
writalntaux,•L3 •>;
<sat to line type~}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
and;
4:begin
<RIW -~ - - ~-}
c:hpen<penC3J>;
writeln<aux,•La •>;
{sat to line type 8}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
•nd;
3:begin
<CL-Centerline
- ---}
c:hpen<panC6J>;
writ•ln<aux,•L9 •>;
<sat to line type 9}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
and;
61bagin
<brok.n>
c:hpen<p•nC7J>;
writeln<aux,•Lo •>;
<sat to line type 0}
c:alc:n•xtptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,1,0,dist/2,newlx,newly>;
c:alc:n•xtpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,naw1x,nawly,2,0,0.06,new2x,new2y>;
drawline<fromx,fromy,new2x,new2y>;
c:alc:nextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,new2~,n•w2y,1,0,0.12,new1x,new1y>;

drawline<n•wlx,naw1y,tox,toy>;
end;
7:bagin
<chainlink}
c:hpanCpenCSJ>;
writ•ln<aux,•Lo •>;
<set to line type 0}
drawline<fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
drawpcst<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,true>;
drawpcst<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,true>;
tempdist:=-0.~;

while tempdist<dist-0.5 do begin
c:alc:nextpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,1,0,tempdist,newlx,newly>;
drawpostCfromx,fromy,tox,tcy,newlx,new1y,true>;
tampdist:•tempdigt+O.~;

•nd;{whil•}
end;
9:begin
<wcodfanca}
c:hpenCpanC9J>;
writaln<au~,·Lo •>;
<set to line type 0}
drawline(fromx,fromy,tox,toy>;
drawpost(fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,false>;
drawpost<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,falsa>;
tli1mpdist:•O.~:

while tempdis~<dist-0.~ do begin
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calcnextptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,l,O,tempdist,newlx,newly>;
drawpostCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,newlx,newly,false>;
tempdist:~tampdist+O.~;

end;{whilel
end;
9: begin
{w•l l}
chpan <pant lOJ >;
writeln<aux,"LQ ">;

{sat to line type 0}

calcnaxtpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,3,90,0.0l~,newlx,newly>;
calcnaxtptCfromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,3,90,0.01~,naw2x,new2y>;

drawlina<nawlx,naw1y,naw2x,naw2y>;
calcnaxtpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,fromx,fromy,4,90,0.0l5,new1x,new1y>;
calcnaxtpt<fromx,fromy,tox,toy,tox,toy,4,90,0.01~,new2x,new2y>;

drawlin•<new1x,nawly,new2x,naw2y>;
and;
els• begin
writ•prompt<"Invalid Lin• Type
baap;
•nd;
ttnd; {ca••>
writaln<aux,'LO '>;
<sat to line type O>
and;<plotlin•>

~>;

<******************************************>

overlay procadura plottaxt<bold,indax:integar;start:<,starty,haight,an9le:real;
italic:boolean; nawline:line>;

<*********************>

procadura plottextln<indax:intager; start:<,starty,height,angle:real;
italic:boolaan; newlina:line>;
var dummyx,dummyy:raal;
xslopa,yslopa,siza1intager;
icoda:stringC:ZJ;

<****************>

function changazaro<input:lina>:lin•;
var %pos:intagar;
begin
l"'apailt
:pos1•pos<"O",input>;
if %pos<>O th•n begin
d•l•t•<input,zpos,1>;
insart<"O',input,zpos>;
and;
until zpos•O;
changazaro:~input;

end; {chz arc>

<****************>

begin
pentcpt<startx,starty>;
if angle<>90 than writaln<aux,~v1 ~);
(slow down for angled text}
calcnextpt<O,O,O,O,startx,starty,O,angle,1,dummyx,dummyy>;
xslope:=mroundCCdummyx-startx)/resolution>;
yslopa:=mround<<dummyy-starty>lresolution>;
si:a:=mround<height/0.03~>;

if italic then icode:s,I" else icode:=,NI";
if border•l then

writa<aux,~scs~,si:e,",',icode,~,Go,x~,yslopa,•,v~,xslopa,'>">

atl 59

writa<aux,~scs",size,•,~,icoda,~,Go,x",xslopa,~,v",O-yslope,'>'>;

if index•O than writeln<aux,newlina,"_'>
else writeln<aux,changazero<taxtlineCindexl>,"_ ">;
end;-Cplottextln>

<*********************>

begin(plotteHt}
writeln<aux.'Vl ">;
if bold=O t~en begin
if height= 0.10~ then chpen<penCllJ>
else if height= 0.14 then chpen<penC13J>
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else i-f height
0.21 then c:hpen<penC15J)
else if height
0.28 then c:hpen<penC17J)
else if height
0.42 than c:hpen<penC19J>
else c:hpan<l>;
plottextln<indax,startx,starty,haight,an9le,italic:,newline>;
end
alsa begin Cplct bold text}
if height• 0.10~ than c:hpenCpenC12J>
else if height• 0.14 then c:hpanCpenC14J>
else if height • 0.21
then c:hpen<penCloJ>
else if hei9ht • 0.28 than c:hpen<panC18J>
else if h•ight • 0.42 than c:hpanCpenC20J>
alsa c:hpen<l>;
plcttaxtln<index,startx,starty,h•ight,angla,italic,newlina>;
plottaxtln<index,startx+0.010,starty,haight,angle,italic:,newline>;
if height>0.14 then begin
plottextln<index,startx,starty-0.010,h•ight,angla,ital~c:,nawline>;

plottaxtln<indax,startx,starty+0.010,height,angle,italic:,nawlina>;
and;<extr-. bold}
and;<plot bold text)
writeln<aux,-V2 ->;
and; {plottaxt)

<******************************************>

overlay procedure plotcirc:le<radx,r-.dy,radius:raal>;
begin
c:hpan<panC21J>;
writaln<aux,'A ->;
<specify absolute ccords}
if bordar•l than
writa<aux,'CC ',mround<<rady-1)/resalution>,,,,,
mround < <radx-c). ~>/resolution>,' '>
else
writa<aux,'CC ',mrcund<<radx-1>/resolution>,,,",
mround<ClO.~-rady)/rasolution>,~

'>;

writeln<aux,mround<r-.dius/rasolution>,' '>;
and; ·tp 1 otc:i rel a}

{draw circle>

<******************************************>

overlay procedur• plotarc:<st-.rtx,starty,radx,rady,angla:real>;
begin
c:hpan<panC22J>;
· pentopt <start:<, starty>;
{goto start of arc: and put pen down}
IM"italn<aux,'0 '>;
if border•l then
writ•<Aux,'CA ',mround<Crady-1)/rasolution>,',',
mround<Cradx-0.5)/resolution>,' ')
else
write<aux,'CA •,mround<<radx-1)/resolution>,'.,",
mround<Cl0.5-rady>lr•salution>,' '>;
writaln<aux,•-•,mround<angla>,, '>;
end; {p 1 otarc:}

<******************************************>

overlay procadure plotract<ptlx,pt1y,pt2x,pt2y:real>;
begin
c:hpan<penC23J>;
writelnCaux,'V4 '>;
drawlina<ptlx,ptly,pt2x,ptly>;
drawline<pt2x,ptly,pt2x,pt2y>;
dr .awl i ne <pt2;<, pt2y, pt lx, pt2y > ;
drawline<pt1x,pt2y,pt1x,pt1y>;
writaln<aux,,V2 '>;
•nd; {p 1 otrac:t ~·

<******************************************>

overlay procedure plotsymbol<sytype:integer;
pt1x,ptly,pt2x,pt2y,angle,pt3y:real>;

<*********************'

procedure plctnorth<stx,sty,angle:real>;
var endx, ~ndy, blx, b 1y, b2:{, b2y, b3:", b3y~. al:·:, aly, a2:·: , a.2y,
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n h', n 1 y, n2;<, n2y, n3x, n3y, n4x, n4y, n5x, n5y, n6x, n6y: real;
begin
c:hpen<penC:;:4J>;
c:alc:naxtpt<o,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,angla,0.62~,b1x,b1y>;

calcnaxtpt<o,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,angle,1.o,b2x,b2y>;
c:alc:naxtpt<O,O,O,O,stx,3ty,O,angla,1.2~,b3x,b3y>;

calcnextpt<o,o,o,o,stx,sty,O,angla,2.2~,endx,endy>;

c:alcnextpt<andx,endy,stx,sty,b1x,~1y,6,90,0.12~,n4x,n4y>;

calcnaxtpt<endx,endy,stx,sty,b1x,b1y,~,90,0.12~,n1x,n1y>;
c:alcn•xtpt<andx,andy,stx,sty,b2x,b2y,6,90,0.12~,n6x,n6y);

cal cnaxtpt <andx, andy, st:<, sty, b2x, b2y, ~, 9l), o.
cal cn•xtpt <end><, andy, stx, sty, b3x, b3y, 6, 90, O.

12~,
12~,

n3x, n3y>;
a2:<, a2y > ;

calc:naxtpt<andx,andy,stx,sty,b3x,b3y,~,90,0.12~,-1x,a1y>;
c:alcn•xtpt<o,o,o,o,n1x,n1y,O,angla,o.2~,n2x,n2y>;

c:alcnaxtptco,o,o,o,n4x,n4y,O,angla,0.12~,n3x,n~y>;

drawline<stx,sty,b1x,bly>;drawlin•<b2x,b2y,andx,andy>;
drawlin•<andx,andy,a1x,a1y>;drawlina<a1x,a1y,a2x,a2y>;
drawline<n1x,n1y,n3x,n3y>;drawlin•<n4x,n4y,n6x,n6y>;
drawline<n2x,n2y,n4x,n4y>;drawline<n3x,n3y,n3x,n~y>;

and;<plotnorth>

<*********************>

proc•dur• plotsymcir<radx,rady:real>;
var radiusar••l;
begin
chp•n<p•nC26J>;
r•dius:•O.O~;

writaln<aux,'A p>;
<specify absolute c:oords}
if bord•r•l th•n
writa<aux,'CC P,mround<<r•dy-1)/resolution>, ,~,
mround<<r•dx-0.~)/rasolution>,p
'>
als•
writa<aux,PCC P,mround<<radx-1>/resolution>,",',
mround<<tO.~-rady>lr•solution>,p
P);
._.ritaln<aux,mround<radius/rasolution>,- ->;
{draw circle}
end; <plotsymcir->
7

<*********************>

procadur• plotbox<ptx,pty:real>;
begin
<:hpen<pttnC27l>;
drawl in• <pt;c-0. 03, pty-0. 03, pt:<+O. 03, pty-0. 03>;
drawl ine <ptx+O. 03, pty-0. 03, ptx+f). •)3, pty+O. 03);
drawline<ptx+0.03,pty+0.03,ptx-0.03,pty+0.03>;
drawl i ne <ptx-0. 03, pty+O. 03, ptx-0. c)3, pty-0. 03>;
and;{plotbo><}

<*********************>
plotarrow<ptlx,pt1y,pt2x,pt2y,bend:<,b~ndy:real>;

procedure
begin

c:hpan<penC2~J>;

drawline<pt1x,ptly,bendx,bendy>;
drawline<bandx,bendy,pt2x,pt2y>;
c;alc:nextptCpt2x,pt2y,bendx,bendy,pt2x,pt2y,6,4,0.25,pt1x,ptly>;
drawline<pt2x,pt2y,ptlx,ptly>;
and;-Cplotarrow}

<*********************>

procedure plotcrossCpt1x,pt1y:real>;
begin
c:hpan<penC2Sl>;

drawlina<ptlx,ptly-0.062~,ptlx,ptly+0.0625>;
dr•wl i ne <ptl:<-0. 062~, pt 1 y, pt lx+<). 062~, pt 1 y>;

end;-Cplotcross}
<*********************>
begin
case sytype of
1:plotnorth<pt1x,pt1y,angle>;
2:plotsymcir<ptlx,ptty>;
3:plotbox<ptlx,pt1y>;
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4:plotarrow<ptlx,ptly,pt2~,pt2y,angle,pt3y>;

5:plotc:ross<ptlx,ptly)
end; {case}
end;(plotsymbol}
<******************************************>
procedure plotborder<borderc:ode:integer>;
var xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,offset,inc:r:real;
<*************************>
procedure titleblock<xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,offset:real>;
<******************>
procedure plotlogo<x,y,rad:real>;
begin .
c:hpen<penC21J>=
drawline<x-0.3~9*rad,y+0.917*rad,x+0.399*rad,y-0.917*rad)
drawline<x-0.917*rad,y-0.399•rad,x+0.917*rad,y+0.399*rad>
drawlinaCx+0.432*rad,y-0.993*rad,x+0.476*rad,y-1.094*rad>
drawline<x-0.432*rad,y+0.993*rad,x-0.476*rad,y+1.094*rad>
plotcircle<x,y,rad>;
plotarc:<x-0.557*rad,y-0.817*rad,~{-0.73*rad,y+1.678*rad,39.973>;
plctarc<x+0.5~7*rad,y+0.817*rad,x+0.73*rad,y-1.678*rad,39.973>;

plotarc:<x-0.399•rad,y+0.917*rad,x+0.420*rad,y+0.183*rad,130.76>;
plotarc:<x+0.399•rad,y-0.917*rad,x-0.420*rad,y-0.183*rad,130.76>;
end;<plotlcgc}
<******************>
beginCtitleblock}
c:hpen<penC14J>;
plottext<1,0,xmin+offset,ymax-1.575,0.~8,90,true,'
GEODESY'>;
c:hpen<penCl~J>;

plottext<l,O,xmin+offset,ymax-1.35,0.105,90,true,' Professional Services Inc.'>
c:hp&n(pen(llJ>;
plottext<O,O,xmin+offset,ymax-1.075,0.105,90,false,' 415 Montgomery Place'>=
plottext<O,O,xmin+cffset,ymax-0.925,0.105,90,false,' Suite 121'>;
·
plottext<O,O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.775,0.105,90,false,' Altamonte Springs,FL 32714

~

., ;

plottext<O,O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.625,0.105,90,false,'

<305) 682-0071'>;
DATE:'>;
plottext<O,O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.275,0.105,90,false,• SCALE:'>;
plottext<O,O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.125,0.105,90,false,• REVISED:'>;
plottext<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.672,0.105,90,false,' Certified correct in'>;
plottext<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.504,0.105,90,false,' ac:c:ordanc:e with Chap.'>;
plottext<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.336,0.105,90,false,• 21 HH-6, F.A.C. and'>;
plottext<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.168,0.105,90,false,' Chapter 472, Florida'>;
plottext<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-1.0,0.105,90,false,' Statutes.'>;
plottext<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-0.356,0.105,90,false,'
Richard H. Garvey'>;
plottext<O,O,xmax-2.4,ymax-0.1875,0.105,90,false,'
Florida P.L.S. 3811'>;
c:hpen<penC2J>;
plottext<O,O,xmin+offset,ymax-0.42~,0.105,90,false,'

drawline<xmax-2.25,ymax-0.62~,xmax-0.25,ymax-0.~25>;

plotlogo<xmin+offset+l.25,ymax-1.3,0.55);
end;{titleblock}
<*************************>
begin
if bordercode<>O then begin
if bordercode =1 then begin
xmin:=0.5; xmax:=S.O;
ymin:=l.O; ymax:=13.5;
offset:=O;
end; Cbcode=l}
if borderc:ode =2 then begin
xmin:=l.O; xmax:=16.0;
ymin:=0.5; ymax:=l0.5;
offset:=7.5;
end;{bcode=2}
writeln<aux,'VS '>;
inc:r:=0.010;
c:hpen(pen(l]);
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drawline<xmin,ymin,xmax,ymin>;
drawline<xmax,ymin+incr,xmin,ymin+incr>;
drawline<xmin,ymin+2*incr,xmax,ymin+2*incr>=
drawline<xmax,ymin,xmax,ymax>;
·
drawline<xmax-incr,ymax,xmax-incr,ymin>;
drawline<xmax-2*incr,ymin,xmax-2*incr,ymax>;
drawline<xmax,ymax,xmin,ymax>;
drawline<xmin,ymax-incr,xmax,ymax-incr>;
drawline<xmax,ymax-2*incr,xmin,ymax-2*incr>;
drawline<xmin,ymax,:<min,ymin);
·
drawline<xmin+incr,ymin,xmin+incr,ymax>;
drawline<xmin+2*incr,ymax,xmin+2*incr,ymin>;
drawlineb<xmin+offset,ymax,xmin+offset,ymax-2>;
drawlineb<xmin+offset,ymax-2,xmax,ymax-2>;
drawlinebCxmax-S,ymax-2,xmax-S,ymax>;
drawlinebCxmax-2.S,ymax-2,xmax-2.S,ymax>;
writeln<aux,•v2 '>;
titleblock<xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,offset>;
end ; ·Ci f < >O ~·
end;Cplotborder}
<**********************************>
begin {plot}
erasemenu;
gotoXY<74,24>;write<'PLot•>;
count:=O;
bordar:=objectCOl.desc;
maxpen:=8;
currentpen:=-1;
if ask<'Oo you wish to begin plotting'> then begin
getpendata <pen>;
resolution:=0.005;
writeln<aux,•;: '>;
{select plotter}
writeln(aux,'EF '>;
<large paper}
writeln<aux,'EC~ '>;
<0.005 resolution}
writaln<aux,"V2 '>;
{velocity =- 2"/sec}
{set home}
writeln<aux,•H '>;
plotborder<border>;
repeat
count:=-succ<cou~t>;

if objectCcountJ.desc <> 0 then begin
writeprompt<''>; write<'Plotting object •,count>;
with objectCcountJ do begin
casa degc of
l:plotlina<code,dataC1l,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J>;
2:plottextCcode,truncCdataC1l>,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4l,data[5J,false,"'>;
3:plotcircla<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J>;
4:plotarcCdataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,dataC5J>;
5:plotrect<dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J>;
6:plotsymbol Ccode,dataC1J,dataC2J,dataC3J,dataC4J,data[5J,data[6J>;
else dasc:=O;
end; <case}
end;{with}
end;{if}
until count=maxobj;
writeln<aux,•z '>;
<Reset plotter}
clearscreen;
zoomall Cmin~,maxx,miny,maxy,crossx,crossy,object,onscreen>;
end;{if plot}
end;{plot}
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SOURCE LISTING FOR FILE
.TG UT I L..a...SYS.
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<**********************************************************>
This file is an edited collection of several
}

{

<

C
C

files distributed in the Turbo Graphix Toolbox
version 1.03. The files here were formerly :
TYPEDEF.SYS
GRAPHIX.SYS KERNEL.SYS MODPOLY.HGH

{

}
}
}
}

<***********************************************************>
<•
•>
<*
TURSO GRAPHIX version 1.03A
*>
<*
*>
<*
Type definition module
*>
<*
Modula version 1.00A
*>
<•
*>
<*
Copyright <C> 1985 by
•>
<*
BORLAND International
*>
<•
•>
<***********************************************************>
const MaxWorldsGlb•4;
MaxWindowsGlb•16;
MaxPiesGlb•lO;
MaxPlotGlb•lOO;
StringSizaGlb•80;
HaaderSizaGlb•lO;
R•mScreenGlb:boolean•trua;
CharFile:stringCStringSizeGlbJ='4x6.fon~;

MaxProcsGlb•27;
MaxErrsGlb•7;
typa

wrkstring•stringCStringSizeGlbJ;
WorldType•record
x1,y1,x2,y2:real;
end;
WindowTyp••record
x1,y1,x2,y2:integer;
header:wrkstring;
drawn, top: boolean;
size:integar;
and;
worlds•array Cl •• MaxWorldsGlbJ of WorldType;
windows•array Cl •• MaxWindowsGlbJ of WindowType;
PlotArray•array C1 •• MaxPlotGlb,1 •• 2J of real;
character•array Ct •• 3J of byte;
CharArray•array C32 •• 126J of character;
PiaTypa•racord
area: real;
text:wrkstring;
end;
PieArray•array Cl •• MaxPiesGlbJ of PieType;
BackgroundArray•array C0 •• 7J of byte;
LineStyleArray•array C0 •• 7J of boolean;

var

X1WldGlb,X2WldGlb,Y1WldGlb,Y2WldGlb,AxGlb,AyGlb,BxGlb,ByGlb:real;
X1RafGlb,X2RefGlb,Y1RafGlb,Y2RefGlb:integer;
LinastyleGlb,MaxWorldGlb,MaxWindowGlb,WindowNdxGlb:integer;
X1Glb.X2Glb.Y1Glb.Y2Glb:integer;
XTextGlb,YT~xtGlb~VStepGlb:integer;

PieGlb,DirectModeGlb,ClippingGlb,AxisGlb,HatchGlb:boolean;
MessageGlb,BrkGlb,HeaderGlb,TopGlb,GrafModeGlb:boolean;
CntGlb,ColorGlb:byte;
ErrCodeGlb:byte;
LineStyleArrayGlb:LineStyleArray;
ErrorProc:array CO •• MaxProcsGlbJ of AWrkString;
ErrorCode:array CO •• MaxErrsGlbJ of ~ wrkString;
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PcGlb:stringC40l;
AspectGlb:real;
GrafBasa:integer;
world: worlds;
windows windows;
CharSet:CharArray;

<***********************************************************'
<*
*'
<*
TURBO GRAPHIX version 1.03A
*>
<*
*>

*'
*'
*>

<*
<*

Graphics module for IBM Color/Graphics Adapter
Module version
1.0lA

*>

l*
<*
<*

Copyright <C> 1985 by
BORLAND International

*'

*>
<***********************************************************>
<•

const XMaxGlb•79;
{ Number of BYTES -1 in one screen line
XScreanMaxGlb•639;
( Number of PIXELS -1 in one screen line
YMaxGlb•199;
( Number of lines -1 on the screen
IVStapGlb•2;
( Initial value of VStepGlb
ScreenSizeGlb•8191;
( Total size in integers of the screen
HardwareGrafBasa•SB800;
{ Segment location of the hardware screen
FontLoaded:boolean•fal9a;
{ Flag: has the font been loaded yet?
MinForeground:integer•O;
{ Lowest allowable foreground color
MaxForeground:integer=15;
< Highest allowable foreground color
MinBackground:integer=O;
C Lowest allowable background color
MaxBackground:integer•O;
< Highest allowable background color
AspectFactor•0.44;
{ Aspect ratio for a true circle
SavaStateGlb:intager=lO;
ForegroundColorGlb:integer=15;
type

ScreenTypa•array [0 •• ScreanSizeGlbl of integer;
ScreenPointer•-ScreanType;
FontChar•array C0 •• 7J . of byte;
IBMFont•array C0 •• 2~5J of FontChar;
WindowStackRecord•record
W:WindowType;
Contants:ScreenPointer;
endJ
stacks•array Cl •• MaxWindowsGlbl of WindowStackRecord;

var

ScreenGlb:ScreenPointer;
CcnOutPtrSave:intager;
Font:IBMFont;
Stack:Stacks;

DisplayType:~IBMPCJr,IBMCGA,IeMEGA,NoDisplay>;

procedure arror<ErrProc,ErrCode:integer>; forward;

C Code in KERNEL.SYS>

function HardwarePresent: boolean;
var i,EquipFlag:integer;
Info,EGASwitch:byte;
HP: boolean;
regs:record case integer of
1: <ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds,es,flgs:integer>;
2: <al,ah,bl,bh,cl,ch,dl,dh:byte>;
end;
begin
HP:=~alsa;

DisplayType:=NoDisplay;
with regs do
begin
intr<Sll,regs>;
EquipFlag:=AX;

}
}
}
}

>
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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an:=$l:..::;
bl:=SlO;
intr<SlO,regs>;
EGASwitc:h:=CL;
Info:=BH;
end;
{ PCjr }
if memCSFOOO:SFFFEJ=SFD then
begin
MinForeground:=O;
{ Actually only 0 and 15 are valid }
MaxForeground:=15;
MinBackground:=O;
MaxBackground:=15;
DisplayType:=IBMPCJr;
HP:•true;
end
else if <<EquipFlag and 52' in C0,16,32J> and <Info=O> then
begin
( EGA present, active, and in color }
MinForeground:=O;
MaxForeground:=l~;

MinBackground:=O;
Max Background:=!~;
OisplayTyp•t•IBMEGA;
HP:•tru•;
end;
if not HP th•n
if <<Equi~Flag and 48> in C16,32J { CGA }) or
<<<EquipFlag and 52>•4 {EGA but not ac:tive >> and
<EGASwitc:h in C4,5,10,11J> {EGA is mono, CGA for c:olor }) then
begin
MinForeground:•O;
MaxForeground:•15;
MinBackground:=O;
MaxBackground:=O;
DisplayTypa:•IBMCGA;
HP:•true;
end;
HardwarePresent:•HP;
end;
procedure AllccateRAMScre•n;
var test:Aintager;
begin
new<ScreenGlb>;
while ofs<ScreenGlb~><>O do
begin
dispcse<ScreenGlb>;
new <test>;
new<ScreenGlb>;
end;
end;

{ Make absolutely certain that ScreenGlb }
{ is on a segment (16 byte> boundary! }

function BaseAddress<Y: integer>: integerJ
begin
BaseAddress:=<Y and 1> shl 13 + <Y and -2> shl 5 +
end;

<Y and -2> shl

procedure LeaveGraphic;
var regs:record c:ase integer of
1: <ax,bx,c:x,dx,bp,si ,di ,ds,es,flgs: integer>;
2: <al,ah,bl,bh,c:l,c:h,dl,dh: byte>;
end;
·
begin
regs.ax:=SaveStateGlb;
intr ($10, regs>;
if GrafModeGlb then ConOutPtr:=ConOutPtrSave;
GrafModeGlb:=false;

~;
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End;
procedure OC<C: byte>;
begin
inline<SSA/S9E/ C /$B7/$00/$01/SE3/$01/$E3/$01/SE31$81/SC3/ Font /$8A/S16/
XTextGlb /SFE/SCA/SB6/$00/$8B/SFA/S8A/Sl6/ YTextGlb /S4A/$01/$E2/
S01/SE2/S01/SE2/SA1/ GrafBase /$8E/$C0/$85/$08/$81/$00/S88/SC2/$2S/
$01/S00/S03/SEO/S8B/SF0/$88/$C2/$2S/$FE/SFF/S81/S03/$03/SEO/S03/
SFO/SFE/$C9/S03/$EO/S03/SFO/S03/SF7/$8A/S07/S26/S881S04/S43/S42/
SFE/SCD/S7S/S07>;
end;
procedure Di~playChar<C: byte>;
begin
if C2 8 than
begin
if XTaxtGlb>1 then XTextGlb:=XTextGlb-1;
end
els• if Cato than
begin
if YTextGlb<2~ then YTaxtGlb:aYTextGlb+l;
end
els• if C•13 then XTextGlb1•1
else
begin
OC<C>;
if XTextGlb<SO then XTextGlb: 2 XTextGlb+1;
end;
end;
procedure SatIBMPalette<PaletteNumber,Color:integer>;
var regs:record case integer of
1: <ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds,es,flgs: integer>;
2: <al,ah,bl,bh,cl,ch,dl,dh: byte>;
end;
begin
with regs do
begin
if PaletteNumber<>2 then
begin
ah:=-SOB;
bl:•Color;
bhs•PaletteNumber;
and
else
begin
ax:•S1000;
bl:•1;
bh:=-Color;
end;
intr<S10,regs>;
end;
end;
procedure SetForegroundColor<Color: Integer>;
begin
case DisplayType of
IBMPCjr: SetIBMPalette<1,1-<Color and 1>>;
IBMCGA:
SetIBMPalette<O,Color>;
IBMEGA:
SetIBMPalette<2,Color>;
end;
ForegroundColorGlb:=Color;
end;
procedure SetBackgroundColor<Color:
begin

Integer>;
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case DisplayType of
IBMPCjr,
IBMEGA:
SetIBMPalette<O~Color>;
end;
if OisplayType•IBMEGA then SatIBMPalette<2,ForegroundColorGlb>;
end;
procedure ClearScreen;
begin
fillcharCmemCGrafBase:OOOOJ~

end;

.

CScreenSizeGlb+l> Shl

1~0>;

procedure EnterGraphic;
type reg•record case integer of
1: <ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds,es,flgs: integer>;
2: <al,ah,bl,bh,cl,ch,dl,dh: byte>;
.nd;
var rags:reg;
FontFila: file of IBMFont;
begin
if not FontLoaded than
b•gin
Assign<FontFila,'BxB.FON'>;
<SI-> Ras•t<FontFile>; <SI+>
if IOResult•O then
begin
Raad<FontFile,Font>;
Close<FontFile>;
and
else FillCharCFont,SizaOf<Font>,O>;
FontLoadad:•true;
end;
regs.ax:•SOfOO;
intr<S10,regs>;
if <rags.al<4> or <SaveStateGlb•10> then SaveStateGlb:=regs.al;
rags.ax:•S0006;
intr<S10,regs>;
S•tForagroundColor<MaxForeground>;
if not GrafModeGlb then ConOutPtrSave:=ConOutPtr;
ConOutPtr:•ofs<DisplayChar>;
GrafModeGlb1•true;
end;
procedure DP<X,Y: integer>;
bag in
inlinaCSBB/S01/SOO/SBB/S5E/S04/S21/SD8/S81/SOD/SD3/SEO/S81/SE3/SFE/SFF/
S81/S03/S03/SE3/S01/S08/$81/S02/SD3/SE3/S01/S08/S8B/SSE/S06/S89/
SOA/S81/S03/SD3/SEB/S01/SC3/S98/SD1/S80/SE1/S07/SB2/S80/SD2/SEA/
S8E/S06/ GrafBase /S80/S3E/ ColorGlb /SFF/S75/SOS/$26/S08/S17/SEB/
S05/SF6/SD2/S26/S20/S17>;
.
end;
function PD<x,y:integer>:boolean;
begin
PD:•<ColorGlb=O> xor <memCGrafBase:BaseAddress<y> + x shr 3J
and <128 shr <x and 7>> <> O>;
end;
procedure SetBackgroundS<Background:BackgroundArray>;
var i: integer;
begin
for i:•Y1RafGlb to Y2RefGlb do
FillChar<memCGrafBase:BaseAddressCi>+X1RefGlbl~X2RefGlb-X1RefGlb+1,

BackgroundCi and 7J>;
end;
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procedure SetSackground<byt:byta>;
var bk:BackgroundArray;
begin
fillchar<bk,8,byt>;
SetBackgroundS<bk>;
end;
procedure DrawStraight<x1,x2,y:integer>;

{ Draw a horizontal line from
x1,y to x2,y }
var i,x:integer;
DirectModeLoc:boolean;
begin
if <not <<xl<O> or <xl>XMaxGlb s~l 3+7>> and not <<x2<0> or
<x2>XMaxGlb shl 3+7>> and <<y>•O> and <y<2YMaxGlb>>> then
begin
OirectModaLoc:•DirectModeGlb;
DirectModaGlb:•trua;
if x1>x2 then
begin
x:•x1;
x1:•x2;
x2:•x;
end;
if x2-x1<16 then
for x1•xl to x2 do dp<x,y>
els•
begin
x1:•x1+8;
for i:•<xl-8> to <xl and -8> do dp<i,y>;
for i:•Cx2 and -8> to x2 do dp<i,y>;
FillChar<MamCGrafBase:BaseAddress<Y>+<Xl Shr 3>J,
<X2 Shr 3>-<Xl Shr 3>,ColorGlb>;
and;
OirectModeGlb:•DirectModeLoc;
end
and;

<•**********************************************************>
<•
*>
<•
TURBO . GRAPHIX version 1.03A
*>

<•
<*
<*

<•
<*
<*
<*

Graphics system kernel
Module version 1.03A
Copyright <C> 1983 by
BORLAND International

*>
*>
*>

*>
*>
*>

*>
<***********************************************************>
procedure GotoXYTurboCX,Y:integar>;
begin
GotoXY<X,Y>;
{This will call Turbo~s GotoXY}
end;
procedure GotoXY<X,Y:integer>;

{ Further calls to GotoXY will call this
procedure }

begin
if not GrafModeGlb then GotoXYTurbo<X,Y>;
XTaxtGlb:•X;
YTextGlb:•Y;
end;
procedure ClrEOLTurbo;
begin
ClrEOL;
{ This will call
end;

Turbo~s

ClrEOL }
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procedure ClrEOL;
var temp:integer;

C Further calls to ClrEOL will call this procedure }

begin
if not GrafModeGlb then ClrEOLTurbo
else
begin
temp:=-XTe>etGlb;
for XTe>etGlb:=-temp to 80 do DC<32>;
XTe>etGlb:=-temp;
end;
end;
procedure error C declared in GRAPHIX.SYS:
type string2•stringC2J;
var NLavals,PCValue,XLoc,YLoc:integer;
ch:c:har;

<ErrPr~c,ErrCode:integer>

>;

function He><String<byt:byta>1string2;
canst heK:array C0 •• 15J of c:har=-'0123456789ABCDEF';
begin
H•><Stringa•ha><Cbyt shr 4J + hexCbyt and 15J;
end;
begin
if not <ErrProc in CO •• Ma>eProcsGlbJ> then
begin
LeaveGraphic;
writaln<'FATAL ERROR 1: illegal procedure number ",ErrProc>;
halt;
end;
if not <ErrCode in CO •• MaxErrsGlbl> then
begin
LeaveGraphic;
writaln<'FATAL ERROR 2: illegal error code ',ErrCode>;
halt;
and;
ErrCodeGlb:•ErrCoda;
if BrkGlb than LaaveGraphic:;
if MessageGlb or BrkGlb than
begin
XLoc:•XTaxtGlb;
YLoc:=-YTaxtGlb;
GotoXY <1, 24>;
ClrEOL;
writeln<•Turbo Graphix error #',ErrCcde,• in procedure #',ErrProc>;
if MessageGlb then
begin
ClrEOL;
write(' <',ErrorCodeCErrCodeJ-,' in ',ErrorProc:CErrProcJ~,·>•>;
end;
end;
if MessageGlb and BrkGlb then
begin
WritaLn;
WriteLn<'Traceback:'>;
NLevels:=O;
repeat
inlina<S89/SEB/S8B/S8E/ NLevels /S09/SC9/$74/S05/S88/S6E/
S00/SE2/SFB/S8B/S46/$02/S89/SDD/S89/S86/ PCValue >;
if PCValue<>O then
writeln<Pc:Glb," : ',HexStringChiCPCValue-1>>,HexString<l~<PCValue-1>>>;
NLevels:=NLevels+l;
until CNLevels>20> or <PCValue=O>; {Trace back no more than 20 levels}
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halt;
end
else if BrkGlb { and not MessageGlb } then halt
else if MessageGlb then
begin
wr i t e <' •
Hi t enter : ' > ;
repeat
read<Kbd,Ch>;
until <Ch=-..... M> or <Ch•AC>;
if Ch=-..... C then
begin
LeaveGraphic;
hill t;
end;
GotoXY<XLoc,YLoc>;
end;
end;
procedure SetWindcwMcdeOff;
begin
OirectMcdaGlb1•trua;
end;
procedure SatWindc~McdeOnJ
bag in
OiractMcdeGlb:•false;
end;
procedure SatClippingOn;
begin
ClippingGlb:=-true;
end;
procedure SetMessageOn;
begin
MessageGlb:•true;
end;
procedure SetHeaderOff;
begin
HeaderGlb:•false;
end;
procedure SetHeaderToTop;
begin
TopGlb:=-true;
end;
procedure RemcveHeader<i:integer>;
begi:n
if i in C1 •• MaxWindowsGlbJ then
with windowCil do
begin
drawn:=false;
top:=-true;
header:•'';
end
else arror<22,2>;
end;
procedure SetColorWhite;
begin
ColorGlb:=-255;
end;
procedure SetColorBlack;
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begin
ColorGlb:=O;
end;
procedure SetAspect<aspect:real>;
begin
if aspect<>O.O then AspectGlb:=abs<aspect>*AspectFactor;
end;
·
procedure SetLinestyle<ls:integer>;
var i: integer;
canst lsa:array C0 •• 4J of byte•(SFF,S88,SF8,SE4,SEE>;
begin
if not <ls in C0 •• 4J> then ls:•ls and SFF + $100;
LineStyleGlb:=ls;
·
if ls<5 than ls:=lsaClsl;
for i:-0 to 7 do LinaStyleArrayGlbC7-iJ:=«ls shr
CntGlb:=-7;
end;

i)

and l><>O;

procedure SelactScra•n<i:integer>;
begin
if ReamScreenGlb and <I=-2'> then GrafBa.sa:•Sag<ScreenGlb"')
els• GrafBas•:•HardwareGrafBas•;
end;
procedure DefineWorld<i:integer;
x_1,v_1,x_2,v_2:real>;
begin
if <<X 1<>X_2> and <Y_l<>Y_2>> and <i in Cl •• MaxWorldsGlbJ> then
with worldtiJ do
begin
x1:=-X_1;y1:•Y_2;x2:•X_2;y2:=Y_1;
if i>MaxWorldGlb then MaxWorldGlb:=i;
end
else if i in tl •• Ma.xWorldsGlbl then error<l,3>
else error< 1, 2> ;
end;
procedure S•lactWorld(i:integer>;
begin
if <i in Cl •• MaxWorldGlbJ> then
with worldCil do
begin
X1WldGlb:=x1;
YlWldGl ba =-yl;
X2WldGlb:•x2;
Y2WldGlb:=-y2;
end
·
else error;< 2, 2> ;
end;
procedure ReDefineWindow<i,X_1,Y_1,X_2,Y_2:integer>;
begin
i f (i in Cl •• MaxWindowsGlbl> and <X_1<=X_2> and <Y_1<=Y_2> and
<X l>•O> and <X 2<•XMaxGlb> and <Y_l>=O> and <Y_2<=YMaxGlb> then
with windowtiJ do
begin
x1:=X_1;
yl: av _1;

x2:•X_2;
y2:=Y 2•
if i>~a;WindowGlb then MaxWindowGlb:=i;
end
else if i in Cl •• MaxWindowsGlbJ then error<3,3>
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eise error(3,2>;
end;
procedure 0eTineWindcw<i,X_l,Y_l,X_2,Y_2:integer>;
begin
ReDefineWindow<i,X_l,Y_l,X_2,Y_2>;
with win~owCil do
begin
header: =:oo :oo;
top:=trua;
drawn:=false;
end;
end;
procedure SelactWindcw<i:integer>;
begin
iT (i in Cl •• MaxWindcwGlbl> then
with windowCiJ do
begin
WindowNd><Glb:=i;
X1 Raf Gl b: =->< 1 ;
Y1RefGlb: •y1;
X2Re-f Gl b: •><2;
Y2RefGlb:•y2;
BxGlba•<<x2-x1> shl 3+7>1<X2WldGlb-X1WldGlb>;
8yGlb:•<y2-y1>1<Y2WldGlb-Y1WldGlb>;
AxGlb1•<xl shl 3)-X1WldGlb*B><Glb;
AyGlb:•y1-Y1WldGlb*ByGlb;
iT A><isGlb then
begin
Ax i sG 1 b: =f al se;
X1Glb:=O;
V1Glb:=O;
X2Glb:=O;
Y2Glbs=O;
end;
and
else error<4,2>;
end;
function WindowX<x:real>:integer;
var tamp:raal;
begin
temp:=-AxGlb+BxGlb•x;
if temp>3.2760E04 then temp:=1.0E04;
if temp<-3.2760E04 then temp:•-1.0E04;
WindowX:•trunc<temp>;
end;
function WindowY<y:real>:integer;
var temp:real;
begin
temp:=AyGlb+ByGlb*y;
if temp>3.2760E04 then temp:=1.0E04;
if temp<-3.2760E04 then temp:=-1.0E04;
WindowY:=trunc<temp>;
end;
procedure InitGraphic;
var fil:file of CharArray;
t f i 1 e 1 text ;
test: ·"integer;
temp:WrkString;
i: integer;
begin
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d" ) ;

GotoXY<1,1>;
if not HardwarePresent then
begin
ClrScr;
GotoXY<l,2>;
writeln<"Fatal error: graphics hardware not found or not properly ac:tivat
halt;
end;
MessageGlb:•Trua;
BrkGlb:•False;
GrafModeGlb:=False;
GetMem<ErrorProcCOJ,16>;
GetM•m<ErrorCodeCOJ,24>;
ErrorProcCOJA:•"InitGraphic~;

ErrorCodaCOJA:•"ERROR.MSG missing';
assign<tfila,"error.msg">;
<SI-> resat<tfila>; <SI+}
i f · i or asul t •O th an
begin
for i:•O to MaxProcsGlb do
begin
r•adln<tfile,temp>;
if i<>O than GetMem<ErrorProcCil,length<temp>+1>;
.Er-rorProc Ci JA: •tamp i
end,
for i:•O to MaxErrsGlb do
bagin
raadlnCtfile,temp>;
if i<>O than GatMam<ErrorCodeCiJ,length<temp>+l>;
ErrorCodeCiJ~:•temp;

end;
readln<tfile,PcGlb>;
c:lose<tfila>;
end
else
begin
GatMam<ErrorProcC1J,14>;
ErrorProcC1l~:•"** UNKNOWN**";
for i:•2 to MaxProcsGlb do
ErrorProcCiJ:•ErrorProcC1J;
for i:•1 to MaxErrsGlb do ErrorCodeCil:•ErrorProcC1J;
error<O,O>;
end;
for i:•1 to MaxWorldsGlb do
OafinaWorld(i,O,O,XScreenMaxGlb,YMaxGlb>;
MaxWorldGlb:•1;
for i:•1 to MaxWindowsGlb do
bag in
OefineWindow<i,O,O,XMaxGlb,YMaxGl~>;

with stackCiJ do
b•gin
W.Size:=O;
Contents:=Nil;
end;
RemoveHeader<i>;
end;
MaxWindowGlb: •1;
if CharFile<>'' then
begin
assign<fil,CharFile>;
{SI - } reset <f i l > ; {SI+}
if ioresult=O th~n read(fil,CharSet>
else error<0,1>;
c:lose<fil>;
end;
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BrkGlb:=true;
if RamScreenGlb then
begin
AllocateRAMScreen;
Salec:tSc:reen<2>;
ClearScrean;
end;
Sel ectScre.e n <1 > ;
WindowNdxGlb:=-1;
SalectWorld<l>;
S•lectWindow<l>;
SetColcrWhite;
SetClippingOn;
SatAspact<AspactFactcr>;
DirectModeGlbs=-falsa;
PiaGlbs=falsa;
SetMass•gaOn;
SatH••darOff;
SatHaadarToTop;
ErrCodeGlb:=-0;
SatLinaStyla<O>;
VStapGlb:•I~StapGlb;

EntarGraphic:;
XlGlb:-0;
X2Glb1=-0;
YlGlb:•O;
Y2Glb1=-0;
AxisGlb:=-falsa;
HatchGlb:=falsa;
and;

<*******************************>

function c:lipreal<c:lip><l,c:lip><r,c:lipyb,c:lipyt:real;
var x1,y1,x2,y2:real>:boolean;
label return;
type adge•<laft,right,bottom,tcp>; outcode=set of edge;
var c:,c1,c2:outc:ode;
x,y:real;
tempc:lip:boolean;
<COHEN-SUTHERLAND CLIPPING ALGORITHM}

<****************>

procedure coda<x,y1real; var c::outc:ode>;
bag in
c::=-CJ;
if x<c:lipxl then c::=-CleftJ
else if x>c:lipxr than c:•CrightJ;
if y<clipyb then c::=-c+CbottomJ
else if y>c:lipyt then c::•c:+CtopJ;
end; {code}

<****************>

begin{clipraal}
tempclip:=-false;
code<x1,y1,c1>;
c:ode<x2,y2,c2>;
while <c:l<>CJ> or Cc2<>CJ> do begin
if <c1*c2><>CJ then goto return;
c:=c1;
if c=CJ then c:=c2;
if left in c then begin
{crosses left edge}
y:=y1+<y2-y1>*<clipxl-xl>l<x2-x1>;
x:=-clipxl;
end
else if right in c then begin
{crosses right edge}
y:=y1+<y2-y1>•<c:lipxr-x1>1<x2-x1>;
x:=clipxr;
end
else if bottom · in c then begin
{crosses bottom edge}
x:=x1+<x2-xl>*<clipyb-yl>l<y2-y1>;
y:=c:lipyb;
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end
else if top in c then begin
{crosses top edge}
x:=xl+<x2-xl>*<clipyt-y1)/(y2-y1>;
y:=clipyt;
end;
if c=c1 then begin
xl:=x; yl:=y; code<x,y,cl>;
end
else begin
x2:=x; y2:=y; coda<x,y,c2>;
end;
end;<wnile}
tempclip:=trua;
return:clipreal:=tempclip;
end;<clipreal}

<*******************************>

function clip<var x1,y1,x2,y2:integer>:bcclean;
var xr1,yr1,xr2,yr2,pxmin,pxmax,pymin,pym•x:real;
tampclip:bcclaan;
begin
xr1:•x1; yrl:•y1; xr2s-x2; yr2:•y2;
pxmin:•O; pxmax:•~75;pymin:•10• pymax:•190;
tampclips•clipreal<pxmin,pxmax,pymin,pymax,xr1,yr1,xr2,yr2>;
if tempclip then begin
x1:•rcund<xr1>; yl:•rcund<yrl>; x2:=rcund<!<r2>; y2:=round<yr2>;
end; <if}
clip:•tempclip;
end;<clip}

<*******************************>
procedure OrawPoint<xr,yr:raal>;
var x,y:intager;
begin
if OirectModaGlb then dp<trunc<xr>,trunc<yr>>
else
begin
x: =-WindcwX <xr>;
y:=WindowY<yr>;
if ClippingGlb than
begin
if <x>•XlRefGlb snl 3> and <x<X2RefGlb shl 3+7> then
if <y>•Y1RafGlb> and <y<=Y2RefGlb> then dp<x,y>;
end
else dp<x,y>;
end;
end;
procedure OrawLina<xl,yl,x2,y2:real>;
var X1Loc,Y1Loc,X2Loc,Y2Loc:integer;
procedure DrawLine0irect<x1,y1,x2,y2:integerJ;
var x,y,DeltaX,DeltaY,XStep,YStep,direction:integer;
begin
x: =x 1;
y: =y1;
XStep: =1;
YStep: •1;
if x1>x2 then XStep:=--1;
if y1>y2 then YStep:=-1;
DeltaX:=abs<x2-x1>;
DeltaY:=abs<y2-y1>;
if DeltaX=O than direction:=-1
else direction:=O;
while not <<x=x2> and <y=y2>> do
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begin
if LinestyleGlb=O then dp<x,y>
else
begin
CntGlb:=<CntGlb+1) and 7;
if LineStyleArrayGlbCCnt~lbJ then dp<x,y>;
end;
if direction<O then
begin
y:::sy+YStep;
direction:=direction+OeltaX;
end
·
else
begin
x:=x+XStep;
direction:=direction-DeltaY;
end;
and;
end;
begin
if DirectModaGlb then
DrawLineDiract<trunc<x1>,trunc<y1>,trunc<x2>,trunc<y2>>
els•
begin
X1Loc:•WindowX<x1>;
Y1Loc:•WindowY<y1>;
X2Loc:aWindowX<x2>;
Y2Loc:=WindowY<y2>;
if clip <X1Loc,Y1Loc,X2Loc,Y2Loc> then
DrawLinaOirect<X1Loc,Y1Loc,X2Loc,Y2Loc>;
end;
end;
procedure DrawLinaClipped<x1,y1,x2,y2:integar>;
begin
if clip<x1,y1,x2,y2> then DrawLineCx1,y1,x2,y2>;
end;
procadur• DrawSqu•re<X1,Y1,X2,Y2:real;
fill:boolaan>;
var i,x1loc,y1loc,x2loc,y21oc:intager;
OirectModeLoc:boolean;
procedure OS<x1,x2,y1intager>;
bt!gin
if LinaStyleGlbaQ than DrawStraight<x1,x2,y>
als• DrawLine<x1,y,x2,y>;
end;
procedure DSCCx1,x2,y:integer>;
begin
if clip<x1,y,x2,y> then DS<x1,x2,y>;
end;
procedure DrawSqr<x1,y1,x2,y2:integer;
fill:boolean>;
var i:integer;
begin
i-f not fill then
begin
DS<x1,x2,y1>;
DrawLine<x2,y1,x2,y2>;
OS< x 1 , x 2, y2 > ;
DrawLine<x1,y2,x1,y1>;
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end
else
for i:=y1 to y2 do DS<x1,x2,i>;
end;
begin
if OirectModeGlb then DrawSqr<trunc<X1>,trunc<Y1>,trunc<X2>,trunc<Y2>,fill
else
begin
OirectModeLoc:=DirectModeGlb;
DirectModeGlb:=trua;
xlloc:=WindowX<X1>;
y1loc:•WindowY<Y1>;
x2loc:•WindowX<X2>;
y2loc:=WindowY<Y2>;
if not fill then
bag in
DSC<x1loc,x2loc,y11oc>;
DrawLinaClipped<x2loc,ylloc,x21oc,y21oc>;
DSC<xlloc,x2loc,y2loc>•
OrawLinaClipped<xlloc,y2loc,xlloc,y11oc>;
•nd
als•
for i:•y1loc to y2loc do OSC<x1loc,x2loc,i>;
OiractModeGlbs•OiractModaLoc;
and;
end;
procedure OrawAscii<var x,y:integer;
siza,ch:byta>;
var xlref,x2ref,xpos,ypos,xstart,yst•rt,xend,yend,xx,yy: integer;
charbyta: byta;
begin
x1refs=XlR•fGlb shl 3;
x2raf:=X2RafGlb ~hl 3+7;
for ypos:•O to ~ do
b•gin
CharBytas=<CharSattch, <7-ypos> shr 1J shr <<ypos and 1> shl 2>> and SOF;
for xpos:•O to 3 do
if <CharByta shr <3-xpos>> and 1<>0 then
begin
xstart:•x+xpas•siz•;
xand:•xstart+siza-1;
ystarts•y+1+<ypos-2>*size;
y•nd:•ystart+siza-1;
if Clippin9Glb then
begin
if xstart<x1ref then xstart:=x1ref;
if xend>x2ref then xend:=x2ref;
if ystart<Y1RefGlb then ystart:=YlRefGlb;
if yend>Y2RefGlb then yend:=Y2RefGlb;
end;
for yy:=ystart to yend do
for xx:axstart to xend do
dpCxx,yy>;
end;
end;
x:=x+size*6;
end;
procedure DrawText<x,y,scale:integer;
txt:wrkstring>;
var LinaStyleLoc,code,AsciiValue,StringLen,i,SymbolScale,SymbolCode:integer;
OirectModeLoc:boolean;
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begin
OirectModeLoc:=DirectModeGlb=
DirectModeGlb:=true=
·
LineStyleLoc:=LinestyleGlb;
SetLi neStyl e <O>";
StringLen:=length<txt>;
i : a 1;

while i<=-StringLen do
begin
AsciiValua:=ord<txtCiJ>;
if AsciiValue=27 then
begin
SymbclScales=scale;
i :=•i +1;
if i<=StringLen then
begin
val<txtCiJ,SymbolCode,code>;
if <i+2<=StringLen> and <ord<txtCi+lJ>=64> then
begin
val<txtCi+2J,SymbolScale,code>;
i : •i+2;
•nd;
ca•• SymbclCcda of
1 : dp ( )( ' y) ;
2:dp<x,y>;
3,4:dp<x,y>;
:5:dp<x,y>;
6:dp<x,y>;
7:dp<x,y>;
8:dp<x,y>;
end;
x:=x+3•Symbo1Scale;
SymbclScala:=scale;
end;
and
els• DrawAscii<x,y,scale,AsciiValu•>;
i : =i +1;
end;
DirectMcdaGlb:•OirectModaLoc;
SetLineStyla<LinaStyleLoc>;
end;
procedure DrawTextW<x,y:real;
scale: integer;
txt:wrkstring>;
begin
if DirectModeGlb then DrawText<trunc<x>,trunc<y>,scale,txt>
els• DrawText<WindowX<x>,WindowY<y>,scale,txt>;
end;
procedure OrawBorder;
var ClipLoc,DirectModeLoc:boolean;
x 1 1, :-: 12: integer;
procedure OrawHeaderBackground<y1,y2:integer>;
var i: integer;
begin
for i:=yl to y2 do DrawStraight<xl1,xl2,i>;
end;
procedure Dra.1Header=
var Y1Hdr,Y2Hdr,yl1,yl2:integer;
begin
with windowCWindowNdxGlbJ do
begin
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if drawn then
if top then
begin
ReOefineWindow<WindowNdxGlb,XlRe+Glb,YlRe+Glb-HeaderSizeGlb.X2RefGl
,Y2RefGlb>;
.
SelectWindcw<WindowNdxGlb>;
end
·
else
begin
ReDefineWindcw<WindowNdxGlb,XlRefGlb,YlRe+Glb,X2RefGlb,Y2RefGlb+Heac
er Si z eG l b > ;
SelectWindow<WindowNdxGlb>;
end;
if TcpGlb then
begin
yll:=YlRefGlb+HeaderSizeGlb;
yl2:=Y2RefGlb;
Y1Hdr:aY1RefGlb;
Y2Hdr:aY1RafGlb+HeaderSizeGlb-1;
end
els•
begin
yll:•YlRefGlb;
yl2:•Y2RefGlb-HeadarSizeGlb;
Y1Hdr:=Y2RefGlb-HeaderSizeGlb+1;
Y2Hdr:=Y2RefGlb;
end;
top:=TopGlb;
ReDefineWindow<WindowNdxGlb,X1RefGlb,yl1,X2RefGlb,yl2>;
SelectWindow<WindowNdxGlb>;
DrawHeaderBackground<Y1Hdr,Y2Hdr>;
ColorGlb:=255-ColorGlb;
DrawText<xl1+2+<xl2-xl1-length<header>*6> shr 1,Y1Hdr+3,l,header>;
DrawSquare<xll,Y1Hdr,xl2,Y2Hdr,false>;
ColcrGlb:=255-ColorGlb;
DrawSquare<xl1,Y1RefGlb,xl2,Y2RefGlb,false>;
drawn:=true;
end;
end;
begin
DirectModaLoc:=DirectModeGlb;
DirectModeGlb:=true;
ClipLoc:=ClippingGlb;
ClippingGlb:=false;
xll:=XlRefGlb shl 3;
xl2:=X2RefGlb shl 3+7;
with windowCWindowNdxGlbJ do
if <<HeaderGlb) and <lengthCheader>>O>> and
CClengthCheader>*6><absCxl2-xl1J-4> then
DrawHeader

<y2-y1>HeaderSizeGlb>

else

begin
drawn:=false;
DrawSquare<xi1,Y1RefGlb,xl2,Y2RefGlb,false>;
end;
DirectMcdeGlb:=DirectModeLoc;
ClippingGlb:=ClipLoc;
end;
<***********************************************************>

(<**
(<**
<*

(*

*)

TURBO GRAPHIX version 1.03A
Polygon modification module
Module version
1.00A

*>

*)

*'

*>
*>

and
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:*

~*
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BORLAND International

~*

*>

*>

*'

~***********************************************************>

lrocedure RotatePolygonAbout<Var A:PlotArray;
NPoints:integer;
Theta,XO,YO:real>;
var C,S,X,Ph:real;
i:integer;
begin
if NPoints>•2 then
begin
Ph:=Pi/180.0*Theta;
C: •cos <Ph> ;
S:•sin<Ph>;
for i:•l to NPoints do
begin
X:•XO+C*<ACi,1l-XO>-S*<Ati,2J-YO>;
Ati,2l:•YO+S•<ACi,1l-XO>+C*<ACi,2J-YO>;
ACi,1l:•X;
end;
end
else error<S,4>;
end;
RotatePolygon<var A:PlotArray;
NPoints:integer;
Theta:real>;
var XO,YO:real;
i:integer;

~rocedure

begin
XO:•O.O;
YO:=O.O;
for i:=1 to NPoints do
begin
XO:•XO+ACi,1J;
YO:•YO+ACi,2l;
end;
RotatePolygonAbout<A,NPoints,Theta,XO/NPoints,YO/NPoints>;
end;
procedure TranslatePolygon<var A:PlotArray;
N:integer;
OeltaX,DeltaY:real>;
var i : integer;
begin
N: =abs <N>;
if N>=2 then
for i:=l to N do
begin
ACi,1J:•Ati,1J+DeltaX;
ACi,2J:=ACi,2J+DeltaY;
end
el se err or <9, 4 > ;
end;
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